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ECDM  - Environmentally Conscious Design and Manufacturing 
ELU   - Environmental Load Units  
EMAS  - Eco-Management and Audit Scheme  
EMS   - Environmental Management System  
EOP   - End-of-Pipe  
EPS   - Environmental Priority Strategies 
ERP   - Environmental Responsible Product  
EU   - European Union  
FLDSS  - Fuzzy Linguistic-based Decision Support System 
FMEA  - Failure Modes and Effect Analysis 
FMADM  - Fuzzy Multiple Attribute Decision Making  
FMODM  - Fuzzy Multiple Objective Decision Making 
GPD   - Green Product Design  
GSS   - Group Support System  
HOE   - House of Ecology  
HOQ   - House of Quality  
Ho   - Null Hypothesis 
H1   - Alternative Hypothesis  
I   - Important  
IA   - Impact Analysis  
IBM   - International Business Machines  
IC   - Indeed Critical  
ILCM   - Integrated Life Cycle Management  
IPDP   - Integrated Product Development Process 
IPPC   - Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control  
IS   - Indeed Superior  
ISO   - International Standards Organisation 
KOSIMEUS - Kombination von Simulationstool und multikriterielle  
    Entscheidungsunterstützung System 




LCAit   - LCA Inventory Tool 
LCC   - Life Cycle Cost 
LCCM  - Life Cycle Cost Management  
LCD   - Life Cycle Design  
LCE   - Life Cycle Engineering 
MADM  - Multi-attribute Decision Making  
MLC   - More or less Critical  
MLI   - More or less Important  
MLS   - More or less Superior  
MRP   - Manufacturing Resources Planning  
NGO   - Non-government Officials  
NI   - Not Important  
NMVOC  - Non Methane Volatile Organic Compounds  
NOx   - Nitrogen Oxides  
P   - Poor  
PAH   - Poly Aromatic Hydrocarbons  
PMMA  - Polymethyl methacrylate 
POCP  - Photochemical Oxidation Potential 
PROMETHEE - Preference Ranking Organisation Method for Enrichment 
    Evaluations  
PWMI  - Plastics Waste Management Institute   
QFD   - Quality Function Deployment  
RERP   - Environmentally Responsible Product Rating 
R &D   - Research and Development  
S   - Superior  
SIMAN  - Simulation Manufacturing 
SIMFACTORY - Simulation Factory 
SLCA   - Streamlined Life Cycle Assessment 
SO2   - Sulphur dioxide 
SPD   - Sustainable Product Development  
SQC   - Statistical Quality Control  
TQM   - Total Quality Management 
TQEM  - Total Quality Environmental Management 
U   - Unimportant  
UBC   - University of British Columbia  
UNEP  - United Nations Environmental Program 
UNIDO  - United Nations Industrial Development Organisation 
USEPA  - United States Environmental Program Agency  
VI   - Very Important  
VOC   - Volatile Organic Compounds  
VP   - Very Poor  
W   - Watts 
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6+(B+&N!S__Yn!\#55$4;;!q!"@,5N!S__Yn!>$+/!q!"@,5N!S__cn!d'(!6++(+(N!S__cn!>/-,+&N!S__bp:!
I**/5/4('&&MN!E+/(B&+!+5!'&:!oS__cpN!6+/*+(1'#;5!q!E#()+$U@1&+$!oS__cp!'(*!O'-N!O@1&+!q!
I01/(/! oS__cp! +.;1',/,+*! 51+! #$)+(5! (++*! 74$! +'$&M! *+,/)(! '(*! *+0/,/4(! 544&,! /(! 51+!
.'(#7'05#$/()! /(*#,5$M! /(! ,;/5+! 47! /(1+$+(5! 1/)1! #(0+$5'/(5M! /(=4&=+*! *#+! 54! /('*+m#'5+!
-(48&+*)+N!./,,/()!*'5'!'(*!04.;&+Z!/(5+$'05/4(,!74$!51+!,M,5+.!'5!51+!U+)/((/():!
!
1.1 Problem Statement 
2/=+(!51+!*+,0$/U+*!(++*!'U4=+N!51+!$+,+'$01!;$4U&+.!/,!740#,+*!4(!148!/(*#,5$/'&!7/$.,!0'(!
U+! ',,/,5+*! /(! 51+! *+,/)(! 47! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.,! ,4! 51'5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! +04(4./0!
$+m#/$+.+(5,!47!,5'-+14&*+$,!/(!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!;1',+,!47!51+!,M,5+.!'$+!'**$+,,+*!'5!51+!+'$&M!








,/.;&+! ,#$7'0+! ,5$#05#$+N! ,/.;&+! 54! /(,5'&&N! &48! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5N! $+*#0+*! +./,,/4(,! 47! 54Z/0!
,#U,5'(0+,! '(*! $+*#0+*! )&4U'&! 8'$./()! ;45+(5/'&:! D1+! m#+,5/4(! /,! 4(! 148! 51+,+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5MN!'(*!04,5!$+m#/$+.+(5,!0'(!U+!04(,/*+$+*!'5!51+!+'$&M!,5')+!47!;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5!/(!51+!;$+,+(0+!47!#(0+$5'/(5M!47!/(74$.'5/4(!,4!51'5!51+!U+,5!4;5/4(!74$!;$4*#05!





1.2 Objectives of the Study 
D4!*+'&!8/51! 51+!;$4U&+.N! 51+!.'/(!4U[+05/=+!47! 51/,!84$-! /,! 54!*+=+&4;!'!*+0/,/4(L4$/+(5+*!
&/7+! 0M0&+! ';;$4'01! 51'5! +('U&+,! 51+! /(5+)$'5/4(! 47! 04,5! '(*! m#'&/5M! 7'054$,! 54)+51+$! 8/51!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! ,4! 51'5! '&5+$('5/=+,!
0'(! U+! 04(,/,5+(5&M! 04.;'$+*! '(*! 51+! 4;5/.'&! 4;5/4(! /,! 014,+(:! D1$4#)1! 51/,! 8'MN! 51+!
.'(#7'05#$/()! 04.;'(M!0'(!*+.4(,5$'5+! /5,! 04../5.+(5! 54! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5+8'$*,1/;!'(*!
+04(4./0!04.;+5/5/=+(+,,:!
D4!.++5!51+!.'/(!4U[+05/=+N!51+!,#UL)4'&,!'$+R!
S:! /*+(5/7M! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! ,5'-+14&*+$,! 74$! '! )/=+(!
;$4*#05!,M,5+.n!






`:! '004#(5! 51+! #('='/&'U/&/5M! '(*! /('00#$'0M! 47! m#'&/5M! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+&'5+*! *'5'! '(*!
/(74$.'5/4(N!'(*!47!04,5!+,5/.'5+,!'5!51+!+'$&M!;$4*#05!*+,/)(!,5')+n!!




1.3 Methodological Approach 
D1+!7/$,5!;1',+!47!51+!.+514*4&4)M!/,!54!/*+(5/7M!'(*!*40#.+(5!51+!$+m#/$+.+(5,!4$!'55$/U#5+,!
U',+*! 4(! 51+! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! 9$+7+$,! 54! 51+! 04.;'(Me,! +Z/,5/()! ;$4*#05,<!8/51! $+,;+05! 54!
0#,54.+$e,! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! '(*! 04,5! /(! '! &/7+! 0M0&+!
;+$,;+05/=+! 51$4#)1! 51+! #,+! 47!.4*/7/+*! 4$! ,/.;&/7/+*!]>3N! \^IN! '(*! \^^!.+514*,:! D1+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! *+7/(+*! ,M(4(M.4#,&M! 1+$+! ',! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!
0'5+)4$/+,!'(*!4U5'/(+*!#,/()!51+!/(=+(54$M!'('&M,/,!'(*!0&',,/7/0'5/4(!,5+;,!47!51+!\/7+!^M0&+!
I('&M,/,! 9\^I<! .+514*:! \/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 9\^I<! /,! '! ;$4=+(! .+514*! 74$! '('&M,/()!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! 47! '! ;$4*#05! /(! /5,! &/7+! 0M0&+! '(*! ,M,5+.,! ;+$,;+05/=+:! J(+! 47!
\^Ie,! &/./5'5/4(,! /,! 51'5! /5!*4+,!(45!'004#(5! 74$!(4(L+(=/$4(.+(5'&!',;+05,!,#01!',!;$4*#05!
m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5:!J(!51+!451+$!1'(*N!51+!0#,54.+$,e!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5!$+m#/$+.+(5,e!/(74$.'5/4(!




9\^^<! .+514*4&4)/+,N! $+,;+05/=+&M:! ]#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(! *+;&4M.+(5! 9]>3<! /,! '(! +,5'U&/,1+*!
.+514*! 74$! '('&M,/()! 0#,54.+$e,! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! ,M,5+.'5/0'&&M! /(! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47!
;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5:! D1+! */,'*='(5')+! 47! ]>3! /,! 51'5! /5! *4+,! (45! '004#(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!












]%^! $+m#/$+.+(5,! ;$4=/*+*! UM! *+0/,/4(! .'-+$,! 4$! *+,/)(+$,! '$+! .4*+&&+*! #,/()! *+7/(+*!




F(! 51+! 51/$*! ;1',+N! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! *+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.N! 81/01! +.;&4M,! '! 7#BBM!




1.4 Significance of the Study 
F(!'**/5/4(! 54! 51+!$'5/4('&+!47! 51+!$+,+'$01!;4/(5+*!4#5!'5! 51+!U+)/((/()N! 51+!;$+,+(5!84$-!/,!
;'$5/0#&'$&M!+,,+(5/'&!54!*+=+&4;/()!04#(5$/+,!,#01!',!51+!Q1/&/;;/(+,!,4!51'5!/5!0'(!'/*!51+.!54!
.'(#7'05#$+! '(*! .'$-+5! 51+/$! ;$4*#05,! /(! '004$*'(0+! 54! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5,! *+.'(*+*! UM!
/(5+$('5/4('&!0#,54.+$,:!O4$+4=+$N! /(! 51+!Q1/&/;;/(+,N!+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M!04(,0/4#,!;$4*#05/4(!
'(*! .'(#7'05#$/()! /,! )$'*#'&&M! .'-/()! /5,! 8'M! /(54! /(*#,5$/'&! 7/$.,! 51$4#)1! 51+! 0#$$+(5!
7&'),1/;!;$4)$'.! /(!^&+'(+$!Q$4*#05/4(! '(*!Q4&&#5/4(!Q$+=+(5/4(!47!3+;'$5.+(5!47!G0/+(0+!
'(*! D+01(4&4)M! 93JGD<! 54! '**$+,,! 51+! 04(,+m#+(0+,! 47! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /,,#+:! 6/51! 51+!
;$4;4,+*!.+514*4&4)MN! Q1/&/;;/(+! /(*#,5$/'&! 7/$.,!84#&*! U+! 'U&+! 54! -(48! 148! 54! /.;$4=+!






F(! '**/5/4(N! 51/,! 84$-! /,! /(5+(*+*! 54! ',,/,5! 04.;'(/+,N! U451! /(! *+=+&4;+*! '(*! *+=+&4;/()!
04#(5$/+,N! /(! '**$+,,/()! 51+! /,,#+! 47! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;$45+05/4(N! /(! '**/5/4(! 54! 04,5! '(*!





47! 51+! ;$4*#05,! /,! ',,+,,+*! UM! 04(,/*+$/()! 04,5N! m#'&/5MN! ;+$74$.'(0+! '(*! /.;'05! 4(! 51+!




1.5  Limitations of the Study 




,/.#&5'(+4#,! 04(,/*+$'5/4(!47!m#'&/5MN! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*!04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,:!6/51! $+)'$*! 54!





$+m#/$+.+(5,! 51'5! '$+! U+&/+=+*! 54! U+! $+&+='(5! '(*! &/-+&M! 8/&&! )/=+! '! 7/$.! '! 04.;+5/5/=+!
'*='(5')+:!I&514#)1! /5! /,! 7'$!U+55+$! 54! 04(,/*+$! 51+! 04(0+$(,!47!'&&! ,5'-+14&*+$,! 90#,54.+$,N!






D1/,! ,5#*M! 04=+$,! 4(&M! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! ;$40+,,! 81+$+! 51+! *+5'/&+*!
;$4*#05s;$40+,,!*+,/)(!;1',+!/,!(45!04(*#05+*:!%Z;&/0/5&MN!51/,!,5#*M!/,!4(&M!&/./5+*!#;!54!51+!
*+0/,/4(!.'-/()! ,5')+! 54! *+5+$./(+!81/01! ;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5! ,14#&*! U+! 7#$51+$!
*+;&4M+*! /(! 51+! ,#00++*/()!,5')+,!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!D1+!E4#,+!47!]#'&/5M! 9EJ]<! /,!
51+!4(&M!.'5$/Z!51'5!8',!#,+*!/(!51/,!,5#*M:!I**/5/4('&&MN!+,5'U&/,1.+(5!47!]>3!.'5$/0+,!74$!






'(*! ,+04(*'$M! *'5':! D1+! )'51+$/()! 47! /(74$.'5/4(! /,! ;$/.'$/&M! 04(*#05+*! 51$4#)1! /(*/$+05!
04(5'05!8/51! \#./&/)15! %&+05$/0! Q$4*#05! '(*!\/)15/()N! F(0:! $'51+$! 51'(! '! ;&'((+*! ,5$#05#$+*!
*/$+05! /(5+$=/+8! /(! 51+! ,'/*! Q1/&/;;/(+! 04.;'(M:! D1+! 04&&+05+*! *'5'! 8',! 4(&M! &/./5+*! '(*!
(++*+*!54!U+!,#;;&+.+(5+*!7$4.!451+$!*'5'!,4#$0+,:!!
\',5&MN!51+!.'[4$!*$'8U'0-!/(!51/,!5M;+!47!,5#*M!/,!51+!&'0-!47!*/$+05!'00+,,!54!'00#$'5+!*'5'!74$!




1.6 Outline of the Study 
D1/,!,5#*M!/,!,#U*/=/*+*!/(54!SS!01';5+$,N!81/01!'$+!,5$#05#$+*!',!74&&48,R!
^1';5+$! V! 54! ^1';5+$! b! 04=+$! 51+! $+=/+8! 47! $+&'5+*! &/5+$'5#$+! '(*! 51+! (+0+,,'$M! 51+4$+5/0'&!
U'0-)$4#(*! 54! ',,/,5! 51+! $+'*+$! /(! #(*+$,5'(*/()! 51+! */77+$+(5! 04(0+;5,! /(5$4*#0+*! '(*!
74&&48/()! 51+! &/(+! 47! 51/(-/()! 74$! 51+! *+=+&4;+*! 04(0+;5#'&! .+514*4&4)M! /(! ^1';5+$! c:!
G+&+05+*! '(*! $+&'5+*! 54;/0,! 'U4#5! m#'&/5M! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!.'(')+.+(5! /(! $+&'5/4(! 54! 51+!
*+,/)(! 47! ;$4*#05,! '(*! ;$40+,,+,N! m#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(! *+;&4M.+(5N! &/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5N! &/7+!
0M0&+! 04,5/()N! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0N! .#&5/L0$/5+$/'! 4$! .#&5/L'55$/U#5+! ,5#*/+,N! +50:! '$+! */,0#,,+*:!




.+514*4&4)/+,! '(*! 04(0+;5,! 04(0+$(/()! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,! /(! 51+! *+,/)(! 47!
;$4*#05,! '(*! ;$40+,,+,:! F5! '&,4! 5'0-&+,! 148! '! *+,/)(! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5! 04#&*! '**$+,,! 51+!
04.;'(Me,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5+8'$*,1/;! '(*! */,0#,,+,! 51+! ;4;#&'$! .+514*! 47! &/7+! 0M0&+!
',,+,,.+(5!'(*!$+=/+8,!;$+=/4#,!\^I!$+&'5+*!,5#*/+,:!^1';5+$!a!*+,0$/U+,!51+!04(0+;5!47!&/7+!
0M0&+! 04,5/()! 8/51! $+&+='(0+! 54! *+,/)(! 74$! +04(4./0! 7+',/U/&/5M:! ^1';5+$! b! ;$+,+(5,! 51+!
04(0+;5,! 47! 7#BB/(+,,N! 7#BBM! ,+5! 51+4$MN! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,N! */77+$+(5! .#&5/L0$/5+$/'!
.+514*4&4)/+,! /(0&#*/()! '! (4(L+Z1'#,5/=+! $+=/+8! 47! ;$+=/4#,! 7#BBM! $+&'5+*! ,5#*/+,:! I75+$!
$+=/+8/()!51+!&/5+$'5#$+!'(*!51+!$+m#/$+*!51+4$+5/0'&!U'0-)$4#(*N!^1';5+$!c!04(,/*+$,!/(!*+5'/&!
51+! ;$4;4,+*! ';;$4'01! 74$! 51+! +='&#'5/4(! '(*! ,+&+05/4(! 47! ,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5,! #(*+$! 7#BBM! *'5'! #(0+$5'/(5M:! ^1';5+$! Y! ';;&/+,! 51+! *+=+&4;+*!
.+514*4&4)M!/(!51+!0',+!47!'!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!^1';5+$!_!$+;4$5,!51+!4#504.+N!$+,#&5,!47!51+!
0',+! ,5#*M! '(*! 51+! (+0+,,'$M! '('&M,+,! '(*! */,0#,,/4(:! ^1';5+$! SW! 04(0&#*+,! 51+! ,5#*MN!





2 Product Planning and Development 
D1/,! 01';5+$! */,0#,,+,! 51+! 04(0+;5,! ',,40/'5+*! 8/51! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(N! /(5+)$'5+*! ;$4*#05!




2.1 Product Design and Definition 
6/51!/(0$+',/()!04.;+5/5/=+!;$+,,#$+,!'(*!$';/*&M!01'()/()!.'$-+5,N!51+!$+*#05/4(!/(!;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5! 0M0&+! 5/.+! 1',! U+04.+! '(! +,,+(5/'&! )4'&! 74$! .'(#7'05#$/()! 7/$.,:! %m#'&&M!
/.;4$5'(5! 54!51/,!'$+!51+!)4'&,!47!04(5/(#4#,!/.;$4=+.+(5!/(!;$4*#05!m#'&/5MN!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!
m#'&/5MN! 04,5! $+*#05/4(!'(*! $+,;4(,/=+(+,,! 54! 51+!f=4/0+!47! 51+!0#,54.+$:g!J51+$! 51'(! 51+,+N!
$+,;4(,+! 54! /(0$+',/()! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! 04.;&+Z/5MN! 7&+Z/U/&/5MN! '(*! ='$/+5M! ,14#&*! '&,4! U+!
/(0&#*+*! ',! 4U[+05/=+,! 74$! (+8! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! oO4&/('N!C#,/'-'! '(*! G'(01+BN! S__YN!!!!
;:! `WWp:! G/+)8'$5! '(*! G+(5/! oS__aN! ;:VbWp! 0'#5/4(+*! 51'5! 51+! ,#00+,,! 4$! 7'/&#$+! 47! '!
.'(#7'05#$/()! 04.;'(M! /,! 0&4,+&M! *+;+(*+(5! 4(! 51+! ,#00+,,! 4$! 7'/&#$+! 47! /5,! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5:!Q$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!/,!'(!+Z;$+,,/4(!47!51+!*+,/$+!54!,#$=/=+!',!'!04.;'(M!/(!
51+! &4()! $#(! oI(*$+',+(! '(*!E+/(N! S_YcN! ;:V_p:! H4M!q!H/+*+&! oS__cp! 04..+(5+*! 51'5! 51+!
.4,5! ,/)(/7/0'(5! 7+$5/&+! )$4#(*! 74$! 7/$.,! 54!;#$,#+!(+8!04.;+5/5/=+! '*='(5')+! ,14#&*! 04.+!
7$4.!;$4*#05!*+,/)(:!!







• O'5#$'5/4(! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05! 97/Z/()! *+5'/&,! 54! ,#/5! =4&#.+! 47! ,'&+,! '(*! ;$4*#05/4(!
.+514*,<!








/(! ;$4*#05! '(*! ;$40+,,! *+,/)(:! I! ;$4*#05! *+7/(/5/4(! /,! '! ,5'5+.+(5! 47! 51+! 7+'5#$+,! 51'5! '!
,;+0/7/0! ;$4*#05! ,14#&*! 1'=+! 81+(! *+=+&4;.+(5! /,! 04.;&+5+*:! F5! ;$4=/*+,! 51+! U',/0!
,;+0/7/0'5/4(,! 51'5! 51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! $+&/+,! 4(! 51$4#)14#5! 51+! *+,/)(! ;$40+,,:!
D1/,! ,5+;! /,! 0$#0/'&! 54! 0&'$/7M/()!81+$+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 7/5! /(!
1/+$'$01M! 47! ;$4*#05! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 51'5! *+,/)(+$,! .#,5! '**$+,,:! F(! 51+! 0',+! 81+(!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,N!451+$!51'(!m#'&/5M!'(*!+04(4./0N!'$+!(45!7'054$+*!/(54!51+!U',/0!
*+7/(/5/4(N! *+,/)(+$,! 8/&&! 1'=+! )$+'5! */77/0#&5M! 7/(*/()! 5/.+! 54! 84$-! 4(! 51+.! '(*! 8/&&! (45!
-(48!148!54!.'-+!';;$4;$/'5+!5$'*+L477,!8/51!451+$!*+,/)(!4U[+05/=+,:!!
2.1.1 Definition of Design and its Features 
D1+$+! '$+! ',! .'(M! */77+$+(5! *+7/(/5/4(,! 47! *+,/)(! ',! 51+$+! '$+! 8$/5+$,! 4(! 51+! 54;/0:! >4$!
/(,5'(0+N! '004$*/()! 54! 3+/5+$! oS__SpN! f3+,/)(! +,5'U&/,1+,! '(*! *+7/(+,! ,4&#5/4(,! 54! '(*!
;+$5/(+(5!,5$#05#$+,!74$!;$4U&+.,!(45!,4&=+*!U+74$+N!4$!(+8!,4&#5/4(,!54!;$4U&+.,!81/01!1'=+!
U++(! ;$+=/4#,&M! ,4&=+*! /(! '! */77+$+(5! 8'M:g! Q#)1! oS__Sp! '(*! A$U'(!q! E'#,+$! oS__Tp! ,++!
*+,/)(! /(! '! &'$)+$! 04(5+Z5N! ',! D45'&! 3+,/)(! L! f51+! ,M,5+.'5/0! '05/=/5M! (+0+,,'$MN! 7$4.! 51+!
/*+(5/7/0'5/4(!47!51+!.'$-+5s#,+$!(++*,N!54!51+!,+&&/()!47!51+!,#00+,,7#&!;$4*#05!54!,'5/,7M!514,+!
(++*,!L!'(!'05/=/5M!51'5!+(04.;',,+,!;$4*#05N!;$40+,,N!;+4;&+!'(*!4$)'(/,'5/4(g:!3M.!oS__`p!
;4/(5,! 4#5! 51'5! *+,/)(! ;$4U&+.,! '$+! 4;+(L./(*+*! /(,47'$! ',! 51+M! #,#'&&M! 1'=+! .'(M!
'00+;5'U&+!,4&#5/4(,!'(*!'$+!/&&!,5$#05#$+*!U+0'#,+!51+/$!,4&#5/4(!0'((45!(4$.'&&M!U+!74#(*!UM!
$4#5/(+&M! ';;&M/()! '! .'51+.'5/0'&! 74$.#&'! /(! '! ,5$#05#$+*! 8'M:! E+! *+7/(+,! *+,/)(! ',! f51+!
,M,5+.'5/0N! /(5+&&/)+(5! )+(+$'5/4(! '(*! +='&#'5/4(! 47! ,;+0/7/0'5/4(,! 74$! '$5+7'05,! 814,+! 74$.!
'(*!7#(05/4(!'01/+=+!,5'5+*!4U[+05/=+,!'(*!,'5/,7M!,;+0/7/+*!04(,5$'/(5,g:!!
3+,/)(!/,!0+(5$'&!54!.'(#7'05#$/()!/(*#,5$M:!D1'5!/,!+=+(!.4$+!5$#+!/(!54*'Me,!0&/.'5+!47!1/)1!
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2.1.2 Design and Development 
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2.2 Methods for Generating Product Ideas 
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2.3 Integrated Product Development 
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2.4 Concurrent (Simultaneous) Engineering 
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2.5 Sustainable Product Management and Development 
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2.5.1 Collaboration with External Parties  
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2.5.2 Sustainable Decision Making and Strategies  
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2.6 Brief Chapter Conclusion 
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3 Quality Consideration and Quality Function Deployment 
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3.1.1 Quality Planning 
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3.1.2 Total Quality Management 
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3.2 Design for Quality  
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3.3 Quality Function Deployment  
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51+! fG+=+(! O'(')+.+(5! '(*! Q&'((/()! D44&,g:! D1/,! .+514*4&4)M! 4$/)/('5+*! /(! S_cV! '5!




O4$+4=+$N!]>3! /,! ,'/*! 54! U+! '! X';'(+,+!.+514*! 74$! ,5$#05#$/()! '! ;$40+,,! '(*! $+0+(5&M! 1',!
U++(!$+04)(/,+*!',!'(!/.;4$5'(5!,5$'5+)/0!;&'((/()!544&:!F5!/,!04(,/*+$+*!'!.+'(,!54!*+;&4M!51+!
=4/0+! 47! 51+! 0#,54.+$! /(54! ,+'$01! 74$! ,#U,5/5#5+! 5+01(4&4)/+,N! /(54! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 51+! U+,5!
4;;4$5#(/5/+,!'(*!51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!;$4*#05,!'(*s4$!,+$=/0+,:!I75+$!51+!04(0+;5!47!]>3!8',!
/(5$4*#0+*! /(! 51+!AG!51$4#)1!'#54!.'(#7'05#$+$,!'(*!;'$5,!,#;;&/+$,!oI(,'$/!'(*!O4*'$+,,N!





G/+.+(,! '(*! >4$*N! ';;&/+*! 51/,! .+514*4&4)M! 54! /.;$4=+! 04..#(/0'5/4(N! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5N!'(*!.+',#$+.+(5!47!;$40+,,+,!'(*!,M,5+.,:!





54! +()/(++$/()! '(*! .'(#7'05#$/()N! 54! .'$-+5/()s,'&+,! '(*! */,5$/U#5/4(:! ]>3! /,! '! ;$4=+(!
.+514*4&4)M! 54! '01/+=+! 545'&! 0#,54.+$! ,'5/,7'05/4(N!81/01! /,! #,+*! UM! (#.+$4#,! 04.;'(/+,!
8/51!)$+'5!,#00+,,:!
E48+=+$N!4(+!47!*+7/0/+(0/+,!51'5!'$+!;'$5/0#&'$&M!,/)(/7/0'(5!/(!51+!;$+,+(5!,5#*M!/,!/5,!&'0-!47!
+Z;&/0/5! .+01'(/,.! 54! /(0&#*+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! ',,+,,.+(5! /(! 51+! 04#$,+! 47! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5!4$!/.;$4=+.+(5!o"1'()N!6'()!q!"1'()N!S___p:!
!
3.4 Basic Concept of QFD 





PHASE 1   PHASE 2  PHASE 3   PHASE 4 
Q$4*#05!Q&'((/()!! 3+,/)(! ! O'(#7'05#$/()! ! Q$4*#05/4(!
















4;;4$5#(/5/+,! '$+! '('&M,+*N! 51+! ;$4*#05! /,! ;&'((+*! 54! $+,;4(*! 54! 4;;4$5#(/5/+,N! '(*! 0$/5/0'&!































;'$5! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! '(*! 5'$)+5! ='&#+,:! F(! ;1',+! TN! 0$/5/0'&! ;$40+,,+,! '(*! ;$40+,,! 7&48,! '$+!
*+5+$./(+*N! ;$4*#05/4(! +m#/;.+(5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! *+=+&4;+*N! '(*! 0$/5/0'&! ;$40+,,!
;'$'.+5+$,!'$+!+,5'U&/,1+*:!F(!;1',+!`N!0$/5/0'&!;'$5!'(*!;$40+,,!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!'$+!*+5+$./(+*N!
;$40+,,! 04(5$4&! .+514*,! '(*! ;'$'.+5+$,! '$+! +,5'U&/,1+*N! '(*! /(,;+05/4(N! 5+,5! .+514*,! '(*!
;'$'.+5+$,! '$+! +,5'U&/,1+*:! >/)#$+! TLV! U+&48! /,! '! ,#))+,5+*! ]>3! .4*+&! 74$! 04(5/(#4#,!
;$40+,,! /(*#,5$/+,! ,#01! ',! )&',,N! 744*N!.4#518',1! '(*! *+5+$)+(5,:! Q1',+! V! '(*! ;1',+! T! /(!
>/)#$+!TLS!'$+!04.U/(+*!',!U451!.'5+$/'&!'(*!;$40+,,!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!81/01!*/$+05&M!/(7&#+(0+!
51+!+(*L;$4*#05!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!9.+',#$+,<!oE47.+/,5+$N!S__Wp:!
D1+! ]>3! .+514*4&4)M! #,+,! .'5$/0+,! 54! 4$)'(/,+! /(74$.'5/4(! '(*! ,148,! .#&5/;&+!
$+&'5/4(,1/;,!U+58++(!*/77+$+(5!-/(*,!47!/(74$.'5/4(:!D1+,+!.'5$/0+,!'$+!#,+*!74$!/*+(5/7M/()!
0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9^H,<! '(*! +,5'U&/,1/()! ;$/4$/5/+,! 47! *+,/)(! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 93H,<! 54!
,'5/,7M!51+!0#,54.+$!$+m#/$+.+(5,!9^H,<!o^$48N!S__bn!E'#,+$!+5!'&:N!S_YYp:!!D1/,!.+'(,!51'5!
/(! '**/5/4(! 54! /*+(5/7M/()!81/01!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!'$+!.4,5!0$/5/0'&! 54! ,'5/,7M!0#,54.+$,N! /5! '&,4!
;$4=/*+,!#,!8/51!5'$)+5,!74$!51+,+!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!U',+*!4(!04.;+5/5/=+!U+(01.'$-/():!
!
PHASE 1   PHASE 2   PHASE 3 
Q$4*#05!Q&'((/()!! 3+,/)(!'(*!Q$40+,,! Q$4*#05/4(!

















EJ]! 04(,/,5,! 47! ,/Z! U',/0! ,5+;,R! 9S<! /*+(5/7M! 0#,54.+$e,! '55$/U#5+,! 4$! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 9V<!
/*+(5/7M! 5+01(/0'&! 7+'5#$+,! 904#(5+$;'$5! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,<! 47! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 9T<! $+&'5+! 51+!
0#,54.+$e,! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 54! 51+! 5+01(/0'&! 7+'5#$+,N! 9`<! 04(*#05! '(*! +='&#'5+! 04.;+5/()!
;$4*#05,N! 9a<! +='&#'5+! 5+01(/0'&! 7+'5#$+,! '(*! *+=+&4;! 5'$)+5,! '(*! 9b<! *+5+$./(+! 81/01!
5+01(/0'&! 7+'5#$+,! 54! *+;&4M! /(! 51+! $+.'/(/()! ,5')+,! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! ;$40+,,! oD455/+! '(*!
\')+$N!S__an!2$'+,,+&!'(*!"+/*&+$N!S__Tn!H/[,+(U$/[!'(*!P'#+$N!S__Tp:!>/)#$+!TLT!,148,!51+!





















































• Area A! /(0&#*+,! 51+! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9^H<! 4$)'(/,+*! /(54! ';;$4;$/'5+!
0&',,/7/0'5/4(,:!^H,!'$+!51+!;$4*#05e,!$+m#/$+.+(5,!/(!0#,54.+$e,!5+$.,:!D1+!,5$#05#$+!
/,! #,#'&&M! *+5+$./(+*! UM! m#'&/5'5/=+! $+,+'$01! ,#01! ',! ,5$#05#$+*! /(5+$=/+8,! '(*!
,#$=+M,:! O4&/('! +5! '&:! oS__YN! ;:! `WSp! ,#))+,5+*! ,+=+$'&! ';;$4'01+,! 54! *+5+$./(+!
0#,54.+$! (++*,! '(*! $+m#/$+.+(5,:! ^';5#$/()! 51/,! f=4/0+! 47! 0#,54.+$g! /,! 4(+! 47! 51+!
.4,5! /.;4$5'(5!04(5$/U#5/4(,!]>3!.'-+,! 54! 51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47! ,#00+,,7#&!;$4*#05,!
'(*!,M,5+.,:!I004$*/()!54!51+!&/5+$'5#$+N!/5!/,!,5'5+*!51'5!51+!'=+$')+!(#.U+$!47!*+7/(+*!
0#,54.+$! (++*,! ='$/+,! U+58++(! a! 54! SW! '5! '! ;$/.'$M! &+=+&N! Sa! 54! TW! '5! '! ,+04(*'$M!
&+=+&N! '(*! aW! 54! VaW! '5! '! 5+$5/'$M! &+=+&! o%-*'1&! q! 2#,5'77,4(N! S__cn! ^41+(N! S__an!
O/B#(4! '(*!I-'4N! S__`! '(*!J17#[/N!J(4!q!I-'4N! S__Wp:! ! F(! ,4.+! 47! 51+! +Z5$+.+!
0',+,!51+!(#.U+$!47!,5'5+*!(++*,!/,!#;!54!SWWW!o^41+(N!S__ap:!E48+=+$N!/5!/,!*/77/0#&5!
54! ,;+0#&'5+! 'U4#5! 51+! */77+$+(0+,! '(*! 51+,+!='$/'5/4(,!./)15!U+!*#+! 54! 51+!*/77+$+(5!
;#$;4,+,! 47! ]>3! ;$4[+05,:! >4$! /(,5'(0+N! /7! '! 04.;'(M! /,! 84$-/()! 8/51! m#'&/5M!
',,#$'(0+!/5!/,!&/-+&M!51'5!.4$+!0#,54.+$!(++*,!'$+!/(0&#*+*!51'(!/(!51+!0',+!47!;$4*#05!
/.;$4=+.+(5!;$4[+05,:!
• Area B! /,! 51+!;&'((/()!.'5$/Z:!D1/,!,+05/4(!04(5'/(,!74#$!.'/(!5M;+,!47! /(74$.'5/4(R!
7/$,5N! 51+! m#'(5/5'5/=+! *'5'!81/01! /(*/0'5+,! 51+! $+&'5/=+! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+!8'(5,! '(*!
(++*,! 54! 51+! 0#,54.+$n! ,+04(*N! 51+! 04.;'(Me,! 04.;+5/5/4(! 47! 0#$$+(5! 477+$/(),!
9+='&#'5/4(! 47! 04.;+5/()! ;$4*#05,! 8/&&! +('U&+! *+,/)(+$,! 54! ,++-! 4;;4$5#(/5/+,! 74$!














'55$/U#5+,!+Z;$+,,+*! /(! 51+! &'()#')+!47! 51+!,M,5+.!+()/(++$N!*+,/)(+$N!'(*!*+=+&4;+$:!
D1+!3H,!.#,5!U+!.+',#$'U&+!'(*!.+'(/()7#&N!,/(0+!51+!4#5;#5!8/&&!U+!04(5$4&&+*!'(*!
04.;'$+*! 54! 4U[+05/=+! 5'$)+5,:! 24/()! 7$4.! #,+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 54! 5+01(/0'&!
,;+0/7/0'5/4(,! /(=4&=+,! 5$'(,&'5/()! 7$4.!51+!m#'&/5'5/=+!$+m#/$+.+(5,! /(54!m#'(5/5'5/=+!
.+',#$'U&+!01'$'05+$/,5/0,:!D1/,!,5+;!/,!'!*/77/0#&5!',;+05!47!]>3:!
• Area D! /,! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! .'5$/Z! 51'5! /(*/0'5+,! 51+! +Z5+(5! 54! 81/01! +'01! +(*L#,+$!
04(0+$(! 1',! U++(! '**$+,,+*! UM! '! *+,/)(! 04(5$4&! ;'$'.+5+$:! H+&'5/()! 51+! 0#,54.+$e,!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! 54! 51+! 5+01(/0'&! 7+'5#$+,!,148,! 51+!,5$+()51!47! 51+!$+&'5/4(,1/;!U+58++(!
51+.!'(*!81+51+$! 51+!'55$/U#5+,!'$+!'**$+,,+*!7#&&M!'(*!;$4;+$&M!4$!81+51+$!51+!7/('&!
;$4*#05! 8/&&! 1'=+! */77/0#&5M! /(! .++5/()! 0#,54.+$! (++*,:! D1+! /(5+$,+05/4(! 47! +'01!
5+01(/0'&! ,;+0/7/0'5/4(! 04&#.(! /(!Area C! '(*! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5! $48! /(!Area A!
74$.,!'!7/+&*!/(!51+!./**&+!47!51+!14#,+:!D1+,+!7/+&*,!04(5'/(!51+!04$$+&'5/4(,!U+58++(!
51+! ;'/$,:! Q'$'.+5+$,! 51'5! */$+05&M! '**$+,,! '! $+m#/$+.+(5! '$+! /(*/0'5+*! UM! !;!
;'$'.+5+$,!51'5!8+'-&M!4$!/(*/$+05&M!'**$+,,!'!$+m#/$+.+(5!'$+!/(*/0'5+*!UM!#:!G5$4()!
04(7&/05,! '$+! /(*/0'5+*!UM!$ '(*!8+'-!04(7&/05,!'$+! /(*/0'5+*!UM!%:!I&5+$('5/=+&MN!'!
$'5/()! ,01+.+! 47! SLTL_! 98+'-L.+*/#.L,5$4()<! 54! /(*/0'5+! 51+! *+)$++! 47! ,5$+()51!
U+58++(! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! *+,/)(! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 4$! '(M! 451+$! ';;$4;$/'5+!
$'5/()!,M,5+.,!.'M!U+!#,+*!74$!',,+,,/()!04$$+&'5/4(!U+58++(!^H,!'(*!3H,:!
• Area EN! 51+! f$447g! 47! 51+! 14#,+N! 0';5#$+,! 51+! 5$'*+L477,! U+58++(! 51+! ='$/4#,!
+()/(++$/()! ;'$'.+5+$,:! E+$+N! ,5$4()! 04(7&/05! /,! /(*/0'5+*! UM!$:! 6+'-+$! 04(7&/05,!
84#&*!U+! /(*/0'5+*!UM!%:!G5$4()!,M(+$)M! /,! /(*/0'5+*!UM!!N!'(*!8+'-+$!,M(+$)M!UM!
#:! I&5+$('5/=+&MN! '! $'5/()! ,01+.+! 47! SLTL_! 98+'-L.+*/#.L,5$4()<N! 4$! '(M! 451+$!
';;$4;$/'5+!,M,5+.,!.'M!'&,4!U+!#,+*!74$!51+!04$$+&'5/4(!'.4()!3H,:!D1/,!'$+'!/,!51+!
.4,5! */77/0#&5! 54! *+5+$./(+! '(*! #,#'&&M! &+75! UM! 514,+! 814! '$+! *4/()! ]>3! ,5#*/+,!
U+0'#,+!/5!$+m#/$+,!*++;+$!,5#*M![#,5!54!-(48!51+!5$'*+L477,:!
• Area F! /,! 51+! 5+01(/0'&!.'5$/Z!'(*!#,+*!74$! 51+!(+8!*+,/)(:!%='&#'5/()!51+!5+01(/0'&!
7+'5#$+,! '(*! *+=+&4;/()! 5'$)+5,! 8/&&! /(5$4*#0+! m#'(5/5'5/=+! .+',#$+,! 4(! ;$4*#05!
04(,/,5+(0MN!;+$0+/=+*!m#'&/5MN!'(*!451+$!7+'5#$+,!*+,/$+*!UM!51+!0#,54.+$,!'(*!#,+$,:!
3+5+$./(/()! 51+! 7+'5#$+,! 54! *+;&4M! 8/&&! 04(7/$.! /*+(5/7M/()! 51+! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! 51'5!
1'=+! '! ,5$4()! $+&'5/4(,1/;! 54! 0#,54.+$! (++*,:! D1+,+! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! 8/&&! (++*! 54! U+!
*+;&4M+*!/(!51+!*+,/)(!'(*!;$4*#05/4(!;$40+,,!54!+(,#$+!51'5!51+!=4/0+!47!51+!0#,54.+$!
/,! 1+'$*N! '(*! 51'5! 51+! $/)15! ;$4*#05! /,! ;$4*#0+*! +77+05/=+&M:! D'$)+5,! '$+! ,+5! 74$! '&&!
04(5$4&!;'$'.+5+$,!51'5!*+5+$./(+!51+!(+8!*+,/)(!'&4()!8/51!04,5N!5+01(/0'&!*/77/0#&5M!









./(/./,/()! 01'()+,! '(*! 04(0+(5$'5/()! 4(! *+7+05! ;$+=+(5/4(! $'51+$! 51'(! *+7+05! *+5+05/4(N! ',!
*/,0#,,+*! UM! %$.+$! oS__apN! "#&5(+$! oS__Tp! '(*!3+&'54$+N! Q$+&&! q!d4$'! oS_Y_p:! F5! 1+&;,! 54!
/(5$4*#0+!51+!/*+'!47!m#'&/5M!/(!51+!+'$&M!;1',+,!47!51+!$+m#/$+.+(5,!0M0&+!'(*!54!$+L+='&#'5+!
m#'&/5M!04(,/*+$'5/4(,!51$4#)14#5!51+!;$4[+05e,!+(5/$+!&/7+!0M0&+:!F5,!#,+!7'0/&/5'5+,!51+!;$40+,,!
47! 04(0#$$+(5! 4$! ,/.#&5'(+4#,! +()/(++$/()N! +(04#$')/()! 5+'.84$-N! 54! 84$-! 548'$*,! '!
04..4(! )4'&! 47! /(,#$/()! 0#,54.+$! ,'5/,7'05/4(! oE4()+(! +5! '&:N! S__bp:! D1$4#)1! '! ,+$/+,! 47!
/(5+$'05/=+! .'5$/0+,N! ]>3! 0'(! U+! +.;&4M+*! 54! '**$+,,! =/$5#'&&M! '(M! U#,/(+,,! ,/5#'5/4(!
$+m#/$/()! *+0/,/4(! /(=4&=/()! '!.#&5/5#*+! 47! 0$/5+$/'N! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 4$! *+.'(*,:! ! G4.+!]>3!
,4758'$+,!'='/&'U&+!/(!51+!.'$-+5!'$+!&/,5+*!/(!I;;+(*/Z!^:!
G/(0+! 51+! ,5+;,! 54! 51+! .'5$/Z! 47! ^H,! =+$,#,! 3H,! '$+! )+(+$'&N! 51+(! /5! /,! ';;&/0'U&+! '&,4! 54!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,/5#'5/4(,! 8/51! &/55&+! .4*/7/0'5/4(N! ;$4=/*+*! 51+M! '$+! U',+*! 4(! '! $+&+='(5!
$+04)(/5/4(! '(*! #(*+$,5'(*/()! 47! 51+! ,5'-+14&*+$,! /(=4&=+*! /(! 51+! ;$40+,,:!O0&'#)1&/(! '(*!




A QFD Example 
D1+!;$4*#05!;&'((/()!.'5$/Z!4$!51+!EJ]!74$!'!1M;451+5/0'&!8$/5/()!/(,5$#.+(5!/,!/&&#,5$'5+*!/(!
>/)#$+! TL`:! >4$! /(,5'(0+N! 51+! /.;4$5'(5! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 4$! 8'(5,! 9I$+'!A<! 81/01!
/(0&#*+!easy to hold, does not smear, point lasts, and does not roll!'$+!&/,5+*!4(!51+!&+75!1'(*!
,/*+! 47! 51+!.'5$/Z:! >4$! +'01! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5N! ,'M! 74$! /(,5'(0+N!point lastsN! 51+! *+,/)(!
5+'.!.#,5!$+,;4(*!54!51/,!(++*!UM!/*+(5/7M/()!51+!/.;4$5'(5!+()/(++$/()!*+,/)(!$+m#/$+.+(5,!
9I$+'!C<!,#01!',!time between sharpening, lead dust generated, and minimal erasure residueN!
81/01! /7! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! 7#&7/&&+*N! 84#&*! ,'5/,7M! 51/,! (++*:! I5! 51+! $/)15! .4,5! ,/*+! 47!
>/)#$+!TL`N!I$+'!B!;$4=/*+,!51+!/.;4$5'(0+!4$!8+/)15,!47!51+!0$/5/0'&!0#,54.+$!8'(5,:!
F(! 51/,! ]>3! +Z'.;&+N! 51+! $'5/()! ,0'&+! 47! SLTL_! 54! *+(45+! 8+'-N! .+*/#.N! '(*! ,5$4()!
$+&'5/4(,1/;,! '$+! #,+*! 54! ,148! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! 9I$+'! D<! U+58++(! 0#,54.+$! '(*! *+,/)(!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! ;'/$,:! G/./&'$! $'5/()! ,0'&+! /,! '&,4! #,+*! 54! m#'(5/7M! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! ='&#+,! 47!





































3.5 QFD Studies 
3.5.1 Pros and Cons of QFD methodology 
O'(M!'#514$,!/(!51+!&/5+$'5#$+!$+;4$5+*!51+!U+(+7/5,!47!#,/()!]>3!oE'&U&+/U!+5!'&:N!S__Tn!3+'(N!
S__Vn!2$/77/(N!S__Vn!J17#[/!+5!'&:N!S__Wn!I,8'*N!S_Y_!'(*!^41+(N!S_YYp:!D1+!.4,5!,/)(/7/0'(5!
U+(+7/5,! 47! ]>3! '$+! 51+! 74&&48/()R! m#'(5/7/+,! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,n! +(74$0+,! '!
.+514*4&4)/0'&! '('&M,/,! 47! 51+! /(5+$$+&'5/4(,1/;,! 47! ;$4*#05! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! '(*! 0#,54.+$!
(++*,n! +(04#$')+,! 51+! +Z;+$5,! 54! m#'(5/7M! 51+/$! +Z;+$5/,+! '(*! 54! $+,4&=+! 04(7&/05/()!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! #,/()! *'5'! 981/01! ./)15! U+! '! */77/0#&5! 5',-<N! ;$4.45/()! ,M,5+.! 4;5/./,'5/4(!
$'51+$! 51'(! 04.;4(+(5! ,#UL4;5/./,'5/4(n! ;$4=/*+,! 74$! ;$4U&+.! ;$+=+(5/4(! UM! /*+(5/7M/()!
*+,/)(! ;$4U&+.,! '(*! .'(#7'05#$/()! U455&+(+0-,! '! ;$/4$/N! /:+:! /5! 7'0/&/5'5+,! +'$&/+$! *+,/)(!
01'()+,n!;$4=/*+,! 7+8+$!;$4U&+.,!81+(! $+&+',/()!(+8!;$4*#05,N!81/01! 0'(!U+!'55$/U#5+*! 54!























































































































































4(! 51+!.'$-+5n! 7'0/&/5'5+,! /(74$.'5/4(!;$40+,,/()!'.4()!='$/4#,!*+;'$5.+(5,n!'(*!U#/&*,!#;!
-(48&+*)+N!,/(0+!51+!84$-!/,!*40#.+(5+*:!!
J(! 51+! 451+$! 1'(*N! 51+$+! '$+! */,'*='(5')+,! '(*! */77/0#&5/+,! /(! 04(*#05/()!]>3:! F5! /,! 5/.+L
04(,#./():!F5!/,!*/77/0#&5!54!7/(*!51+!,#/5'U&+!+Z5+(5!'(*!,04;+!47!'!;$4[+05:!F5!/,!'&,4!*/77/0#&5!54!
7/(*!51+!';;$4;$/'5+!*+,/)(!'55$/U#5+,!51'5!.++5!0#,54.+$!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!
3.5.2 Review of Related QFD Studies 
F(! 51+! ,#00++*/()! ;'$')$';1,N! ,+&+05+*! ,5#*/+,! 4(! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! m#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(!









$+,+'$01! 7#BBM! $'(-/()! ;$40+*#$+! 54! ;$/4$/5/,+! +()/(++$/()! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! '(*! 4;5/./,+! 51+!
/.;$4=+.+(5,! /(!*+,/)(!'(*!m#'&/5M!51$4#)1!'!./Z+*!/(5+)+$!;$4)$'../():!E/,!$+,+'$01!1',!
5'-+(! (4! '004#(5! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',;+05! '(*! 51+! 04$$+&'5/4(! U+58++(! +()/(++$/()!
01'$'05+$/,5/0,!/(!*+,/)(/()!'!;$4*#05:!E+!';;&/+*!1/,!.+514*4&4)M!/(!,4758'$+!/(*#,5$M:!
%&U4#,1/!q!G1+$/7! oS__cp!#5/&/,+*!]>3!',! 544&! 74$!+77+05/=+!'0m#/,/5/4(!47!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!
*+,/)(!'('&M,/,!/(!,4758'$+!/(*#,5$M:!D1+M!1/)1&/)15+*!51'5!]>3!',,/,5,!/(!740#,/()!51+!+774$5!
54! ;$4*#0+! '! ;$4*#05! 74$! 0#,54.+$,!8/51! */=+$,+! (++*,! '(*! #,+*! 51+!.+514*4&4)M!8/51! 51+!
,#;;4$5! 47!.4*+$(! 4U[+05L4$/+(5+*! *+,/)(! ,4758'$+! 5+01(4&4)M:! P',+*! 4(! 51+/$! $+,#&5,N! 51+M!
04(0&#*+*!51'5!]>3!;$40+,,!+('U&+,!4(+!54!0';5#$+!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!;$4*#0+!,;+0/7/0'5/4(,!
51'5! '$+! +77/0/+(5N! $4U#,5N! '(*! 04(,/,5+(5:! I004$*/()! 54! 51+.N! /(! 04.;'$/,4(! 8/51! 451+$!
0&',,/0'&!.+514*,N!]>3!8+$+!7',5+$!UM!'! 7'054$!47!aWr!'(*!.4$+!$4U#,5!UM!'!7'054$!47!bWr!
8/51! $+,;+05! 54! /*+(5/7/0'5/4(!47! 04(7&/05/()! $+m#/$+.+(5,!4$!;45+(5/'&! U455&+(+0-,N! '(*!.4$+!
04(,/,5+(5! UM! '! 7'054$! 47! cWr:! E+(-+! oS__bp! +Z;&4$+*! 51+! /(5+)$'5/4(! 47! ]>3! '(*! 451+$!
,#;;4$5/()!544&,! /(!51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!+()/(++$/()!;1',+!/(!51+!'#54.45/=+!/(*#,5$M!',!8+&&!',!
/(0$+',+*!#,+!'(*!-(48&+*)+!47!1M;+$5+Z5!5+01(4&4)M:!6/51!$+)'$*!54!1M;+$5+Z5!'(*!]>3N!51/,!
84#&*! .+'(! 51'5! */77+$+(5! /(74$.'5/4(! +(5/5/+,! &/-+! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 0'(! +',/&M! U+!






*+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.! 93GG<! '(*! )$4#;! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.! 92GG<! 5+01(4&4)M:! E+! #,+*! 51+!
1M;+$5+Z5!544&,!54!'&&48!51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!'!&48L04,5!3GG!/.;&+.+(5'5/4(!54!,#;;4$5!]>3:!
F.;&+.+(5/()!]>3!#,/()!1M;+$5+Z5!'&&48,!.'(M!;+$,4(,! /(=4&=+*! /(!51+!,M,5+.!'0m#/,/5/4(!
;$40+,,! 54!'55'01! $'5/4('&+,N!.4*+&,N!1/,54$/+,N! 04.;#5+$L'/*+*!*+,/)(!9^I3<!'(*!04.;#5+$L
'/*+*!.'(#7'05#$/()! 9^IO<! *$'8/(),N! '(*! =4/0+,!81+$+=+$! #,+7#&! 54! 51+!]>3!*40#.+(5,:!
E/,!,5#*M!.'*+!51+!]>3!/.;&+.+(5'5/4(!04.;#5+$L4$/+(5+*!',!04.;'$+*!54!51+!04(=+(5/4('&!





3.6 QFD and the Environment 
]#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(!*+;&4M.+(5! /,! 74#(*! 54!U+!47!.#01!#,+! /(! 51+!U#,/(+,,!;$40+,,N!'(*! /(! 51+!
*+,/)(!;1',+!47!;$4*#05,!'(*!;$40+,,+,!/(!*/,0$+5+!.'(#7'05#$/()!/(*#,5$/+,:!E48+=+$N!51+$+!
'$+!4(&M!7+8!,5#*/+,!51'5!+Z;&4$+!51+!#,+!47!]>3!/(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'05/=/5/+,:!G4.+!47! 51+,+!
'05/=/5/+,! /(! 81/01! ]>3! 0'(! U+! +77+05/=+&M! #,+*! /(0&#*+! $+)#&'54$M! 04.;&/'(0+N! +./,,/4(!
$+*#05/4(N! ;4&&#5/4(! '(*! &4,,! ;$+=+(5/4(! ;$4)$'.,N! 04(,5$#05/4(! 4$! 4;+$'5/()! ;+$./5!
'0m#/,/5/4(,N!'(*!+m#/;.+(5!;$40#$+.+(5!9+m#/;.+(5!&+'-,<!oP+$)&#(*N!S__Tp:!
P+$)&#(*!'$)#+,!51'5!51+!/*+'!U+1/(*!51+!]>3!04(0+;5!0'(!',,/,5!51+!04.;'(/+,!/(!;$+=+(5/()!
;4&&#5/4(! '5! 51+! ,4#$0+! '(*! 0'(! +(04#$')+! U$+'-51$4#)1! 51/(-/()! 47! (+8! 04(0+;5,! '(*!
5+01(4&4)M!51'5!740#,!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'05/=/5/+,!47!51+!7/$.!54!U+,5!.++5!51+!/(5+$+,5,!47!51+!
,5'-+14&*+$,:!F(!1/,!,5#*MN!1+!0&'/.+*!51'5!51+!#,+!47!]>3!/,!'&,4!'!#(/m#+!01'&&+()+!U+0'#,+!
51+! #&5/.'5+! 04(,#.+$! 4(&M! /(5+$7'0+,!8/51! 51+! '05#'&! ;$4*#05! '75+$! /5! 1',! U++(!./Z+*!8/51!
,4.+51/()! +&,+N! 01+./0'&&M! 01'()+*N! $+7/(+*N! 5$+'5+*N! +50:! P#5! (#.+$4#,! ,5'-+14&*+$,! '$+!
*/$+05&M! 4$! /(*/$+05&M! '77+05+*! *#$/()! '&&! ,5')+,! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(N! 5$'(,;4$5N! 1'(*&/()N! '(*!
*/,;4,'&! 47! /5,! /(5+$.+*/'5+,N! UML;$4*#05,! '(*!8',5+,:! D1+! ,5'-+14&*+$,! 04(0+$(+*!8/51! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+!47! '!;&'(5N! ;$4*#05!4$!;$4[+05! /(0&#*+! ,5'5+! '(*! &40'&! $+)#&'54$,N!
51+!&40'&!04..#(/5MN!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!04..#(/5MN!+()/(++$/()N!.'/(5+('(0+!'(*!4;+$'5/()!
,5'77N!+m#/;.+(5!'(*!$'8!.'5+$/'&,!,#;;&/+$,!'(*!+=+(!04.;+5/54$,:!!
O4$+4=+$N! P+$)&#(*! .'*+! '! ,#))+,5/4(! 4(! 51+! ';;&/0'U/&/5M! 47! ]>3! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
*+0/,/4(L.'-/()! /(!;$40+,,! /(*#,5$/+,:!E48+=+$N! /5!,14#&*!U+!;4/(5+*!4#5! 51'5!#,/()!]>3!/(!
51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'$+('!$+m#/$+,!51+!/(0&#,/4(!47!'!$'()+!47!(+8!+='&#'5/4(!0$/5+$/'!',,40/'5+*!
8/51!1'B'$*4#,!8',5+!)+(+$'5/4(N!8',5+!*/,;4,'&!4;5/4(,!'(*!&4()L5+$.!&/'U/&/5M!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!!






;&'(5:!I004$*/()! 54! 51/,! 04(0+;5N! +=+(! /(! 1/)1&M! 4$)'(/,+*! 7'054$/+,N! 51/,! ,+04(*N! 4$! 1/**+(!
;&'(5N!+,5/.'5+*!UM!>+/)+(U'#.!oS_YTp!54!$+;$+,+(5!Sa!54!`Wr!47!'&&!;$4*#05/4(!0';'0/5M!8',!
'05#'&&M! *+*/0'5+*! 54! $+84$-/()! #(,'5/,7'054$M! ;$4*#05N! $+;&'0/()! ;$4*#05! $+0'&&+*! 7$4.! 51+!
7/+&*N!4$! $+5+,5/()!'(*! $+[+05+*!U'501+,:!3+,0$/U/()! 51+!04(0+;5! /(!'!.#01!U$4'*+$!8'MN! /(!'!
5M;/0'&!;$4*#05/4(!7'0/&/5MN!51+!,+04(*!4$!1/**+(!;&'(5!/,!04(=+$5/()!$'8!.'5+$/'&,N!(45!54!7/('&!
;$4*#05!U#5!54!8',5+:!D1/,!8',5+!0'(!5'-+!51+!74$.!47!#(,'5/,7'054$M!;$4*#05N!U#5!475+(!/(!51+!
74$.!47! +./,,/4(,! 54! '/$! '(*!8'5+$N! 4$! ,4&/*!8',5+:! F7! 51/,! /,! 51+! ,/5#'5/4(N! 51+! ,+04(*!;&'(5!
./)15!(45!$+;$+,+(5!Sa!54!`W!r!47!51+!545'&!;$4*#05/4(!0';'0/5MN!U#5!04#&*!';;$4'01!#;8'$*,!
47!bW! 54!_Wr!47! 51/,!0';'0/5M! 9/7!V! 54!SW!;4#(*,!47!8',5+,!.'5+$/'&,!'$+!)+(+$'5+*! 74$!+'01!
;4#(*!47!+(*!;$4*#05!0$+'5+*<!oP+$)&#(*N!S__Sp:!J#5!47!51+!`!8',5+!.'(')+.+(5!4;5/4(,!1+!
*+,0$/U+*! L! */$+05! */,01'$)+N! $+)#&'54$M! 04.;&/'(0+N! 8',5+! .'(')+.+(5N! '(*! 51+! ;4&&#5/4(!
;$+=+(5/4(!LN!1+!$+04..+(*+*!51'5!01+./0'&!;$40+,,!/(*#,5$/+,!,14#&*!,5'$5!740#,/()!.4$+!4(!
;4&&#5/4(!;$+=+(5/4(!U+74$+!51+M!;#$,#+!451+$!8',5+!.'(')+.+(5!4;5/4(,:!!!
F(! ,/./&'$! ,5#*/+,N! O',#/! oVWWWp! '004#(5,! 51+! ;45+(5/'&! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! m#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(!
*+;&4M.+(5! /(! 04(,/*+$/()! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5!,#01!',!/(!51+!0',+!47!51+!*+,/)(!47!1'/$!*$M+$:!\/-+!.'(M!'#514$,N!1+!,5'5+*!51'5!
'5!51+!+'$&M!;1',+!47!;$4*#05!*+,/)(N!/(74$.'5/4(!/,!,0'$0+!'(*!1'$*&M!*+7/(+*!'(*!51+!*+)$++,!
47! 7$++*4.! '$+! &'$)+:!E+! 7#$51+$! '*=/,+*! 51'5! ',! \^I! 9544&! #,+*! '5! 51+! +(*! 47! 51+! *+5'/&+*!
*+,/)(! 54! +='&#'5+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,N!81/01! /,!*/,0#,,+*! /(! 51+!(+Z5! 01';5+$<!1',!U++(!
04(5/(#4#,&M! /(=+,5/)'5+*! '(*! *+=+&4;+*! (48'*'M,N! 148+=+$N! ,#;;4$5! 544&,! 54! ',,/,5! /(! 51+!
/(04$;4$'5/4(! 47! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! *+,/)(! 1'=+! U++(! /('*+m#'5+&M!
*+=+&4;+*:!D1#,N!O',#/!1',! /(,/(#'5+*! 54!+Z;&4$+! 51+!'*4;5/4(!47!\^I!.+514*!'5! 51+!+'$&M!
,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5:! I-'4! q! E'M'B'-/! oS__Yp! 0'$$/+*! 4#5! '! $+,+'$01! 4(! 148!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! m#'&/5M! 0'(! U+! U#/&5! /(54! 51+! 04.;'(Me,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! .'(')+.+(5! ,M,5+.!
8/51! 51+! #,+! 47! FGJ! S`WWW! '(*! m#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(! *+;&4M.+(5! 9]>3<:!^$/,547'$/N!3+,1.#-1N!
'(*!6'()!oS__bp!/(/5/'5+*!51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!2$++(!]>3!92]>3<!81/01!8',!7#$51+$!$+7/(+*!
UM!"1'()! +5! '&:! oS___pN!81+$+!\^I!'(*!]>3! 54)+51+$!8/51!\^^!'$+! 04.U/(+*! 54! +='&#'5+!
*/77+$+(5!;$4*#05!04(0+;5,!8/51!04(,/*+$'5/4(! 54!m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,N!+(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!
'(*!;$4*#05/4(!04,5,!'5!51+!*+,/)(!,5')+!47!+()/(+!4/&!7/&5+$,!8/51!51+!#,+!47!'('&M5/0!1/+$'$01M!
;$40+,,!9IEQ<:!E'(,,+(!+5!'&:!oS__bp!'(*!>4+$*+!+5!'&:!oS__ap!';;&/+*!]>3N!\^IN!'(*!\^^!
,+;'$'5+&M! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',,+,,.+(5! 47! */77+$+(5! ;$4*#05,N! U#5! 51/,! 1',! (45! 74$.+*! '!
,M,5+.'5/0! .+514*4&4)M:! G54$(+U+&! '(*! D'..&+$! oS__ap! ,#))+,5+*! 51+! /(04$;4$'5/4(! 47!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! /(54! 5$'*/5/4('&! ]>3! 8/514#5! ,148/()! '! 04(0$+5+! +Z'.;&+! 4(!
148!/5!/,!;4,,/U&M!/(5+)$'5+*:!E48+=+$N!/(!51+,+!&'55+$!,5#*/+,N!51+M!1'=+!(+)&+05+*!54!04(,/*+$!





H+0+(5&MN! 51+! &'5+,5! $+,+'$01! 51'5! +Z;&4$+,! 51+! ';;&/0'U/&/5M! 47! ]>3! /(! 04((+05/4(! 54!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',;+05,! 47! ;$40+,,! /.;$4=+.+(5! 8',! 04(*#05+*! UM! E'&4)N! G01#&5.'((! '(*!
H+(5B:! oVWWSp:!I!.4*/7/+*!=+$,/4(!47! 7/$,5! ;1',+!47!]>3! 9EJ]<!8',!*+=+&4;+*!'(*!0'&&+*!
fE4#,+! 47! %04&4)M! 9EJ%<g! 51'5! *+;&4M,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9/(! 51+! 74$.! 47!











T:! F(,5+'*!47!#,/()! 51+! 04..4(&M!#,+*!SLTL_!+m#/='&+(5!47!8+'-L.+*/#.L,5$4()! $'5/()!
,0'&+! 74$! +='&#'5/()! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! 47! *+,/)(! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! ,5'-+14&*+$!
$+m#/$+.+(5,N! 51+! impact potential matrix! 9$+&'5/4(,1/;!.'5$/Z<! /,! *+,0$/U+*! ',! 51+!





a:! D1+! 5$/'()#&'$! 54;! ;4$5/4(! 47!EJ]! 95+01(/0'&! 04$$+&'5/4(<!8',! (45! #,+*! U+0'#,+! 51+!
04$$+&'5/4(,! 47! 51+! +./55+*! ,#U,5'(0+,! 1'=+! (45! M+5! U++(! +Z;&4$+*! '(*! (++*+*! 54! U+!
$+,+'$01+*! 7/$,5:! O4,5! 47! 51+! ]>3! ,5#*/+,! &+75! 51/,! ;4$5/4(! *#+! 54! 04.;&+Z/5M:! D1+!
04$$+&'5/4(! 47! 51+! +./55+*! ,#U,5'(0+,!./)15! )/=+! #,! '! 1/(5! 4(! ;4,,/U&+! 04,5! ,'=/(),!
7$4.! ,/.#&5'(+4#,! /.;&+.+(5'5/4(! 47! $+*#05/4(! .+',#$+,! U+58++(! 584! '(*! .4$+!
+./55+*!,#U,5'(0+,n!
b:! D1+! 5'$)+5! ,;+0/7/0'5/4(,! 8+$+! 51+! $+,#&5,! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! U+(01.'$-/()! 47!
+./,,/4(! ='&#+,! 74$! 51+! 5+01(/m#+,! 04(,/*+$+*! U#5! '&5+$('5/=+&MN! +./,,/4(! &/./5,! 74$!


















c:! D1+! +./,,/4(! $+*#05/4(! 04,5! /,! *+7/(+*! ',! 51+! 04,5! 47! /.;&+.+(5/()! 51+! (+0+,,'$M!
+./,,/4(! $+*#05/4(!;&'(! 74$!'!;'$5/0#&'$! ,#U,5'(0+! 54!.++5! 51+!0#$$+(5!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!
U+(01.'$-,! 4$! &'5+,5! &/./5:! D1/,! 04,5! 04#&*! U+! '55$/U#5+*! 54! (+8! /(,5'&&'5/4(,! 4$!
+m#/;.+(5,! 8/51/(! 51+! ;$40+,,N! 01'()/()! 47! $'8! .'5+$/'&,N! '(*! 01'()/()! 4;+$'5/()!
04(*/5/4(,!4$!;'$'.+5+$,n!'(*!
Y:! D1+!$'(-/()!47!51+!+./55+*!,#U,5'(0+,!8',!U',+*!4(!U451!+./,,/4(!$+*#05/4(!04,5!'(*!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!;45+(5/'&!04(,/*+$'5/4(,:!^4,5!U#*)+5!8',!'&&40'5+*!7/$,5! 54! 51+!
4(+! 51'5! 1'*! 51+! )$+'5+,5! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! 54! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5:! D1+! 04,5! U#*)+5!
'&&40'5/4(!8',!*+.4(,5$'5+*!UM!'!.'51+.'5/0'&!.4*+&!',!,148(!U+&48:!
Mathematical Model for Cost-Effective Environmental Performance Improvement 
I(!+./,,/4(!$+*#05/4(L;&'((/()!.4*+&!/,!#,+*!54!*+5+$./(+!4(!148!54!4;5/.'&&M!'&&40'5+!51+!
)/=+(! 04,5! U#*)+5! 54! 51+! ='$/4#,! +./,,/4(,! 54! U+! $+*#0+*! 74$! '! )/=+(! 5+01(/m#+! ,#01! 51'5!
+77+05/=+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;$40+,,! /.;$4=+.+(5! /,! '01/+=+*:! D1+! )$+'5+$! 51+! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&!
/.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! +./55+*! ,#U,5'(0+! 54! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5N! 51+! .4$+! /5! /,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&&M!
0$/5/0'&! '(*! 51+! )$+'5+$! /5,! 01'(0+! U+/()! ,+&+05+*! '(*! '&&40'5+*! 8/51! U#*)+5:! D1+! 4U[+05/=+!
7#(05/4(! /,! 54!.'Z/./,+!51+!545'&! /.;'05!;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+!47!,+&+05+*!+./55+*!,#U,5'(0+,!
74$! +'01! 5+01(/m#+! 81/01! /,! ,M(4(M.4#,&M! *+7/(+*! 1+$+! ',! 51+! *+)$++! 47! (+0+,,'$M!
/.;$4=+.+(5,!/(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;$40+,,!;+$74$.'(0+!47!+'01!5+01(/m#+:!D1+!)$+'5+$!51+!545'&!
/.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! ,+&+05+*! +./,,/4(,! 47! '! 5+01(/m#+N! 51+! .4$+!






















/.;$4=+.+(5! 54!'01/+=+! 51+!'00+;5'U&+! &+=+&!47!+./,,/4(,:!J(! 51+!451+$!1'(*N! 51+!&+,,+$! 51+!
545'&! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! ,+&+05+*! +./,,/4(,! 47! '! 5+01(/m#+N! 51+! .4$+!
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3.7 Brief Chapter Conclusion 
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4 Environmental Consideration and its Related Concepts 
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4.1 Relationship of Environmental Management and Quality Management 
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4.3 Pollution Prevention  
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Importance of Cleaner Production 
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4.5 Design for Environment 
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)$'.,!47!^JV!;$4*#0+*! 54!*+&/=+$! 51+!'U4=+!+(+$)MN!01+./0'&!4ZM)+(!*+.'(*!)+(+$'5+*! /(!
51+!8',5+8'5+$N! *+)$++! 47! $/,-! 47! +Z;4,#$+! 54! '! 54Z/0! ,#U,5'(0+N! '(*! ,4! 4(<:!O4,5! 47! 51+,+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! 0$/5+$/'! 0'(! U+! 5$'(,&'5+*! /(54! .+5$/0,! '(*! 0'(! U+! #,+*! 54! ',,/,5! *+0/,/4(L
.'-/()!81+(!51+!;$4*#05!/,!*+=+&4;+*:!!
D1+! .+514*,! #,+*! /(! 3>%! /(0&#*+! &/7+! 0M0&+! '('&M,/,n! m#'&/5'5/=+! ';;$4'01! 51'5! #,+,! '!
01+0-&/,5! 951'5! /,N! .'5+$/'&! ,+&+05/4(! '(*! ,#;;&/+$! ,+&+05/4(! 0$/5+$/'<! '(*! m#'&/5'5/=+!.+5$/0,n!
;$40+,,! '(*! 04.;4(+(5! ,+&+05/4(! 4;5/./,'5/4(! 5+01(/m#+,:! \/7+0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 9\^I<! /,! '!
;$40+,,! 54! +='&#'5+! 51+! 5M;+,! '(*! m#'(5/5/+,! 47! ;$4*#05! /(;#5! 951'5! /,N! +(+$)MN! $'8!.'5+$/'&N!
8'5+$<! '(*! 4#5;#5,! 9'5.4,;1+$/0! +./,,/4(,N! ,4&/*! '(*! 8'5+$U4$(+! 8',5+,N! '(*! +(*L47L&/7+!
;$4*#05,<:! F.;'05! '('&M,/,! 9FI<! #,+,! 04(=+(5/4('&! $/,-! '('&M,/,! 951'5! /,N! $/,-! /*+(5/7/0'5/4(N!




.+514*:! %(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! ',,+,,.+(5! 9%FI<! /,! )+(+$'&&M! *+7/(+*! ',! '! ;$40+,,! 4$!
;$+*/05/()!'(*!+='&#'5/()!51+!/.;'05!47!'(!'05/4(!4(!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5!oX'/(N!A$U'(!'(*!G5'0+MN!
S_cVn!D1+$/=+&!+5!'&:N!S__Vp:!%FI,!/(=4&=+!'(!'('M&,/,!47!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!47!
'&&! ;$4;4,+*!'05/4(,! '(*!;4,,/U&+! '&5+$('5/=+,:!>#$51+$.4$+N! 51+M! /(0&#*+! '(!',,+,,.+(5!'(*!
;$+*/05/4(! 47! 7#5#$+! ! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(*/5/4(,! 8/51! 4$! 8/514#5! '! )/=+(! '05/4(! '(*! '!
04(,/*+$'5/4(!47!.+514*,!'(*s4$! 5+01(/m#+,!74$!+&/./('5/()!4$!$+*#0/()!'(M!+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M!
1'$.7#&! +77+05,:! D1+! +(*L$+,#&5! 47! '(! %FI! /,! '(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5'5+.+(5! 4(! 51+! 'U4=+L
.+(5/4(+*! /,,#+,:! >/('&&MN! /5! /,! *+0/*+*! 51'5! 51+! ;$4;4,+*! '05/4(,! ,14#&*! ;$40++*N! /5! '&,4!
/(0&#*+,!51+!.4(/54$/()!47!51+!'05#'&!/.;'05,!47!51+!;$4;4,'&:!
O4$+4=+$N! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! '004#(5/()!.+514*! /(0&#*+,!'05/=/5M!U',+*!04,5/()! 9IP^<!'(*!
04,5LU+(+7/5! '('&M,/,! '(*! +=+(! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5/()! 9\^^<N! 81/01! /,! */,0#,,+*! /(! 51+! (+Z5!
01';5+$N!0'(!U+!'*';5+*:!P$',!'(*!%.U&+.,=')!oS__ap!;$4;4,+*!'(!IP^!,M,5+.!54!;+$74$.!
*/77+$+(5!&/7+0M0&+!47!;$40+,,+,!4$!;$4*#05,:!F(!51/,!,M,5+.N!04,5,!'$+!5$'0+*!7$4.!'05/=/5/+,!54!





93>%<! .+514*4&4)MN! 81/01! /,! '! 7/=+! UM! 7/=+! .'5$/Z! 47! &/7+! 0M0&+! ,5')+,! =+$,#,! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!1+'&51!'(*!,'7+5M!$+m#/$+.+(5,!74$!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!!
4.5.1 Environmentally Conscious Design and Manufacturing  
%(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! 04(,0/4#,! *+,/)(! '(*!.'(#7'05#$/()! 9%^3O<! /,! '! =/+8! 47!.'(#7'05#$/()!
51'5!/(0&#*+,!51+!,40/'&!'(*!5+01(4&4)/0'&!',;+05,!47!51+!*+,/)(N!,M(51+,/,N!;$40+,,/()N!'(*!#,+!
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;$40+,,+,! 51'5! $+*#0+! 51+! 1'$.7#&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,! 47! .'(#7'05#$/()N! /(0&#*/()!
./(/./,'5/4(! 47! 1'B'$*4#,! 8',5+! '(*! +./,,/4(,N! $+*#05/4(! 47! +(+$)M! 04(,#.;5/4(N!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 47! .'5+$/'&,! #5/&/,'5/4(! +77/0/+(0MN! '(*! +(1'(0+.+(5! 47! 4;+$'5/4('&! ,'7+5M!
oE4$='51! +5! '&:N! S__an! P/$-147+$! q! G01455N! S__ap:! D1+! I.+$/0'(! G'(*/'! K'5/4('&!
\'U4$'54$/+,e! +(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! 04(,0/4#,! .'(#7'05#$/()! *+;'$5.+(5! *+,0$/U+,! %^O! ',! f51+!
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4.5.2 Green Product Design  
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4.5.3 Design for Sustainability 
G#,5'/('U&+!*+=+&4;.+(5N!',!*+7/(+*!/(!51+!P$#(*5&'(*!H+;4$5N!.+'(,!*+=+&4;.+(5!51'5!.++5,!
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47! 51+!.4*+&! 47! ,#,5'/('U&+! *+=+&4;.+(5:! ! D1+!^4../,,/4(! '&,4! 7++&,! 51'5! '! ;45+(5/'&! '(*!
#,+7#&! 8'M! 54! $+04(0/&+! +04&4)/0'&! ',;+05,! 47! ,40/4L+04(4./0! U+(+7/5,! /,! 54! 04.U/(+!
5+01(4&4)ML;#,1! 8/51! *+.'(*L;#&&! /((4='5/4(! ,5$'5+)/+,! UM! +,5'U&/,1/()! &/(-,! U+58++(! 51+!
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o%(m#+5+N!S__cN!;:abp:!G#,5'/('U&+!*+=+&4;.+(5!0'(!U+!'01/+=+*!4(&M!UM!'!;$40+,,!47!01'()+!
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4.6 Life-Cycle Engineering and Paradigm “E” 
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.'$-+5/()N! '(*! 9`<! ;$4*#05! #,')+:! I5! +'01! 47! 51+,+! ;1',+,! 51+$+! +Z/,5,! '! *+7/(/5/4(! 47!
4U[+05/=+,N! '05/=/5/+,N! '(*! *+&/=+$'U&+,! 74$! 51+! (+Z5! ;1',+:! D1+M! *+,0$/U+*! 51'5! *#$/()! 51+!
04(0+;5#'&!.4*+&!;1',+N!='$/4#,!*+,/)(,!'(*!,/.#&'5/4(!.4*+&,!47!51+!;$4*#05,!'$+!)+(+$'5+*:!





H+0+(5&MN! 51+$+! /,! '!(+8!;'$'*/).!47!.'(#7'05#$/()!0'&&+*!Q'$'*/).!u%e:!I004$*/()! 54! 51/,!




51+!01'&&+()+!47! 51+!Q'$'*/).!u%e! /,!(45!4(&M! 54!01'$5!'(!+77+05/=+!04.;+5/5/=+!,5$'5+)MN!U#5!
'&,4! 54! ;$4=/*+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5+8'$*,1/;:! %(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5+8'$*,1/;! /(=4&=+,! 9S<! ;#55/()!
;$45+05/4(! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5! 'U4=+! ;'$401/'&! 04.;+5/5/=+! )'/(,N! 9V<! 0#$5'/&/()! #$)+,! 54!
,5/.#&'5+! 0#,54.+$! u8'(5,e! 47! 51+! u51$48L'8'Me! 04(,#.+$/,.N! '(*! 9T<! ,1'$/()!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! ,'7+! 5+01(4&4)/+,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! '(*! ;$45+05/4(! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5!
oO4&/('!+5!'&:N!S__YN!;:!`TWp:!
! !
4.7 Life Cycle Assessment 
D1+! ;$+,+(5! ,5#*M! /,! 740#,+*! 4(! ;$4*#05,! '(*! (45! 4(! ;$40+,,+,:! Q$4*#05,! '$+! $+)'$*+*! ',!
0'$$/+$,!47!;4&&#5/4(!4$!U+'$+$,!47!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!U#$*+(,!o>$'(-&!+5!'&:N!S___N!;:!Sn!I&5/()!+5!
'&:N! S__Yn! P$#((! +5! '&:N! S__cp:! D1+M! '$+! (45! 4(&M! '! ;45+(5/'&! ,4#$0+! 47! ;4&&#5/4(! '(*!8',5+!
*#$/()! 51+/$! #,+! U#5! 0'(! '&,4! U+! '! 0'#,+! 47! $+,4#$0+! *+;&+5/4(N! +(+$)M! 04(,#.;5/4(N! '(*!
+./,,/4(,!*#$/()! 51+/$! &/7+! ,5'$5/()!8/51! 51+!+Z5$'05/4(!47! 51+!$'8!.'5+$/'&,!'(*!+(*/()!8/51!
51+/$!*/,;4,'&:!!
%(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+!47!'!;$4*#05! /,!+='&#'5+*! 51$4#)14#5! /5,! &/7+!0M0&+N!UM!#,/()! 51+!
&/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! .+514*:! \/7+0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 9\^I<! /,! '! .+514*! 74$! ',,+,,/()!
.'5+$/'&,N! ,+$=/0+,N! ;$4*#05,N! ;$40+,,+,! '(*! 5+01(4&4)/+,! 4=+$! 51+! +(5/$+! ;$4*#05! &/7+:! D1+!
U',/0! 4U[+05/=+! 47! \^I! /,! 54! )#/*+! *+0/,/4(! .'-+$,N! 81+51+$! 04(,#.+$,N! /(*#,5$/'&/,5,N! 4$!
)4=+$(.+(5! ;4&/0M.'-+$,N! /(! *+=/,/()! 4$! ,+&+05/()! '05/4(,! 51'5! 8/&&! ,+$=+! 54! ./(/./,+! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,!81/&+! 7#$51+$/()!451+$!4U[+05/=+,:!D1#,N! 51/,! 544&!.#,5!'05! /(!04(0+$5!
8/51! 5$'*/5/4('&! .45/=+,! 74$! ,+&+05/()! 4(+! '05/4(! 4=+$! '(451+$N! /(0&#*/()! +04(4./0N!
+()/(++$/()N!'(*!,40/'&!)4'&,!o>/+&*!FFFN!F,''0,!q!^&'$-N!S__Tp:!\^I!/,!'!,M,5+.'5/0!';;$4'01!
#,+*! 54!.'(')+! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,!47!;$4*#05,! '(*! ,+$=/0+! ,M,5+.,:! F5! /,!';;&/+*!'5!
,+=+$'&! &+=+&,R! 9S<!04(0+;5#'&&M!',!'! 514#)15!;$40+,,! 51'5!)#/*+,! 51+! ,+&+05/4(!47!4;5/4(,!74$!
*+,/)(! '(*! /.;$4=+.+(5N! 9V<! .+514*4&4)/0'&&M! ',! '! 8'M! 54! U#/&*! '! m#'(5/5'5/=+sm#'&/5'5/=+!
/(=+(54$M!47!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!U#$*+(,!4$! $+&+',+,N! 54!+='&#'5+! 51+! /.;'05,!47! 514,+!U#$*+(,!4$!
$+&+',+,N! '(*! 54! /*+(5/7M! '&5+$('5/=+,! 54! /.;$4=+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+:! >4$.'&&MN! 51+!
FGJL,5'(*'$*!*+7/(/5/4(!47!&/7+0M0&+!',,+,,.+(5!/,!',!74&&48,R!
“LCA is a technique for assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts associated 
with a product by: 




• evaluating the potential environmental impacts associated with those inputs and 
outputs; 
• interpreting the results of the inventory analysis and impact assessment phases in 
relations to the objectives of the study.” oFGJ!S__bN!;:///p 
\/7+0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! /,! */=/*+*! /(54! 74#$!.'/(! ,5')+,! o^4(,4&/! +5! '&:N! S__Tn!AG%QIN! S__Tn!
G%DI^N!S__Sp:!D1+!7$'.+84$-!47!\^I!/,!,148(!/(!>/)#$+!`LT!'(*!51+!,5')+,!/(0&#*+R!
S:! Goal and scope definition!*+7/(+,! 51+!)4'&,!47! 51+!\^I!,5#*MN! 51+!7#(05/4('&!#(/5!47! 51+!
;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! '(*! ,+5,! 51+! U4#(*'$/+,! 47! 51+! /(=+,5/)'5/4(:! D1+! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5! 47! 51+!
;$4*#05!,M,5+.!/,!'(! /.;4$5'(5!+&+.+(5! /(! 51+!\^I!.4*+&!'(*!1',!54!U+!*+7/(+*!0&+'$&M!
'(*! m#'(5/5'5/=+&M:! D1+! 74#$! +&+.+(5,! 51'5! 1'=+! 54! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! /(! *+7/(/()! 51+! $/)15!
7#(05/4('&! #(/5! 74$! '! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! '$+! 51+! +77/0/+(0M! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05! /(! 7#&7/&&/()! ,4.+!
8+&&! *+7/(+*! #,+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9+:):! -)! 47! ;'/(5! (+0+,,'$M! 54! 04=+$! SWW!.V! 47! ;&'574$.!
,#$7'0+<n!51+!&/7+!,;'(!47!51+!;$4*#05!9+:):!148!.'(M!5/.+,!'(*!54!81'5!*+)$++!*4!8+!(++*!
54!$+;'/(5!'!,#$7'0+!47!SWW!.V!*#$/()!Va!M+'$,!8/51!*/77+$+(5!;$4*#05,<n!51+!7#&7/&.+(5!47!
#,+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 54! '! 0+$5'/(! ,5'(*'$*! 9+:):! 51'5! 51+! '(5/L04$$4*/()! ;$4;+$5/+,! 47! ;'/(5!
,14#&*!$+'01!'!)/=+(!,5'(*'$*<n!'(*! 51+!7#&7/&.+(5!47!*/77+$+(5! 5M;+,!47!7#(05/4(,!UM!4(+!
'(*! 51+!,'.+!;$4*#05! 9!+:):!'!;'/(5!;$4*#05!,14#&*!74$! /(,5'(0+!U451!1'=+!'(5/L04$$4*/()!
7#(05/4(! '(*!'! &/)15! $+7&+05/()! 7#(05/4(n! '! $+7$/)+$'54$!8/&&! U451!-++;! 51+! 744*!04&*N! '(*!
;$4*#0+!1+'5<:!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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8',5+,! )+(+$'5+*N! '(*! 51+! +./,,/4(,! 54! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5! ',,40/'5+*!8/51! 51+! 814&+! &/7+!
0M0&+!47!'!;$4*#05!4$!;$40+,,N!7$4.!51+!+Z5$'05/4(!47!51+!$'8!.'5+$/'&,!90$'*&+<!54!51+!7/('&!
*/,;4,'&! 9)$'=+<:! F5! U',/0'&&M! *+,0$/U+,!.'5+$/'&! '(*! +(+$)M! 7&48,:!D1+! &/7+! 0M0&+! 0'(! U+!
*+,0$/U+*! ',! '! ,M,5+.! 47! 04((+05+*! '05/=/5/+,N! +/51+$! ;$40+,,+,! 4$! 5$'(,;4$5,:! F(! '!
m#'(5/5'5/=+! \^IN! 51+! $+&'5/4(,! U+58++(! 51+! 04.;4(+(5,! 47! 51+! ,M,5+.! '$+! *+,0$/U+*!
.'51+.'5/0'&&M:!%(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05,!'$+!*+,0$/U+*!',!+77+05,!0'#,+*!UM!'&&!+(+$)M!'(*!
.'5+$/'&!7&48,N!7$4.!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5!54!51+!04.;4(+(5,!47!51+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!'(*!7$4.!
51+! 04.;4(+(5,! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! 54! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5:! D1+,+! 7&48,! '$+! -(48(! ',!
f+&+.+(5'$M!7&48,g!oE+(/(5B!'(*!P'/,(++N!S__Vp!'(*!51+M!'$+!*+7/(+*!',!7&48,!;',,/()!51+!
U4$*+$&/(+N!U+M4(*!81/01!51+M!'$+!(4!&4()+$!04(5$4&&+*!UM!1#.'(!'05/=/5/+,!9'(5$4;4)+(/0!
;$40+,,+,<:! D1+! /(=+(54$M! '('&M,/,! 04(,/,5,! 47! 51+! 74&&48/()! ;'$5,R! *+7/(/()! 51+! ;$4*#05!
,M,5+.N! /:+N! /*+(5/7/0'5/4(! 47! .'5+$/'&! 7&4,! '(*! ;$40+,,+,! $+m#/$+*! '(*! $+&+='(5! 74$! 51+!
;$4*#05/4(N! #,+! '(*! */,;4/,'&! 47! 51+! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5! 74$! '&&! '&5+$('5/=+,! 54! U+! 04.;'$+*n!
04&&+05/4(!47!*'5'!47!+(+$)M!/(;#5,!/(54!'(*!+./,,/4(,!4#5!47!'&&!04.;4(+(5,!47!51+!;$4*#05!
,M,5+.n! '(*! 0'&0#&'5/4(! 47! +(+$)M! /(;#5,! /(54! '(*! +./,,/4(,! 4#5! 47! '&&! 04.;4(+(5,N!
'004#(5!U+/()!5'-+(!47!51+!7&48!51$4#)1!+'01!04.;4(+(5:!
T:! Impact analysis!$+&'5+,!51+!4#5;#5,!47!'!,M,5+.!54!51+/$!/.;'05,!4(!51+!+Z5+$('&!84$&*:!F(!
0&',,/7/0'5/4(N! 51+! /(;#5,! '(*!4#5;#5,! /*+(5/7/+*! /(! 51+! /(=+(54$M! '('&M,/,! '$+! ',,/)(+*! 54!
51+! $+,;+05/=+! /.;'05!0'5+)4$/+,:!D1+!u/.;'05!;45+(5/'&e! /,! 51+(!.4*+&&+*!UM!.#&5/;&M/()!
51+!'.4#(5!47!04(,#.;5/4(!4$!+./,,/4(!8/51!51+!$+,;+05/=+!/.;'05!',,+,,.+(5!7'054$,:!F5!
.#,5! U+! (45+*! 51'5! 51+! &/(+'$! /.;'05! ',,+,,.+(5! 7'054$,! '$+! (45! *+,/)(+*! 74$! '! $+'&/,5/0!
.4*+&&/()! 47! 04.;&+Z! /(5+$*+;+(*+(0/+,! '(*! 54Z/04&4)/0'&! /,,#+,! U#5! 4(&M! 74$! '! $4#)1!
+,5/.'5/4(! 47! 51+! ;45+(5/'&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! *'.')+!8/514#5! 7#$51+$! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! 47! &40'&!
/.;'05,! 4$! *4,+! $+,;4(,+:! D1#,N! 4(+! 47! 51+! .4,5! 0$/5/0'&! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! 47! 51+! /.;'05!
',,+,,.+(5! ;1',+! /,! 51+! /(1+$+(5! ,#U[+05/=/5M! o^$/,547'$/! +5! '&:N! S__bp:! 3#+! 54! 51+!
04.;&+Z/5M! 47! 51+! /(5+$*+;+(*+(0/+,! 47! 51+! +04&4)/0'&! +77+05,! 0'#,+*! UM! 51+! */77+$+(5!
,#U,5'(0+,N! '(M! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',,+,,.+(5! 0'(! '&&48!4(&M! '! ,/.;&/7/+*! $+;$+,+(5'5/4(! 47!
51+!0#$$+(5!,/5#'5/4(!UM!,5$+,,/()!/(*/=/*#'&!;$4U&+.,:!!
^#$$+(5&MN! 51+! 74&&48/()! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! 0'5+)4$/+,! 8/51/(! 51+! T! .'/(! 0'5+)4$/+,! 47!
$+,4#$0+!*+;&+5/4(N!1+'&51!/.;'05,!'(*!+04&4)/0'&!/.;'05,!'$+!U+/()!*/,0#,,+*R! ! !






















';;$4'01! 1',! ;$4U'U&M! 51+! U+,5! ,0/+(5/7/0! $+,+'$01! U'0-)$4#(*! 74$! ;4/(5/()! 4#5! 51+! $+&'5/4(!
U+58++(! +./,,/4(,! '(*! 51+/$! ;45+(5/'&! +04&4)/0'&! /.;'05,:! D1+$+74$+N! '5! &+',5! 1/(5,! 74$! 51+!
.4,5! /.;4$5'(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',;+05,! 47! ;$4*#05/4(! '(*! 04(,+m#+(5&M! 74$! +04&4)/0'&!




4. Improvement Phase 










;1',+! /,! 51+! .4,5! ;$4*#05/=+! 74$! '! 04.;'(M! 54! 04(,/*+$! ,/(0+! 51+! )&4U'&! =/+8! 47! 51+!
;$4*#05!&/7+!0M0&+!;$4=/*+,!(+8!/(,/)15,!'(*!/.;$4=+.+(5!4;;4$5#(/5/+,:!F(!51+!7/$,5!0',+N!
/.;$4=+.+(5!/,!(4$.'&&M!$+&'5+*!54!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5N!;$4*#05!;&'((/()!4$!01'()+,!/(!
51+!*/77+$+(5!;$40+,,+,!'(*!'05/=/5/+,N!4$! /(! 51+! /(7$',5$#05#$+!47!'!;$4*#05!,M,5+.:!F(! 51+!




/5,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! m#'&/5/+,:! ! F5! /,! /.;4$5'(5! 54! (45+! 51'5! \^I! /,! '&,4! '! 544&! 74$! ,#,5'/('U&+!
;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 9;$40+,,! *+,/)(! '(*! ;$4*#05! ',,+,,.+(5<! '(*! (45! '! &+)/,&'5/=+!
,#;+$=/,/4(!544&!oQ455/()N!O4+&&+$!q!X+(,+(N!S__cn!AG%QIN!S__Tp:!O'(#7'05#$+$,N!04(,#.+$!
;$4*#05! 04.;'(/+,! '(*! 51+/$! ,#;;&/+$,! 0'(! #,+! \^I! ',! '! ,5$'5+)/0! 544&! 54! ,5#*M! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05,!47!51+/$!;$4*#05,!'(*!,+$=/0+,!'5!+=+$M!,5')+!47!51+/$!&/7+!0M0&+N!'(*!54!






• F(=+(54$M! ',,+,,.+(5! '&4(+! /,! /('*+m#'5+! 74$! .+'(/()7#&! 04.;'$/,4(N! M+5! /.;'05!
',,+,,.+(5!/,!7$'#)15!8/51!,0/+(5/7/0!*/77/0#&5/+,n!





S__bn! 2#/(++N! S__aN! ;:apN! 81/01! /,! '&,4! 51+! 0',+! /(! 51+! ;$+,+(5! ,5#*M:! F.;$4=+.+(5!
',,+,,.+(5! 0'(! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! ',! '! U$/*)+! U+58++(! 51+! \^I!.+514*! '(*! */77+$+(5! 5M;+,! 47!
*+0/,/4(!.4*+&,N!81+$+!51+!/(5+$;$+5'5/4(,!7$4.!51+!\^I!,5#*/+,!'$+!#,+*!',!*+0/,/4(!,#;;4$5!
UM! 51+! *+0/,/4(!.'-+$,:!E'(,,+(! +5! '&:! oS__ap! (45+*! 51'5! */77+$+(5! 5M;+,! 47! ';;&/0'5/4(,! 74$!
/.;$4=+.+(5,!8/&&!1'=+!*/77+$+(5!$+m#/$+.+(5,!54!51+!='$/4#,!,5')+,!/(!51+!\^I!.+514*:!D1+!







'(*! U451! .+514*,s.4*+&,! 8/&&! U+! .4*/7/0'5/4(,! 47! 51+! ,5'(*'$*! .+514*,:! G4.+! \^I!
,4758'$+,!'='/&'U&+!/(!51+!.'$-+5!'$+!&/,5+*!/(!I;;+(*/Z!P:!




'&8'M,! 51+$+! &/-+! /(! 51+! ;$+,+(5! $+,+'$01! 84$-! 544:! D1+! m#+,5/4(! 47! *'5'! '='/&'U/&/5MN! /(!
;'$5/0#&'$N! ',! /5! $+&'5+,! 54! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! '(*!.'(#7'05#$+!*+,+$=+,! '55+(5/4(:!%Z;+$5,! ')$++!
51'5!$4#)1&M!YW!;+$0+(5!47!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!04,5,!47!'!;$4*#05!'$+!*+5+$./(+*!'5!51+!*+,/)(!
,5')+N! '(*! 51'5! .4*/7/0'5/4(,! '5! &'5+$! ,5')+,! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 8/&&! 1'=+! 4(&M! =+$M!
.4*+,5! +77+05,! o2$'+*+&N! S__YN! ;:! Ycp:! D1+! /*+'&! 5/.+N! 51+(N! 54! 04(*#05! \^I! '('&M,/,! /,! '5!
+'$&M! *+,/)(! ;1',+:! I,! '! 04(,+m#+(0+N! *+5'/&+*! \^I,! 0'((45! U+! $+)'$*+*! ',! ;$4=/*/()!
$/)4$4#,! m#'(5/5'5/=+! $+,#&5,N! U#5! $'51+$! ',! ;$4=/*/()! 7$'.+84$-! #;4(!81/01!.4$+! +77/0/+(5!
'(*!#,+7#&!.+514*,!47!',,+,,.+(5!0'(!U+!*+=+&4;+*:!D+01(/m#+,! 51'5!;#$;4,+&M!'*4;5!,4.+!
,4$5! 47! ,/.;&/7/+*! ';;$4'01! 54! &/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! '$+! 0'&&+*! ,5$+'.&/(+*! &/7+L0M0&+!
',,+,,.+(5,! 9G\^I<:!G\^I! /,! '(! ',,+,,.+(5! 51'5! /,! 04.;&+5+! '(*! $/)4$4#,! +(4#)1! 54!U+! '!
*+7/(/5+!)#/*+!54!/(*#,5$M!'(*!'(!'/*!54!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5N!M+5!(45!,4!*+5'/&+*!',!54!U+!*/77/0#&5!
4$!/.;4,,/U&+!54!;+$74$.:!
C+/51!6+/5B! 47! K4$51! ^'$4&/('e,! H+,+'$01! D$/'()&+! F(,5/5#5+! '(*! 1/,! 04L84$-+$,! o2$'+*+&N!
S__YN!;:!YYp! /*+(5/7/+*!(/(+!';;$4'01+,!54!'U$/*)+!\^I:!D1+,+!';;$4'01+,!'$+!,0$++(/()!51+!
;$4*#05!8/51!'(!/(=/4&'5+,!&/,5n!&/./5/()!4$!+&/./('5/()!04.;4(+(5,!4$!;$40+,,+,!*++.+*!54!U+!
47! ./(4$! /.;4$5'(0+n! &/./5/()! 4$! +&/./('5/()! &/7+L0M0&+! ,5')+,! ,#01! ',! +&/./('5/()! 51+!
#;,5$+'.! ,5')+,! 9$+,4#$0+! +Z5$'05/4(<n! /(0&#,/4(! 47! 4(&M! ,+&+05+*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,! 4$!
/(=+(54$M!;'$'.+5+$,n!&/./5/()!04(,/*+$'5/4(!54!04(,5/5#+(5,!'U4=+!51$+,14&*!8+/)15!4$!=4&#.+!
='&#+,n! &/./5/()! 4$! +&/./('5/()! /.;'05! '('&M,/,n! #,+! m#'&/5'5/=+! $'51+$! 51'(! m#'(5/5'5/=+!
/(74$.'5/4(n! '(*! 7/('&&M! +&/./('5/()! /(5+$;$+5'5/4(,! 4$! $+04..+(*'5/4(,:! >#$51+$! */,0#,,/4(!
'U4#5!51+,+!';;$4'01+,!0'(!U+!04(,#&5+*!/(!2$'+*+&!oS__YN!;:!YYp:!F(!'**/5/4(!54!51/,N!51+$+!'$+!
,+=+$'&! '&5+$('5/=+! ';;$4'01+,! 51'5! 1'=+! U++(! ;#5! 74$8'$*! UM! /(*/=/*#'&! 04$;4$'5/4(,N!




04.;'(M! .'5$/ZN! O4(,'(54! .'5$/ZN! O454$4&'e,! G\^I! ';;$4'01N! P'55+&&+e,! ;4&&#5/4(!
;$+=+(5/4(!7'054$,!';;$4'01N!'(*!X'04U,!+()/(++$/()e,!G^\I!';;$4'01:!3+5'/&+*!+Z;&'('5/4(!
47! 51+,+! G\^I! 5+01(/m#+,! 0'(! U+! $+7+$$+*! /(! 2$'+*+&! oS__Yp:! 2$'+*+&N! I&&+(UM!q!^4.$/+!





74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+!47!;$4*#05,! '(*!;$40+,,+,:!D1/,! ',,+,,.+(5!
,M,5+.N! /(! 51+! 0',+! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! $+,;4(,/U&+! ;$4*#05,! 9%HQ,<N! 1',! 51+! 74&&48/()!
01'$'05+$/,5/0,R! /5! &+(*,! /5,+&7! 54!*/$+05! 04.;'$/,4(,!'.4()! $'5+*!;$4*#05,!4$!;$40+,,+,n! /5! /,!
#,'U&+!'(*!04(,/,5+(5!'0$4,,!*/77+$+(5!',,+,,.+(5!5+'.,n!/5!+(04.;',,+,!'&&!,5')+,!47!;$4*#05!
4$! ;$40+,,! &/7+! 0M0&+,! '(*! '&&! $+&+='(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ,5$+,,4$,n! '(*! /5! /,! ,/.;&+! +(4#)1! 54!
;+$./5! $+&'5/=+! m#/0-! '(*! /(+Z;+(,/=+! ',,+,,.+(5,! 54! U+! .'*+:! D1+! ',,+,,4$,! 9+()/(++$,N!
*+,/)(+$,N!'(*s4$!.'(')+$,<!,5#*M!51+!;$4*#05!4$!;$40+,,!*+,/)(N!.'(#7'05#$+N!;'0-')/()N!/(L
#,+! +(=/$4(.+(5N! '(*! &/-+&M! */,;4,'&! ,0+('$/4! '(*! ',,/)(! 54! +'01! +&+.+(5! 47! 51+!.'5$/Z! '(!
/(5+)+$! $'5/()! 7$4.! W! 91/)1+,5! /.;'05N! '! =+$M! (+)'5/=+! +='&#'5/4(<! 54! `! 9&48+,5! /.;'05N! '(!
+Z+.;&'$M! +='&#'5/4(<:! D1+,+! $'5/(),! '$+! U',+*! 7$4.! ',,+,,4$e,! +Z;+$/+(0+N! '! *+,/)(! '(*!
.'(#7'05#$/()! ,#$=+MN! ';;$4;$/'5+! 01+0-&/,5,N! '(*! 451+$! /(74$.'5/4(:! I(! +Z'.;&+! 47! 51/,!








I&514#)1! 51+! +m#'5/4(,! 74$! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(! 47! ;$4*#05! '(*! ;$40+,,! $'5/(),! '$+! ,/./&'$N! 51+!
;$4*#05!',,+,,.+(5!.'5$/Z!*/77+$,!4(&M!7$4.!51+!;$40+,,!',,+,,.+(5!.'5$/Z!/(!5+$.,!47! 51+/$!
&/7+!0M0&+!,5')+,!o2$'+*+&N!S__YN!;:!SSSp:!>4$!51+!;$4*#05!',,+,,.+(5N!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!,5')+,!'$+!
;$+L.'(#7'05#$+N! ;$4*#05! .'(#7'05#$+N! ;$4*#05! *+&/=+$MN! ;$4*#05! #,+N! $+7#$U/,1.+(5N!
$+0M0&/()! '(*! */,;4,'&:! 61/&+! 74$! ;$40+,,! ',,+,,.+(5N! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+! ,5')+,! '$+! $+,4#$0+!
;$4=/,/4(/()N! ;$40+,,! /.;&+.+(5'5/4(N! ;$/.'$M! ;$40+,,! 4;+$'5/4(N! 04.;&+.+(5'$M! ;$40+,,!
4;+$'5/4(N! '(*! $+7#$U/,1.+(5N! $+0M0&/()! '(*! */,;4,'&:! 2$'+*+&! oS__Yp! ,#))+,5+*! 51+! #,+! 47!
Q'$+54! 5'$)+5! ;&45,! 54! */,;&'M! 51+! ',,+,,.+(5!.'5$/0+,!.4$+! ,#00/(05&M! '(*! ;$4=/*+! '! U+55+$!
=/+8:!D1+!5'$)+5!;&45,!74$!'&5+$('5/=+!*+,/)(,!47!51+!,'.+!;$4*#05!;+$./5!m#/0-!04.;'$/,4(,!47!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! '55$/U#5+,:! D4! 04(,5$#05! 51+,+! 5'$)+5! ;&45,N! 51+! ='&#+! 47! +'01! +&+.+(5! 47! 51+!
;$4*#05! 4$! ;$40+,,! ',,+,,.+(5! .'5$/Z! /,! ;&455+*! '5! '! ,;+0/7/0! '()&+:! >4$! /(,5'(0+N! /(! '! VaL
+&+.+(5!.'5$/ZN! 51+!'()&+!,;'0/()!/,!TbWsVal!S`:`!*+)$++,:!D1+!'*='(5')+,!47! 51/,!';;$4'01!
'$+! 51'5! 51+! *+7/(/5/4(! 47! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5,! U+04.+,! &+,,! /.;4$5'(5N! '&&40'5/4(! ;$4U&+.! /,!
'=4/*+*!'(*!'**/5/4('&&M!/5!/,!&+,,!m#'(5/7/'U&+!'(*!&+,,!514$4#)1:!
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4.7.2 Pros and Cons of SLCA 











• G\^I,!1'=+! &/55&+!4$!(4!0';'U/&/5M! 54! 5$'0-!4=+$'&&!.'5+$/'&! 7&48,:!6/51/(!'!04$;4$'5/4(N!
74$!+Z'.;&+N!G\^I,!4(!'&&!;$4*#05,!./)15!8+&&!/(*/0'5+!81+51+$!'!;'$5/0#&'$!.'5+$/'&!8',!




• G\^I,! 1'=+! ./(/.'&! 0';'U/&/5M! 54! 5$'0-! /.;$4=+.+(5,! 4=+$! 5/.+N! +:):! 54! $+&/'U&M!
*+5+$./(+!/7!'!;$4*#05!/,!+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M!,#;+$/4$!54!/5,!;$+*+0+,,4$:!
D1#,N!G\^I,!'$+!.4$+!$+',4('U&+!54!04(*#05!81/&+!$+04)(/,/()!51+/$!&/./5'5/4(,!'5!51+!+'$&M!
*+,/)(! ,5')+:! D1+! $+,#&5,! 47! G\^I,! '$+! 475+(! $+)'$*+*! ',! f';;$4Z/.'5+&M! 04$$+05g:! F(! 51+!
;$+,+(5! ,5#*MN! 51+! /*+'! U+1/(*! G\^I! /,! '*4;5+*! /(! 51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! .+514*4&4)M! /(!
01';5+$!c!54!'004#(5!&+,,!*'5'!$+m#/$+.+(5,N!7+8!*'M,!47!+774$5!$'51+$!51'(!,+=+$'&!.4(51,N!'(*!
;'$5/0#&'$&M!/5,!#,'U/&/5M!/(!51+!+'$&M!,5')+,!47!*+,/)(:!!
4.7.3 Imprecision and Uncertainty in LCA 
J(+! 04..4(&M! /)(4$+*! ',;+05! /(!.'(M! &/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 9\^I<! ,5#*/+,! /,! 51+! /,,#+! 47!
/.;$+0/,/4(! '(*! #(0+$5'/(5M! 47! *'5'N! +:):! +./,,/4(! *'5'! '(*! ,M,5+.! *+,/)(! ='$/'U&+,:!
G01'&5+))+$! +5! '&:! oS__bN! ;:! a`p! '$)#+*! 51'5! \^Ie,! $+,#&5,! 8/514#5! f04(7/*+(0+! &/./5,f! '$+!
m#+,5/4('U&+!7$4.!'!,0/+(5/7/0!;4/(5!47!=/+8N!'(*!7$4.!51+!=/+8!47!51+!#,+$,!47!51+!$+,#&5,N!/5!/,!
*'()+$4#,!U+0'#,+!51+M!.'M!&+'*!54!./,[#*)+.+(5,:!61/&+!04(*#05/()!\^IN!/.;$+0/,/4(!51'5!




.+',#$+.+(5n! +Z'05! +$$4$! /(5+$='&,! '(*! =')#+! +$$4$! /(5+$='&,n! '(*! 451+$! +$$4$,! ,#01! ',!
,M,5+.'5/0!+$$4$,!9400#$!81+(!51+!0'&/U$'5/4(!.4*+&!/,!(45!04$$+05!4$!81+(!51+!,5$#05#$+!47!'!
,M,5+.! /,! (45! /(0&#*+*! 04.;&+5+&M! /(! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(! .4*+&<! '(*! /(5$/(,/0'&&M! =')#+! *'5'!
981+(! *'5'! '$+! ,4.+5/.+,! #,+*! +=+(! 81+(! .+'(/()! 0'((45! U+! ,/.;&/7/+*! 54! 4(+! 0$/,;!
(#.U+$<:!!
I**/5/4('&&MN! 51+$+! /,! '!;$4U&+.!47!*'5'!'='/&'U/&/5MN!81/01! /,!0$/5/0'&! /(! 51+!0',+!81+(!(+8!
;$4*#05!04(0+;5,!'$+!+='&#'5+*!8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+/$!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+!'5! 51+!+'$&M!
,5')+!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!I,! '! 04(,+m#+(0+N! /(!.4,5!\^I!,5#*/+,N!1+5+$4)+(+4#,!*'5'!
04./()! 7$4.! */77+$+(5! ,4#$0+,! '$+! #,+*:! G;+0/7/0'&&MN! /(! 51+! /*+'! ;1',+! 47! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5N! #(0+$5'/(5/+,! /(! /(74$.'5/4(! 8/51! $+)'$*! 54! .'5+$/'&! 04.;4,/5/4(N! *+,/)(N!
+77/0/+(0MN!&/7+!,;'(N!;$4*#05/4(!5+01(4&4)M!'(*!.'$-+5!=4&#.+,!47!'!(+8!;$4*#05!04(0+;5!'$+!
+(04#(5+$+*:! P+0'#,+! 47! 51/,! &/./5'5/4(! /(! *'5'! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ;1',+! 47! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5N!4(+!*+5+$./(+,!51+!*'5'!(++*+*!51$4#)1!+,5/.'5/4(N!+:):!+,5/.'5/()!+./,,/4(,!47!
'&5+$('5/=+! ;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5,! U',+*! 7$4.! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! 47! '!
$+7+$+(0+! ,M,5+.:! E48+=+$N! 51+! +$$4$,! /(=4&=+*! /(! ;+$74$./()! ,#01! +,5/.'5/4(,! UM! '('&4)M!
04#&*!U+!=+$M!&'$)+:!
K+=+$51+&+,,N! 51/,! ;$4U&+.! 47! /.;$+0/,/4(! '(*! /(04.;&+5+(+,,! 47! *+,/)(! *'5'! /,! (45! 4(&M!
&/./5+*! /(! 51+! 0',+! 47! \^I! ,5#*/+,N! U#5! $'51+$! /5! /,! '! )+(+$'&! 04(0+$(! 74$! 51+! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5!5+'.!47!51+!04.;'(M!51'5!.'-+,!*+0/,/4(,!#(*+$!#(0+$5'/(5M:!>/)#$+!`L`!,148,!
51+!)+(+$'&! 5$+(*!4(!01'()+,! /(!*'5'!m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 51$4#)14#5! 51+!*/77+$+(5! ,5')+,!47!
;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!G/./&'$&MN!51/,!5+(*+(0M!04#&*!'&,4!$+7&+05!51+!*'5'!m#'&/5M!$+m#/$+.+(5,!
74$!\^I!81+(!4(+!/,!',,+,,/()!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05,!47!'!;$4*#05:!I004$*/()!
54! >/)#$+! `L`! U+&48N! 51+! *'5'! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 74$! \^I! 01'()+,! /(! 51+! 74&&48/()!
04(*/5/4(,!oE'(,,+(!+5!'&:N!S__bpR!
• F(! 51+! /(/5/'&! ,5')+! /(!*4/()!'(!\^I!,5#*M!47! '! $+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05N!1/)1!m#'&/5M!\^I!
*'5'!/,!$+m#/$+*n!
• F(! 51+! 04(0+;5! *+7/(/5/4(! '(*! +='&#'5/4(! ,5')+N! 51+! *'5'! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 74$! 51+!
*/77+$+(5!'&5+$('5/=+!04(0+;5,!'$+!+Z;+05+*!54!U+!&48!U+0'#,+!47!51+!)+(+$'&!1/)1!&+=+&!
47!#(0+$5'/(5Mn!!
• F(! 51+! 4;5/./,'5/4(! ,5')+N! 51+! *'5'! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! \^I! *'5'! )+(+$'&&M!
/(0$+',+,!',!51+!,+&+05+*!;$4*#05!04(0+;5!/,!4;5/./,+*!'(*!.'(#7'05#$+*n!
• F(!;$4*#05! &'#(01/()N! '00#$'5+!4$!1/)1!m#'&/5M!\^I!*'5'! $+m#/$+.+(5,!47! 51+!014,+(!
;$4*#05!04(0+;5!'$+!(++*+*!54!U+!#,+*!74$!.'$-+5/()!51+!(+8!;$4*#05!54!51+!0#,54.+$,!!
D1+! 5+$.! f*'5'! m#'&/5MgN! ',! *+7/(+*! UM! 6+/*+.'! oS__TN! ;:aYpN! +(04.;',,+,! '! (#.U+$! 47!




$+;$4*#0/U/&/5Mn! $4U#,5(+,,n! #(0+$5'/(5Ms&+=+&,! 47! 04(7/*+(0+! /(! *'5'n! 04.;&+5+(+,,R! *+'&/()!
8/51!./,,/()!4$!;'$5/'&!*'5'n!,4#$0+s;+*/)$++!9/(0&#*/()!;45+(5/'&!74$!U/',N!'05#'&!.+',#$+.+(5!
=+$,#,! +()/(++$/()! +,5/.'5+N! ,#U,M,5+.! 4$! ;$40+,,L,;+0/7/0! =+$,#,! '))$+)'5+*N! +50:<n! ')+N!
7$+m#+(0M! '(*!.+514*! 47! 04&&+05/4(! 9/(0&#*/()! f.'5#$/5Mg! /,,#+,R! 148! ,+(,/5/=+! '$+! *'5'! 54!
;',,')+! 47! 5/.+v<n! ='$/'U/&/5M! 9(++*! 74$! '**/5/4('&! *'5'! 54! 01'$'05+$/,+! ='$/'U/&/5MR! $'()+,N!
1/)1s&48N!='$/'5/4(!/(!='&#+!#(*+$!*/77+$+(5!4;+$'5/()!04(*/5/4(,N!+50:<n!,5'5/,5/0'&!*+,0$/;5/4(!
9.+'(s.+*/'(N! 04(7/*+(0+! /(5+$='&,N! ,5'(*'$*! *+=/'5/4(N! ,5'(*'$*! +$$4$N! +50:<N! )+4)$';1/0!
,04;+!47!*'5'!9+:):!,/5+L,;+0/7/0!=+$,#,!/(*#,5$ML'=+$')+*<:!
D1#,N! /.;$+0/,/4(! '(*! /(04.;&+5+(+,,! 47! *'5'! $+m#/$+.+(5,! /(! \^I,! ,14#&*! U+! +77+05/=+&M!
'**$+,,+*:!G01'&5+))+$!+5!'&:!oS__bN!;:!aSp!q!6+/*+.'!oS__TN!;;:!aSLaVp!$+04..+(*+*!51'5!
';;$4;$/'5+! 544&,! ,14#&*! U+! #,+*! 54! ,#;;4$5! \^I! ,5#*/+,:! D1+,+! 544&,! /(0&#*+! ,5'5/,5/0,N!
0'&0#&'5/4(! 47!.'Z/.#.!+$$4$! '(*! 51+! #,+! 47! 7#BBM! ,+5! 51+4$M:! G5'5/,5/0,!;$4=/*+!.4*+&,!47!
/.;$+0/,/4(! U',+*! 4(! ;$4U'U/&/5/+,:! %$$4$! &/./5,!.+514*! *+5+$./(+*! 51+! 'U,4&#5+!.'Z/.#.!
+$$4$,! /(! .+',#$+.+(5:! >#BBM! ,+5! 51+4$M! +('U&+,! 4(+! 54! ,+5! #;! ;4,,/U/&/5M! */,5$/U#5/4(,! 74$!








4.7.4 Selected Related LCA Studies 





























'#514$,! /(! HM*U+$)! +5! '&:! oS__`p:! D1+,+! ';;&/0'5/4(,! '$+! 04#;&+*! 54! *+0/,/4(L.'-/()!
04(0+$(/()! ;$4*#05,! UM! */77+$+(5! '054$,! /(! ,40/+5M:! F(! D'U&+! `LTN! '! ,+&+05/4(! 47! ;45+(5/'&!
';;&/0'5/4(,! 47! \^I! /,! )/=+(:! \^I! 0'(! U+! #,+*! 74$! m#/5+! */77+$+(5! ;#$;4,+,! ,#01! ',! 74$!
U455&+(+0-! /*+(5/7/0'5/4(! '(*! ;$4*#05! /((4='5/4(! /(! /(*#,5$MN! 74$!.'$-+5/()! '(*! /(74$.'5/4(!
'U4#5! 04(,#.+$,N! 74$! ,5$'5+)/0! ;&'((/()! 8/51/(! 04.;'(/+,! '(*! 74$! ;4&/0M.'-/():! I! )$+'5!
(#.U+$! 47! ';;&/0'5/4(,! 74$! \^I! 1'=+! '&,4! U++(! ;+$74$.+*N! 81/01! /(0&#*+,! '('&M,/,! 47!
04.;'(Me,! ;$4*#05,N! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5N! 74$! .'$-+5/()! '(*! &'U+&&/()! #,+N! ;$40+,,!
*+=+&4;.+(5!'(*!4;5/./,'5/4(N!014/0+!47!,#;;&/+$,!'(*!$'8!.'5+$/'&,N!/(!5$'/(/()!;$4)$'..+,!
'(*! '('&M,/,! 47! &/(+! 47! U#,/(+,,:!\^I!1',! '&,4! U++(! #,+*! /(! ,#01!8/*+$!.'(')+.+(5! '$+',!

































&'$)+! ;$4;4$5/4(! 47!\^I! ,5#*/+,! 1'*!U++(!0'$$/+*!4#5! 74$!;'0-')/()!;$4*#05,N! ;$/.'$/&M! 74$!
04.;'$/,4(! 47! */77+$+(5! 5M;+,! 47! ;$4*#05,:! I&&+(UM! oS__Tp! $+;4$5+*! 51'5! .'(M! 47! 51+!
;/4(++$/()!+774$5,!54!/.;&+.+(5!\^I!'(*!51+!.4$+!04.;$+1+(,/=+!3>%!.+514*4&4)/+,!1'=+!
U++(!.'*+!UM!;$/='5+!7/$.,:!IDqDN!74$!+Z'.;&+N!1',!*+=+&4;+*!'(!/(5+$('&!3>%!.4*#&+!74$!
/5,! f3+,/)(! 74$! hg! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! ,M,5+.:! D1+! h! ,5'(*,! 74$! '(M! ;'$'.+5+$,! 51'5! 0'(! U+!
04(,/*+$+*! /(! 51+! *+,/)(! ;$40+,,:! d4&=4N! /(! 04([#(05/4(! 8/51! 51+! >+*+$'5/4(! 47! G8+*/,1!
F(*#,5$/+,! '(*! 51+! G8+*/,1! %(=/$4(.+(5'&! H+,+'$01! F(,5/5#5+N! 1'*! *+=+&4;+*! '(!




+(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! 47! .'5+$/'&,! +Z;$+,,+*! /(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! &4'*! #(/5,! 9%\A,<:! F(!
2+$.'(MN! G/+.+(,! *+=+&4;+*! '(! f%04LU'&'(0+g! ,M,5+.! 51'5! /,! *+,/)(+*! 54! /(74$.! *+,/)(!
+()/(++$,!'(*!.'(')+$,!'U4#5!04$$+05!.'5+$/'&!'(*!;$40+,,!014/0+,!8/51/(!+Z/,5+(5!+04(4./0!
'(*!04.;+5/5/=+!04(,5$'/(5,:!!




'(*! 04(,#.;5/4(! 47! 74,,/&! 7#+&,! 8+$+! .'/(&M! )+(+$'5+*! /(! 51+! 0&/(-+$! U#$(/()! ;$40+,,:!
E+*+&.'&.! '(*! G+)+$U+$)! oS__ap! 04.;'$+*! ='$/4#,! /(5+$04((+05/4(! 5+01(/m#+,! 4$! ;$/(5+*!
U4'$*!',,+.U&/+,!8/51!51+!#,+!47!\^I:!!
>'='! oS__ap! ,5'5+*! 51'5! 81+(! 4(+! +Z'./(+,! 4$)'(/,'5/4(e,! 4;+$'5/4(,N! /5! /,! 51+! ,+&&/()! 47!
;$4*#05,!51'5!*$/=+,!51+!,#00+,,!47!51+!U#,/(+,,:!I(!/.;&/0'5/4(!47!51/,!54!&/7+!0M0&+!51/(-/()!/,!
51+! /(04$;4$'5/4(! 47! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,! /(54! '! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! '(*! *+=+&4;.+(5!
;$40+,,! 54! .'(')+! 51+! ;$4*#05e,! /(5+$7'0+! 8/51! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5:! D1+! /(5+$7'0+! 8/51! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5! /,! 7$4.! +Z5$'05/4(! 47! ('5#$'&! $+,4#$0+,! 54! 4U5'/(! .'5+$/'&,! 54! .'(#7'05#$+!
;$4*#05N! 54! 7#+&,! ,#01!',! 04'&! '(*!)',! 54!;$4*#0+! +(+$)M!'(*!+&+05$/0/5M! '(*! 54! 51+!#&5/.'5+!
*/,;4,/5/4(!47!51+!7/('&!;$4*#05:!F5!84#&*!U+!/(5+$+,5/()!54!04(,/*+$!/7!,5$'5+)/+,!'$+!*+=+&4;+*!
9+:):! ;4&&#5/4(L;$+=+(5/4(<! 54! .'Z/./,+! 51+! 04(5/(#+*! #,+! 47! ;$4*#05,! '(*! .'5+$/'&,! 81/&+!
./(/./,/()! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+&+',+,! '(*! +(+$)M! 04(,#.+*! 4=+$! 51+! +(5/$+! &/7+! 0M0&+:! >'='!
7#$51+$! ,#))+,5+*! 51'5! '! 544&! 94$! '! ,+$/+,! 47! 544&,<! 51'5! 74&&48,! 51+! *+,/)(! ;$40+,,N! 81/01!
+.U+*,! &/7+L0M0&+! /(74$.'5/4(!8/51!U#,/(+,,N!7/('(0/'&N!'(*!5+01(4&4)/0'&!.+',#$+,!'(*!+',M!









;45+(5/'&,! 8/51/(! 51+! 01'/(! 47! +'01! #5/&/,'5/4(! ;$40+,,! /5,+&7:! D1+! 74&&48/()! 51$++! ;$40+,,+,!
8+$+! +Z'./(+*R! '<! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47! )M;,#.! /(! 51+! 84$-! 47! ^/U'L2+/)M! ^4$;4$'5/4(n! 9U<!
51+$.'&! $+*#05/=+! 0$'0-/()! 8/51! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47! &/m#/*! GJV! /(! 744*,5#77! m#'&/5Mn! '(*! 0<!






54! m#'(5/7M! '(*! 04.;'$+! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+!47! '!(#.U+$!47! '&5+$('5/=+!;$40+,,!
*+,/)(,! /(! (/5$/0! '0/*! ;$4*#05/4(:! ^4,5/0! +5! '&:! oS__bp! +,5/.'5+*! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
;+$74$.'(0+!47!04(=+(5/4('&! &+'*LU',+*!,4&*+$,!'(*! 51+/$!,#U,5/5#5+,!#,/()!\^I:!34('&*,4(!
+5!'&:!oS__bp!04(*#05+*!'!&/7+!0M0&+!',,+,,.+(5!47!'!5+&+04..#(/0'5/4(,!,+./04(*#054$!&',+$:!





',;+05,:!2$'+*+&!+5! '&:! oS__bp!*+=+&4;+*!'(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! $+,;4(,/U&+!;$4*#05!',,+,,.+(5!
.'5$/ZN!81/01!#,+,!01+0-&/,5!54!,/.;&/7M!51+!;$40+,,!47!;+$74$./()!\^I:!!







4.8 Brief Chapter Conclusion 
6/51/(! 51/,! 01';5+$N! /5! 1',!U++(! 74#(*!4#5! 51'5! /5! /,! 7+',/U&+! 54! ,5$+'.&/(+!4$! ,/.;&/7M! '! &/7+!
0M0&+!',,+,,.+(5!54!'004#(5!74$!&+,,!*'5'!$+m#/$+.+(5,N!7+8!*'M,!47!+774$5!$'51+$!51'(!,+=+$'&!
.4(51,N!'(*!;'$5/0#&'$&M!/5,!#,'U/&/5M!'5!51+!+'$&M!,5')+!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!;$40+,,:!G4.+!
47! 51+,+! ,5$+'.&/(+*! ';;$4'01+,! /(0&#*+! &/./5/()! 4$! +&/./('5/()! 04.;4(+(5,! 4$! ;$40+,,+,!
*++.+*! 54! U+! 47! ./(4$! /.;4$5'(0+n! /(0&#,/4(! 47! 4(&M! ,+&+05+*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05,! 4$!
/(=+(54$M!;'$'.+5+$,n!&/./5/()!04(,/*+$'5/4(!54!04(,5/5#+(5,!'U4=+!51$+,14&*!8+/)15!4$!=4&#.+!
='&#+,n! &/./5/()! 4$! +&/./('5/()! /.;'05! '('&M,/,n! #,+! m#'&/5'5/=+! $'51+$! 51'(! m#'(5/5'5/=+!
/(74$.'5/4(n!'(*!7/('&&M!+&/./('5/()!/(5+$;$+5'5/4(,!4$!$+04..+(*'5/4(,:!!O4$+4=+$N!/5!/,!'&,4!
*/,04=+$+*! 51'5! /(!.'(M!\^I!,5#*/+,N! /.;$+0/,/4(!'(*!#(0+$5'/(5M!'$+!(+)&+05+*!*+,;/5+! 51+!
7'05!51'5!51+,+!',;+05,!'$+!=+$M!/.;4$5'(5!'(*!,14#&*!U+!5'-+(!/(54!'004#(5!/(!04(*#05/()!51+!
',,+,,.+(5N! ;'$5/0#&'$&M! /7! 51/,! +='&#'5/4(! 8/&&! U+! *4(+! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05!









5 Economic Consideration and Life Cycle Costing Methodology 
J51+$! 51'(!.++5/()! 51+! /.;4$5'(5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! m#'&/5M! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+N!
04,5! 4$! +04(4./0! ',;+05,! 51'5! '$+! #,#'&&M! /(0&#*+*! /(! '(M! 04.;'(Me,! *+0/,/4(! .'-/()!
'05/=/5/+,! ,14#&*! '&,4! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 54! [#*)+!
81+51+$! /5! /,! +04(4./0'&&M! 7+',/U&+! 54! /.;$4=+! 4$! *+=+&4;! '! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.:! Q+5+$,! '(*!
D/..+$1'#,! oS__SN! ;:ap! '$)#+*! 51'5! (4! *+,/)(! ;$4[+05! ,14#&*! ;$40++*! 54! 51+! 7/('&! ,5')+,!
U+74$+!04,5,!'$+!04(,/*+$+*N!'(*!04,5!+,5/.'5+,!,14#&*!U+!.'*+!51$4#)14#5!51+!+'$&M!,5')+,!47!
51+!*+,/)(!81+(!04.;&+5+!,;+0/7/0'5/4(,!'$+!(45!'='/&'U&+:!F(!51/,!01';5+$N! /5!8/&&!U+!;4/(5+*!
4#5! 51'5! +,5/.'5/()! 51+! 04,5! 47! '!;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /,!.#01!.4$+!04.;&+Z! 51'(!+,5/.'5/()! 51+!
04,5! 47! '! (+8! ;/+0+! 47! +m#/;.+(5! U+0'#,+! .'(M! ='$/'U&+,! '(*! /(5'()/U&+,! '$+! /(=4&=+*:!
E48+=+$N! 04,5! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! /,! (+0+,,'$M! /(! *+0/*/()! 81+51+$! 51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! (+8!
;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /,! 84$51! ;#$,#/()! '(*! 7#$51+$! 0';/5'&! ,14#&*! U+! /(=+,5+*! /(! 51+! ;$4*#05!
/.;$4=+.+(5!;$4[+05:!
!
5.1  Design for Economic Feasibility 
O'(M!'#514$,!1'=+!$+;4$5+*!51'5!'!&'$)+!;4$5/4(!47!51+!545'&!04,5!47!'!,M,5+.S!/,!04../55+*!4(!
51+! U',/,! 47! *+0/,/4(,!.'*+! +'$&M! /(! 51+! ,M,5+.! &/7+! 0M0&+! '&514#)1!4(&M! ar! 54! SWr!47! 51+!
4=+$'&&!04,5!/,!'05#'&&M!,;+(5!4(!51/,!,5')+!oI,/+*#!+5!'&:N!S__Yn!J'-&+MN!S__Tn!2$'+*+&N!S__YN!
;:! Ycn! 348&'5,1'1/N! S__Vn! K'5/4('&! H+,+'$01! ^4#(0/&N! S__Sp:! G/./&'$! 7/(*/()! 1',! U++(!
0&'/.+*!UM!Q4$5!oS__Wp!/(!51+!'#54.4U/&+!'(*!+&+05$4(/0,!/(*#,5$M!51'5!#;!54!YWr!47!;$4*#05!
&/7+!0M0&+!04,5,!'$+!04../55+*!*#$/()!51+!04(0+;5!'(*!;$+&/./('$M!*+,/)(!,5')+,N!'(*!51'5!51+!









5.2 Life-Cycle Costing 
D1$4#)14#5!51+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!&/7+!0M0&+N!51+$+!'$+!.'(M!*+0/,/4(,!$+m#/$+*N!47!U451!5+01(/0'&!


















'('&M,/,!47!+04(4./0! /.;&/0'5/4(!47!+(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!47!'!)/=+(!;$4*#05!*#$/()! /5,! &/7+!
0M0&+:!!
D1+!\^^!.+514*!1',!U++(!#,+*!8/51/(! ,M,5+.,!+()/(++$/()! /(! 51+! /(*#,5$M! 74$!.'(M!M+'$,!
'&$+'*M:!D1+! &/7+!0M0&+!'(*! 51+!.'[4$! 7#(05/4(,!',,40/'5+*!8/51!+'01!;1',+!'$+! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(!
>/)#$+!aLS:!D1+!;$4)$'.!'05/=/5/+,! /(!>/)#$+!aLS!1'=+!U++(!0&',,/7/+*!/(54!584!U',/0!;1',+,R!
51+! '0m#/,/5/4(! ;1',+! '(*! 51+! #5/&/,'5/4(! ;1',+:!I05/=/5/+,! ;$4)$+,,! 7$4.! 51+! /*+(5/7/+*! (++*!





















D1+! &/7+L0M0&+! 4$! 04(0#$$+(5! *+,/)(! ';;$4'01! 74$! U$/()/()! 04.;+5/5/=+! ;$4*#05,! /(54! U+/()!
.#,5! )4! U+M4(*! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! 47! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+! 47! ;$4*#05! /5,+&7:! F5! .#,5! ,/.#&5'(+4#,&M!
+.U$'0+! 51+! &/7+! 0M&+! 47! 51+!.'(#7'05#$/()! ;$40+,,! ',!8+&&! ',! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05!
,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.:! D1#,N! 51+$+! '$+! 51$++! 044$*/('5+*! &/7+! 0M0&+,! ;$4)$+,,/()! /(! ;'$'&&+&N! ',!
/&&#,5$'5+*!/(!>/)#$+!aLS:!!
D1+!(++*!74$! 51+!;$4*#05!04.+,!/(54!740#,!7/$,5:!D1/,!$+04)(/5/4(!/(/5/'5+,!04(0+;5#'&!*+,/)(!





























51+! ;$4*#05! *#$/()! #,+! '(*! 54! ,#;;4$5! 51+! .'(#7'05#$/()! 7'0/&/5M! *#$/()! /5,! *#5M! 0M0&+:!
\4)/,5/0,! '(*! .'/(5+('(0+! $+m#/$+.+(5,! ;&'((/()! ,14#&*! U+)/(! *#$/()! ;$4*#05!
04(0+;5#'&s;$+&/./('$M!*+,/)(!/(!'!044$*/('5+*!.'((+$:!D1+!4U[+05/=+!U+1/()!+()/(++$/()!74$!
51+!&/7+!0M0&+!9/(!'!04(0#$$+(5!.'((+$<!/,!54!+(,#$+!51'5!51+!+(5/$+!&/7+!47!'!,M,5+.!/,!04(,/*+$+*!
7$4.! /(0+;5/4(:! I(! +()/(++$/()! *+,/)(! ,14#&*! (45! 4&M! 5$'(,74$.! '! (++*! /(54! '! *+7/(/5/=+!
;$4*#05! 04(7/)#$'5/4(! 74$! 0#,54.+$! #,+N! U#5! ,14#&*! +(,#$+! 51+! *+,/)(e,! 04.;'5/U/&/5M! 8/51!
$+&'5+*! ;1M,/0'&! '(*! 7#(05/4('&! $+m#/$+.+(5,:! >#$51+$N! /5! ,14#&*! 5'-+! /(54! '004#(5! &/7+L0M0&+!
4#504.+,! ',! .+',#$+*! UM! ;+$74$.'(0+N! +77+05/=+(+,,N! ;$4*#0/U/&/5MN! $+&/'U/&/5MN!
.'/(5'/('U/&/5MN!,#;;4$5'U/&/5MN!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5:!
F(! )+(+$'&N! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5,! 7'&&! /(54! 0'5+)4$/+,! U',+*! 4(! 4$)'(/,'5/4('&! '05/=/5M!4=+$! 51+! &/7+!
0M0&+:! I004$*/()! 54! >'U$M0-M! +5! '&:! oS__S! q! S_YSp! '(*! P&'(01'$*! oS_cY! q! S_cbpN! 51+,+!
)+(+$'&!0'5+)4$/+,!/(0&#*+!51+!74&&48/()R!
• Research and development cost. D1/,! 5M;+! 47! 04,5! /(0&#*+,! /(/5/'&! ;&'((/()N! .'$-+5!
'('&M,/,N! 7+',/U/&/5M! ,5#*/+,N! ;$4*#05! $+,+'$01N!+()/(++$/()!*+,/)(N!*+,/)(!*40#.+(5'5/4(N!
,4758'$+N!5+,5!'(*!+='&#'5/4(!47!+()/(++$/()!.4*+&,!'(*!',,40/'5+*!.'(')+.+(5!7#(05/4(,:!
• Production and construction cost. D1/,!0'5+)4$M!47!04,5!04.;$/,+,!/(*#,5$/'&!+()/(++$/()!
'(*! 4;+$'5/4(,! '('&M,/,N! .'(#7'05#$/()! 97'U$/0'5/4(N! ',,+.U&MN! '(*! 5+,5<N! 7'0/&/5M!
04(,5$#05/4(N! ;$40+,,! *+=+&4;.+(5N! ;$4*#05/4(! 4;+$'5/4(,N! m#'&/5M! 04(5$4&N! '(*! /(/5/'&!
&4)/,5/0! ,#;;4$5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9+:):N! /(/5/'&! 04(,#.+$! ,#;;4$5N! 51+! .'(#7'05#$+! 47! ,;'$+!
;'$5,N!51+!;$4*#05/4(!47!5+,5!'(*!,#;;4$5!+m#/;.+(5N!+50:<!
• Operation and support cost. D1/,!5M;+!47!04,5!/(0&#*+, 04(,#.+$!4$!#,+$!4;+$'5/4(,!47!51+!
,M,5+.s;$4*#05! /(! 51+! 7/+&*N! ;$4*#05/4(! */,5$/U#5/4(! 9.'$-+5/()! '(*! ,'&+,N! '(*!
5$'(,;4$5'5/4(<N! '(*! ,#,5'/(/()! &4)/,5/0! ,#;;4$5! 51$4#)14#5! 51+! ,M,5+.s;$4*#05! &/7+! 0M0&+!
9+:):N! 0#,54.+$! ,+$=/0+N! .'/(5+('(0+! '05/=/5/+,N! ,#;;&M! ,#;;4$5N! 5+,5! '(*! ,#;;4$5!
+m#/;.+(5N! 5$'(,;4$5'5/4(! '(*! 1'(*&/()N! 5+01(/0'&! *'5'N! 7'0/&/5/+,N! ,M,5+.!.4*/7/0'5/4(,N!
+50:<!
• Retirement and disposal cost. D1/,!0'5+)4$M!47!04,5!04.;$/,+,!*/,;4,'&!47!(4(L$+;'/$'U&+!






D1+! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5/()!.+514*,! /(! ,M,5+.s;$4*#05! *+,/)(! '(*! *+=+&4;.+(5! /,!
$+'&/,+*! 51$4#)1! 51+! '004.;&/,1.+(5! 47! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5! '('&M,+,! 9,++! ,+05/4(! a:`! 74$!
+Z;&'('5/4(<:!D1+!f7#&&! &/7+!0M0&+g!47!'!;$4*#05!4$!.'5+$/'&!U+)/(,!',!'!*+0/,/4(!/,!+='&#'5+*!
'(*!'!014/0+!/,!.'*+!54!'0m#/$+!51+!;$4*#05!4$!.'5+$/'&N!4$!54!'0m#/$+!'!04.;4(+(5!4$!,M,5+.!
04(5'/(/()! 51+! ,#U,5'(0+:!^4,5,!'$+! 51+(! /(0#$$+*! 51$4#)14#5! 51+!'0m#/,/5/4(!;$40+,,N!*#$/()!
1'(*&/()!4$!,54$')+!;$/4$!54!#,+N!51$4#)14#5!51+!#,+!47!51+!;$4*#05!4$!,#U,5'(0+!4$!+m#/;.+(5N!




Life-cycle cost! l! Cost of acquisition! 9/(0&#*/()! */$+05! ;#$01',+! 04,5N! 1'(*&/()! 4$!
5$'(,;4$5'5/4(! 04,5,N! $+04$*! -++;/()N! +50:<! z!Cost of use! 9/(0&#*/()! 51+! */$+05! 04,5,! 47! #,+N!
',,40/'5+*! &'U4#$! '(*! 451+$! .'5+$/'&! 04,5,N! 5$'/(/()! '(*! .'(')+.+(5! 04,5,N! 400#;'5/4('&!
&/'U/&/5/+,N!04,5,!47!8',5+!./(/./,'5/4(!+774$5,N!+50:<!z!Cost of disposal! 9/(0&#*/()!5$+'5.+(5!
04,5,N! '05#'&! */,;4,'&! 04,5,N! 04,5,! 47! $+04$*! -++;/()! '(*!.'(')+.+(5N! +50:<z!Post disposal 
cost!9/(0&#*/()!&4()L5+$.!$+04$*!-++;/()N!;45+(5/'&!&/'U/&/5/+,N!+50:<!o>/-,+&N!S__bp:!
D'U&+!aLS! ,148,!+Z'.;&+,!47! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5! +&+.+(5,:!E48+=+$N! /5! ,14#&*!U+!(45+*! 51'5!'&&!
&/7+L0M0&+!04,5,!./)15!U+!*/77/0#&5!9/7!(45!/.;4,,/U&+<!54!;$+*/05!'(*!.+',#$+:!
D'U&+!aLS! %Z'.;&+,!47!\/7+L^M0&+!^4,5!%&+.+(5,!
Stages in life cycle Type of Cost 





















































5.3 Cost Emphasis in the System Life Cycle 
G/(0+!51+!.'[4$!;4$5/4(!47!51+!;$4[+05+*!&/7+!0M0&+!04,5!74$!'!)/=+(!,M,5+.!4$!;$4*#05!/,!.'*+!
*#$/()! 51+! +'$&M! ;&'((/()! '(*! ',! ;'$5! 47! ,M,5+.! 04(0+;5#'&! *+,/)(N! *+0/,/4(,! 51'5!*+'&!8/51!
,M,5+.! 4;+$'5/4('&! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! ;+$74$.'(0+! '(*! +77+05/=+(+,,! 7'054$,N! .'/(5+('(0+!
04(0+;5N!,M,5+.!04(7/)#$'5/4(N!m#'(5/5M!47!/5+.,!54!U+!;$4*#0+*N!04(,#.+$!#5/&/,'5/4(!7'054$,N!
&4)/,5/0! ,#;;4$5! ;4&/0/+,! '(*! ,4! 4(! ,14#&*! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! '5! 51/,! +'$&M! ,5')+:! G#01! *+0/,/4(,!
.'*+!',!'! $+,#&5!47!'!.'$-+5!'('&M,/,!4$!'!*+,/)(!7+',/U/&/5M!,5#*M!'05#'&&M!)#/*+!,#U,+m#+(5!




>/)#$+! aLV! $+7&+05,! 01'$'05+$/,5/0! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5! 5$+(*! 0#$=+,! ',! $+&'5+*! 54! '05/4(,! 400#$$/()!
*#$/()! 51+!='$/4#,!;1',+,!47! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+:!I,! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(! 51/,! 7/)#$+N! '5! &+',5! bbr!47! 51+!
;$4[+05+*! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5! /,! 04../55+*! UM! 51+! +(*! 47! 51+! ,M,5+.! ;&'((/()! '(*! 04(0+;5#'&!























































































5.4 Life-Cycle Cost Analysis 
I! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5! 9\^^<! '('&M,/,! .'M! U+! *+7/(+*! ',! '! ,M,5+.'5/0! '('&M5/0'&! ;$40+,,! 47!
+='&#'5/()!='$/4#,!'&5+$('5/=+!04#$,+,!47!'05/4(!8/51!51+!4U[+05/=+!47!0144,/()!51+!U+,5!8'M!54!
+.;&4M! ,0'$0+! $+,4#$0+,:! D1+! '('&M,/,! 04(,5/5#5+,! '! ,5+;LUML,5+;! ';;$4'01! +.;&4M/()! &/7+L!
0M0&+! 04,5! 7/)#$+,! 47! .+$/5! ',! 0$/5+$/'! 54! '$$/=+! '5! '! 04,5L+77+05/=+! ,4&#5/4(:! D1+! '('&M,/,! /,!
/5+$'5/=+!/(!('5#$+!'(*!0'(!U+!';;&/+*!54!'(M!;1',+!47!51+!,M,5+.s;$4*#05!&/7+!0M0&+:!
>4$! +'01! ,;+0/7/0! ;$4U&+.! 81+$+! 51+$+! '$+! ;4,,/U&+! '&5+$('5/=+! ,4&#5/4(,! '(*! '! *+0/,/4(! /,!
$+m#/$+*!/(!51+!,+&+05/4(!47!'!;$+7+$$+*!';;$4'01N!51+$+!/,!'(!4=+$'&&!'('&M,/,!;$40+,,!51'5!4(+!




'! 04,5! U$+'-*48(! ,5$#05#$+! 1',! U++(! +,5'U&/,1+*N! 9`<! )+(+$'5+! 51+! ';;$4;$/'5+! *'5'! 7$4.!
+Z/,5/()! *'5'! U'(-,N! '*='(0+*! ,M,5+.s;$4*#05! ;&'((/()! *'5'N! /(*/=/*#'&! 04,5! +,5/.'5+,!
951$4#)1! 51+! #,+! 47! */77+$+(5! +,5/.'5/4(!.+514*,<N! ,#;;&/+$! *40#.+(5'5/4(! '(*! +()/(++$/()!
5+,5!'(*!7/+&*!*'5'!74$!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+!U+/()!04(,/*+$+*!N!9a<!+='&#'5+!51+!'&5+$('5/=+,N!'(*!9b<!
$+04..+(*! '! ;$4;4,+*! ,4&#5/4(! /(! $+,;4(,+! 54! 51+! ;$4U&+.!'5!1'(*! o>'U$M0-M!+5! '&:N! S__SN!!!!
;:!aWWp:!!
D1+! U',/0! ,5+;,! /(! '! 5M;/0'&! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5! '('&M,/,! '$+! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(! >/)#$+! aLT:! D1+,+! '$+!
U$/+7&M!*+,0$/U+*!U+&48!o>'U$M0-M!+5!'&:N!S__SN!;;:TVbL!TTSp:!
5.4.1 Definition of Problem 
I(! /(/5/'&! ,5+;! /(=4&=+,! 51+! ;$4U&+.! *+7/(/5/4(! ,5')+:! I&514#)1! 51/,! .'M! ';;+'$! 54! U+!
/(5#/5/=+&M! 4U=/4#,N! /5! /,! (45! #(04..4(! 74$! 4(+! 54! *+&=+! /(54! ,4.+! /(L*+;51! '('&M,/,! +774$5!
8/514#5!7/$,5!1'=/()!*+7/(+*!51+!;$4U&+.!/(!*+5'/&:!F(!+,,+(0+N!51+$+!.M'!U+!'!$+m#/$+.+(5!74$!
'! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5! '('&M,/,! /(! +='&#'5/()! '&5+$('5/=+! 5+01(4&4)/+,! ',!;'$5! 47! '! 7+',/U/&/5M! ,5#*M!
&+'*/()! 54! '! ,M,5+.! *+,/)(! ';;$4'01N! '&5+$('5/=+! 4;+$'5/4('&! ,0+('$/4#,N! '&5+$('5/=+!
.'/(5+('(0+! '(*! ,#;;4$5! ;4&/0/+,N! '&5+$('5/=+! ;'0-')/()! ,01+.+,! /(! +m#/;.+(5! *+,/)(N!
'&5+$('5/=+,! /(=4&=/()! '#54.'5/4(! =+$,#,! .'(#'&! 4;+$'5/4(,N! '&5+$('5/=+! .'(#7'05#$/()!
';;$4'01+,N!'&5+$('5/=+!*/,5$/U#5/4(!'(*!5$'(,;4$5'5/4(!.+514*,N!'(*!,4!4(:!D1+!'('&M,5!(++*,!
54!*+7/(+! 51+!;$4U&+.N!'(*!*+,0$/U+! 51+!';;$4'01! 54!U+! 74&&48+*! /(! $+,4&=/#()! 51+!;$4U&+.:!
D1+$+!'$+!&/7+L0M0&+!/.;&/0'5/4(,!/(!'&.4,5!'&&!/(,5'(0+,:!









! ! ! !G4#$0+R!>'U$M0-M!+5!'&:N!S__SN!;:TVc!
Definition of Problem 
G#U[+05!47!&/7+L0M0&+!04,5!'('&M,/,!
Identification of Feasible Alternatives 
3+7/(/5/4(!47!4;+$'5/4('&!$+m#/$+.+(5,N!.'/(5+('(0+!
04(0+;5N!'(*!&/7+L0M0&+!'05/=/5/+,!
Development of Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) 
3+7/(/5/4(!47!04,5!0'5+)4$/+,!'(*!04,5!+,5/.'5/()!
$+&'5/4(,1/;,!9^%H,<!
Selection of a Cost Model for Analysis 
F*+(5/7/0'5/4(!47!'('&M5/0'&!.+514*,!'(*!,+&+05/4(!47!544&,!
Development of Cost Estimates 
A5/&/,'5/4(!47!04,5!+,5/.'5/()!.+514*,R!+()/(++$/()N!
'('&4)MN!;'$'.+5$/0!.+514*,!
Development of Cost Profiles 
^4.;'$/,4(!47!'&5+$('5/=+!04,5!;$47/&+,!9U#*)+5'$M!'(*!
+04(4./0L+m#/='&+(0+!.+514*,<!
Accomplish of Break-Even Analysis 
^4.;'$/,4(!47!'&5+$('5/=+,R!5/.+!;$+7+$+(0+!
Identification High-Cost Contributors 
3+5+$./('5/4(!47!0'#,+L'(*L+77+05!$+&'5/4(,1/;,!
Accomplish Sensitivity Analysis 
I('&M,/,!47!$+,#&5,!U',+*!4(!/(;#5!7'054$!='$/'5/4(,!
Accomplish a Risk Analysis 
F*+(5/7/0'5/4(!47!1/)1L04,5!'$+',!'(*!;45+(5/'&!'$+',!47!$/,-!





0M0&+:! I,,40/'5+*! 8/51! +'01! '&5+$('5/=+! /,! '! ,+$/+,! 47! &/7+L0M0&+! '05/=/5/+,! /(! 4(+! 74$.! 4$!
'(451+$R!51'5!/,N!$+,+'$01!5',-,N!*+,/)(!'(*!*+=+&4;.+(5!5',-,N!;$4*#05/4(!'(*s4$!04(,5$#05/4(!
5',-,N! */,5$/U#5/4(! '(*! ,M,5+.! 4;+$'5/4(N! ,#,5'/(/()! .'/(5+('(0+! '(*! ,#;;4$5N! $+5/$+.+(5N!
+m#/;.+(5!$+0M0&/()!'(*s4$!*/,;4,'&:!I,!51+!04,5,!',,40/'5+*!8/51!+'01!;1',+!47!'05/=/5M!'77+05!
451+$! ;1',+,N! /5! /,! (+0+,,'$M! 54!=/+8! 51+,+! '05/=/5/+,! /(! 545'&:!D1/,N! /(! 5#$(N! $+m#/$+,! 51'5! 51+!
'('&M,5! *+7/(+! 51+! ,M,5+.! 4;+$'5/4('&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! 51+! .'/(5+('(0+! 04(0+;5! ',!
+(=/,/4(+*!'5!51'5!5/.+:!I&514#)1!51+!*+5'/&,!.'M!01'()+N!'!U',+&/(+!.#,5!U+!+,5'U&/,1+*!7$4.!
51+!U+)/((/():!
5.4.3 Development of Cost Breakdown Structure (CBS) 
2/=+(!51+!*+7/(/5/4(!47!'&5+$('5/=+!04(7/)#$'5/4(,!9!'(*!',,40/'5+*!'05/=/5/+,<!7$4.!'!&/7+L0M0&+!
;+$,;+05/=+N!51+!(+Z5!,5+;!/,!54!*+=+&4;!'!f,5$#05#$+g!74$!51+!'&&40'5/4(s04&&+05/4(!47!51+!04,5,!
',! 51+M! $+&'5+*! 54! 51+! '05/=/5/+,! 74$! +'01! '&5+$('5/=+! U+/()! +='&#'5+*:! D1+! 04,5! U$+'-*48(!
,5$#05#$+! 9^PG<!.#,5! 04(,/*+$! '&&! 7#5#$+! 04,5,N!.#,5! 04=+$! '&&! &/7+L0M0&+! '05/=/5/+,N!.#,5! U+!
*+=+&4;+*!54!51+!*+;51!$+m#/$+*!54!;$4=/*+!51+!(+0+,,'$M!=/,/U/&/5M!8/51!$+)'$*!54!'&&!+&+.+(5,!
47! 51+! ,M,5+.! '(*s4$! ;$4)$'.! '05/=/5/+,N! '(*!.#,5! '&&48! 74$! 51+! ;$+,+(5'5/4(! 47! 04,5,! 4(! '!
7#(05/4('&! U',/,:! D1+! ^PG! .#,5! U+! *+=+&4;+*! 54! ;$4=/*+! 51+! ,+(,/5/=/5M! $+m#/$+*! 74$! 51+!
'('&M,/,!+774$5:!
5.4.4 Selection of a Cost Model for Analysis 
6/51/(! 51+! ^PGN! 51+$+! '$+! .'(M! */77+$+(5! 0'5+)4$/+,! 47! 04,5N! /(;#5L4#5;#5! ;'$'.+5+$!
$+&'5/4(,1/;,N!04,5!+,5/.'5/()!$+&'5/4(,1/;,!9^%H,<N!'(*!,4!4(:!6/51!51/,!/(!./(*N!51+!'('&M,5!
(++*,! 54! /*+(5/7M! 51+! ';;$4;$/'5+! '('&M5/0'&! 5+01(/m#+,s.+514*,! '(*! '! .4*+&! 51'5! 0'(! U+!
#5/&/,+*! 54! 7'0/&/5'5+! 51+! '('&M,/,! ;$40+,,:! ^'$+! .#,5! U+! +Z+$0/,+*! 54! +(,#$+! 51'5! 51+! 544&!
,+&+05+*!/,!';;$4;$/'5+!74$!51+![4U!'5!1'(*:!D1+$+!'$+!.'(M!.4*+&,!/(!+Z/,5+(0+N!'*=+$5/,+*!',!
U+/()!f51+!'(,8+$!54!'&&!51/(),g!51'5!'$+!(45!,+(,/5/=+!54!51+!;$4U&+.!U+/()!'**$+,,+*:!
5.4.5 Development of Cost Estimates 
F(! $+,;4(,+! 54! 51+! '('&M,/,! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 51+! /*+(5/7/+*! '05/=/5/+,! ',,40/'5+*! 8/51! 51+!
'&5+$('5/=+,!U+/()!+='&#'5+*N!'(*!51+!*'5'!,5$#05#$+!8/51/(!51+!^PGN!51+!'('&M,5!;$40++*,!8/51!
51+! 04,5! +,5/.'5/()! 7#(05/4(:! ^4,5! +,5/.'5+,! '$+! *+=+&4;+*! #,/()! '! 04.U/('5/4(! ,5$'/)15!
+()/(++$/()! ;$4[+05/4(N! +,5/.'5/()! UM! '('&4)MN! #,/()! ;'$'.+5$/0! .+514*,N! '(*! ,4! 4(:! ^4,5!
+,5/.'5/()!$+&'5/4(,1/;,!9^%H,<N!*+=+&4;+*!7$4.!*'5'!*+,0$/U/()!;',5!+Z;+$/+(0+,N!'$+!#,+*!54!





5.4.6 Development of Cost Profiles 
61+(!;$4[+05/()!04,5,!4#5! /(54!51+!7#5#$+!74$!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+!04(7/)#$'5/4(!U+/()!+='&#'5+*N!
04,5! ;$47/&+,! '$+! *+=+&4;+*:! >4$! 51+! ;#$;4,+,! 47! '004.;&/,1/()! '! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5! '('&M,/,N! '!
5M;/0'&!;$47/&+!./)15!U+!;$+,+(5+*!/(!51$++!*/77+$+(5!8'M,!54!/(0&#*+!9'<!'!*/,04#(5+*!;$47/&+N!
#,/()!51+!5/.+!='&#+!47!.4(+M!04(0+;5,!74$!51+!04.;'$/,4(!47!584!4$!.4$+!'&5+$('5/=+,!4(!'(!




475+(!8'(5! 54! &44-! '5! '! ;$47/&+! ;$+,+(5+*! /(! U#*)+5'$M! 5+$.,! ;$/4$! 54!.'-/()! '! *+0/,/4(! /(!
,+&+05/()!'!,;+0/7/0!'&5+$('5/=+:!
5.4.7 Accomplishment of Break-even Analysis 
61+(!04.;'$/()! 51+!'&5+$('5/=+!04,5!;$47/&+,!4(! 51+!U',/,!47! 51+! /(*/=/*#'&!04,5!,#..'$/+,N!
*+&5'! 04,5,N! '(*! ,4! 4(N! /5! .'M! '5! 7/$,5! ';;+'$! 51'5! 4(+! '&5+$('5/=+! /,! 0&+'$&M! 7'=4#$+*! 4=+$!
'(451+$:!E48+=+$N!;$/4$!54!'$$/=/()!'5!'!7/('&!*+0/,/4(N!51+!'('&M,5!.#,5!*+5+$./(+!51+!;4/(5!/(!
5/.+!81+(!51+!;$+7+$$+*!';;$4'01!',,#.+,!51+!f;4,/5/4(!47!;$+7+$+(0+g:!F7!A!/,!;$+7+$$+*!4=+$!
B! U#5! A! *4+,! (45! ',,#.+! 51+! ;$+7+$$+*! ;4,/5/4(! #(5/&! SS! M+'$,! /(! 51+! 7#5#$+N! ,14#&*!A! U+!
,+&+05+*! ',! 51+!;$+7+$$+*! '&5+$('5/=+v!D1+!'('&M,5! (++*,! 54!*+=+&4;!'!U$+'-L+=+(!'('&M,/,! /(!
4$*+$!54!*+5+$./(+!51+!;4/(5,!/(!5/.+!81+(!51+!*/77+$+(5!'&5+$('5/=+,!&44-!)44*:!D1+!#&5/.'5+!
*+0/,/4(!8/&&!(45!4(&M!U+!U',+*!4(!51+!04,5!;$47/&+,!'(*!51+!',,40/'5+*!*+&5'!04,5,N!U#5!4(!51+!
5/.+,! /(! 51+! &/7+!0M0&+!81+(!4(+! &44-,!U+55+$! 51'(! 51+!451+$:!J7!04#$,+N! 51+!'('&M,5!(++*,! 54!
04(,/*+$!,#01!51/(),!',!4U,4&+,0+(0+N!4#5,/*+!04.;+5/5/4(N!'(*!,4!4(:!
5.4.8 Identify High Cost Contributors 
2/=+(! 51+! $+,#&5,! 47! &/7+! 0M0&+! '('&M,/,N! 51+! '('&M,5! .'M! 8/,1! 54! /*+(5/7M! 514,+! '$+',! 47!
;45+(5/'&! $/,-! '(*! 81+$+! ;4,,/U&+! /.;$4=+.+(5,! 0'(! U+! /(5$4*#0+*! 8/51! 51+! 4U[+05/=+! 47!
$+*#0/()!51+!4=+$'&&!&/7+L0M0&+!04,5:!
5.4.9 Accomplish Sensitivity Analysis 
61+(!$+=/+8/()!51+!4#5;#5!$+,#&5,!47!'!&/7+L0M0&+!04,5!'('&M,/,N!81/&+!/*+(5/7M/()!51+!1/)1L04,5!
04(5$/U#54$,! '(*! 51+! .'[4$! {0'#,+,fN! 51+! '('&M,5! ,14#&*! ;$40++*! 7#$51+$! UM! /*+(5/7M/()! 51+!
,;+0/7/0! /(;#5! *'5'! +&+.+(5,! 51'5! '$+! #,+*! /(! 51+! '('&M,/,! ;$40+,,:! D1+,+! *'5'! +&+.+(5,N!







5.4.10 Accomplish a Risk Analysis 
Q45+(5/'&!'$+',!47!$/,-!'$+!$+7&+05+*!UM!514,+!1/)1L04,5!0'5+)4$/+,!81/01N!/(!5#$(N!0'(!U+!5$'0+*!
U'0-! 54! 0+$5'/(! 0$/5/0'&! /(;#5! 7'054$,:! F(! 51+! ;$40+,,! 47! '004.;&/,1/()! &/7+L0M0&+! 04,5/()N!






51+! +='&#'5/4(! 47! '&5+$('5/=+! ,M,5+.s;$4*#05! 4;+$'5/4('&N! #5/&/,'5/4(! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
;$47/&+,N!'&5+$('5/=+!;$4*#05!*/,;4,'&!'(*!$+0M0&/()!.+514*,N!'&5+$('5/=+!.'(')+.+(5!;4&/0/+,!
'(*! 51+/$! /.;'05! 4(! 51+! ,M,5+.N! '&5+$('5/=+! ,M,5+.! .'/(5+('(0+! 04(0+;5,N! '&5+$('5/=+!
;$40#$+.+(5!,4#$0+!,+&+05/4(!74$!'!)/=+(!/5+.N!'(*!.'(M!451+$,:!F5!/,!';;&/0'U&+!/(!51+!/(/5/'&!
,5$#05#$/()! 47! ,M,5+.! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! /(! 51+! +='&#'5/4(! 47! *+,/)(! '&5+$('5/=+,N! '(*! /(! 51+!
*+=+&4;.+(5! 47! .'(#7'05#$/()s;$4*#05/4(! ';;$4'01+,:! F5! 0'(! U+! +77+05/=+&M! #5/&/,+*! /(!
',,+,,/()!'(!+Z/,5/()!,M,5+.!0';'U/&/5M!'&$+'*M!/(!U+/()!UM!/*+(5/7M/()!1/)1L04,5!04(5$/U#54$,!
'(*! 04,5&M! ;$4U&+.! '$+',:!\/7+L0M0&+! 04,5/()! 0'(!U+! '004.;&/,1+*!*#$/()! 04(0+;5#'&!*+,/)(!




5.5 Estimating Cost and Economic Elements 
61+(! 04,5! 7'054$,! '$+! (45! +',M! 54! *+5+$./(+! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5! '(*!!
+04(4./0! /(74$.'5/4(! /,! (45! $+'*/&M! '='/&'U&+N! 51+(! 04,5,! +=+(5#'&&M! 04#&*! U+! +,5/.'5+*!
oI&&+(N!S_can!Q4;;+$N!S_cWN!;:V`Tp:!^4,5!+,5/.'5/4(!/,!'(!+(*+'=4#$!51'5!8/&&!$+,#&5!4(&M!/(!'(!
';;$4Z/.'5/4(! 47! 81'5! 8/&&! 400#$:! I! 04,5! +,5/.'5+! /,! '(! 4;/(/4(! U',+*! 4(! '('&M,/,! '(*!
[#*)+.+(5!47!51+!04,5!47!'!;$4*#05N!,M,5+.N!4$!,5$#05#$+!oQ+5+$,!'(*!D/..+$1'#,NS__SN!;:SaWp:!
D1/,!+,5/.'5/4(!.'M!U+!'$$/=+*!'5!/(!+/51+$!74$.'&!4$!/(74$.'&!.'((+$!UM!,+=+$'&!.+514*,N!'&&!
47! 81/01! ',,#.+! 51'5! +Z;+$/+(0+! /,! '! )44*! U',/,! 74$! ;$+*/05/()! 51+! 7#5#$+:! %,5/.'5/()! &/7+L
0M0&+! 04,5,! $+m#/$+,! 51+! /(5+)$'5/4(!47! /(74$.'5/4(! 7$4.!.'(M!,4#$0+,:!D1+! 5+01(/m#+,!#,+*!
74$! 04,5! +,5/.'5/4(! $'()+! 7$4.! /(5#/5/4(!'5!4(+!+Z5$+.+! 54!*+5'/&+*!.'51+.'5/0'&!'('&M,/,!'5!
51+!451+$:!G4.+!47!51+,+!.+514*,!/(0&#*+!+,5/.'5/()!UM!+()/(++$/()!;$40+*#$+,N!+,5/.'5/()!UM!
'('&4)M! '(*! ;'$'.+5$/0! +,5/.'5/()! .+514*,! o>'U$M0-M! +5! '&:N! S__SN! ;;:! S`aLS`cp:!
K+=+$51+&+,,N! ,/(0+! 04,5! +,5/.'5/4(! /(=4&=+,! ,#U[+05/=/5MN! 51+! $+,#&5,! 47! +,5/.'5/4(! .'M! U+!
/.;$+0/,+!4$!$'(*4.:!D1+!&'$)+,5!,4#$0+,!47!+$$4$!/(!04,5!+,5/.'5/4(!'$+!4=+$&44-/()!+&+.+(5,!
47!04,5!oQ+5+$,!'(*!D/..+$1'#,N!S__SN!;:S_ap:!I&514#)1!51+$+!'$+!4(&M!T!+,5/.'5/()!.+514*,!





/,! 51'5! 51+M! '$+! #,#'&&M! #,+*! 74$! +,5/.'5/()! ;$4*#05e,! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5,! '5! '(! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47!
;$4*#05!!*+=+&4;.+(5:!
5.5.1 Estimating by Engineering Procedures 





D/.+! ,5'(*'$*,! 74$! ;$4*#05/4(! 4;+$'5/4(,! +Z/,5! 74$! .'(M! 04..4(! 5',-,! oG'&=+(*MN! S__Vn!
O'M('$*N! S_cSp:! D1+,+! '$+! #,#'&&M! *+=+&4;+*! UM! /(*#,5$/'&! +()/(++$,! '(*! 04(,5/5#5+! 51+!
./(/.#.! 5/.+! $+m#/$+*! 54! 04.;&+5+! '! )/=+(! 5',-! 8/51! (4$.'&! 84$-+$! ,-/&&,! '(*! 544&,:!




54! U+! '='/&'U&+! /(! 51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! ,4.+! ,M,5+.,! 4$! ;$4*#05,:! ^4.U/(/()! 514#,'(*,! 47!
*+5'/&+*!+,5/.'5+,!/(54!'(!4=+$'&&!+,5/.'5+!0'(!&+'*!54!'(!+$$4(+4#,!$+,#&5!74$!51+!814&+N!81/01!
475+(! 5#$(,! 4#5! 54! U+! )$+'5+$! 51'(! 51+! ,#.! 47! /5,! ;'$5,! oG5+8'$5N! S_YVp:! D1+! +()/(++$/()!





51+! *+5'/&! +,5/.'5+,:! J51+$! 04,5! +&+.+(5,N! ,#01! ',! .'/(5+('(0+N! /(,;+05/4(N! '(*! ;$4*#05/4(!
04(5$4&N!'$+!7'054$+*!/(!',!'!;+$0+(5')+!47!51+!;$4*#05/4(!&'U4#$!$+m#/$+*:!D1#,N!,.'&&!+$$4$,!/(!
*+5'/&+*!+,5/.'5+,!0'(!$+,#&5!/(!&'$)+!+$$4$,!/(!51+!545'&!04,5!+,5/.'5+:!
I(451+$! ,4#$0+! 47! +$$4$! /(! +,5/.'5+,! .'*+! UM! 51+! +()/(++$/()! .+514*! /,! 51+! ,/)(/7/0'(5!
='$/'U/&/5M! 51'5!400#$,! /(! 51+! 7'U$/0'5/4(!47! ,#00+,,/=+!#(/5,:!Q$4*#05/4(! $#(,!47! &/-+!.4*+&,!
.'M!U+!47!&/./5+*!&+()51!'(*!475+(!'$+!,#U[+05!54!*+,/)(!01'()+,:!
5.5.2 Estimating by Analogy 
61+(! '! 7/$.! /,! +(5+$/()! /(54! '! (+8! '05/=/5M! ,#01! ',! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5N! +,5/.'5/()! UM!
'('&4)M!0'(!U+!=+$M! +77+05/=+:!%,5/.'5/()!UM!'('&4)M!0'(!U+!*4(+!U451!'5!.'0$4!'(*!./0$4!
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5.5.3 Parametric Estimating Methods 
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5.6 Life-Cycle Cost Management 
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5.7 Related LCC Studies 
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5.8 Brief Chapter Conclusion 
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6 Fuzziness and Decision Making 
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6.1 Decisions and Fuzzy Logic 
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>#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! ';;$4'01! #,+,! &/()#/,5/0! *+,0$/;5/4(,! 54! *+7/(+! /(;#5! $+&'5/4(,1/;,! '(*! 51+!
+Z;+05+*! 4#504.+,:! D1+! 5+$.! f7#BBMg! $+7+$,! 54! /5,! 'U/&/5M! 54! *+'&! 8/51! /.;$+0/,+! 4$! =')#+!





.'51+.'5/0'&&M!8+&&L*+7/(+*!8'MN!81/01!,/.#&'5+,! 51+!;$40+,,/()!47! /(74$.'5/4(! /(!('5#$'&L




#,+! 47! 84$*,! 54! 01'$'05+$/,+! ='&#+,! 47! ='$/'U&+,N! ='&#+,! 47! ;$4U'U/&/5/+,N! $+&'5/4(,! U+58++(!
='$/'U&+,N!'(*!,4!4(N!04(,5/5#5+!'!&/()#/,5/0!';;$4'01!#,#'&&M!*+,0$/U+*!',!7#BBM!&4)/0!oC&/$!+5!





,4.+! 47! 51+! U+(+7/5,! 47! ';;&M/()! 7#BBM! &4)/0! '$+! 9S<! /5! +&/./('5+,! 51+! */77/0#&5/+,! 47!
.'51+.'5/0'&!.4*+&&/()N!9V<!/5!'&&48,!51+!';;&/0'5/4(s*+,/)(!+()/(++$!54!*+,0$/U+!/(;#5,N!$#&+,!
'(*! 4#5;#5,! /(! +=+$M*'M! &'()#')+N! '(*! 9T<! /5! '&&48,! 4(+! 54! )+5! ,5'$5+*! 8/51! =+$M! &/55&+!
/(74$.'5/4(:!
!
6.2 Difference Between Possibility (Fuzziness) and Probability 
Q4,,/U/&/5M!4$!7#BB/(+,,!*+'&,!8/51!51+!;4,,/U&+!81/&+!;$4U'U/&/5M!*+'&,!8/51!51+!;$4U'U&+!o\++!
'(*!"1#N!S__ap:!F5!/,!'!5M;+!47!/.;$+0/,/4(!51'5!,5+.,!7$4.!'!)$4#;/()!47!+&+.+(5,!/(54!0&',,+,!




D1+$+! '$+! .'(M! 5M;+,! 47! #(0+$5'/(5/+,:! Q$4U'U/&/5M! .4*+&,! $'(*4.(+,,! 81/&+! ;4,,/U/&/5M!
.4*+&,!7#BB/(+,,!81+$+!51+!+=+(5,!1'=+!(4!0&+'$!U4#(*'$M:!D1+!04(0+;5!47!;4,,/U/&/5MN!#(&/-+!
;$4U'U/&/5MN!*4+,!(45!/(=4&=+!51+!(45/4(!47!$+;+'5+*!+Z;+$/.+(5'5/4(:!D1#,N!;4,,/U/&/5M!0'(!U+!
#,+*! 54! .4*+&! 51+! /.;$+0/,/4(! 47! #(0+$5'/(5/+,N! 81/01! '$+! (45! ,#,0+;5/U&+! 54! ;$4U'U/&/5M!
'('&M,/,!4$!01'$'05+$/,'5/4(:!




51+! ./(L4;+$'54$! '(*! #(/4(! /,! .4*+&&+*! UM! 51+! .'ZL4;+$'54$:! D1/,! .'ZL./(! 4;+$'54$! 74$!
'))$+)'5/()!7#BBM!$+&'5/4(,!/,!U$/+7&M!/&&#,5$'5+*!/(!I;;+(*/Z!A:!!F(!;$4U'U/&/5MN!/(5+$,+05/4(!47!
584! /(*+;+(*+(5! +=+(5,! 04$$+,;4(*,! 54! 51+! ;$4*#05! 4;+$'54$! '(*! 51+! #(/4(! 47! 584!
/(*+;+(*+(5N!.#5#'&&M!+Z0&#,/=+!+=+(5,!04$$+,;4(*,!54!51+!,#.!4;+$'54$:!D1#,N!/(!'!,+(,+N!51+!
$+m#/$+.+(5,!47!;4,,/U/&/5M!'$+!(45!',!,5$/05!',!51'5!47!;$4U'U/&/5M:!!
O'(M! 47! 51+! ;'$5/0#&'$! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,! 47! ;4,,/U/&/5M! 51+4$M! '$+! /(5/.'5+&M! 04((+05+*! 8/51!
&/()#/,5/0,:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! 1#.'(! &'()#')+! /,! 7$+m#+(5&M! =')#+! '(*! ';;$4Z/.'5+N! 81/01! /,!
+Z'05&M! 51+! ,'.+! 74$! 7#BBM! 4$! ;4,,/U/&/5M:! ! \'()#')+! /,! /(5/.'5+&M! 04((+05+*! 8/51! 1#.'(!








6.3 Fuzzy Sets 
>#BBM!,+5!51+4$M!8',!74$.#&'5+*N!'$4#(*!Tb!M+'$,!')4!UM!"'*+1!oS_bap:!D1/,!51+4$M!1',!4(+!
47! /5,!'/.,! 51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!'!.+514*4&4)M!74$! 51+!74$.#&'5/4(!'(*!,4&#5/4(!47!;$4U&+.,!







jµ ! /,! *+,/)('5+*! ',!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 4$!.+.U+$,1/;! )$'*+! 9'&,4! $+7+$$+*! ',!
*+)$++!47!04.;'5/U/&/5M!4$!*+)$++!47!5$#51<!47!u in Aj :!F5!*+'&,!8/51!'!,#U,+5! Aj !47!AN!81+$+!51+!
5$'(,/5/4(! U+58++(! 7#&&! .+.U+$,1/;! '(*! (4!.+.U+$,1/;! /,! )$'*#'&! $'51+$! 51'(! 'U$#;5:! D1+!
.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! ',,40/'5+,! 8/51! +'01! +&+.+(5! uN! 47!UN! '! $+'&! (#.U+$! ( )u
A
jµ N! /(! 51+!
0&4,+*! /(5+$='&! U+58++(! W! 9(4(.+.U+$,1/;<! '(*! S! 97#&&! .+.U+$,1/;<:! D1+! )$'*+,! 47!
.+.U+$,1/;!'&,4!$+7&+05!'(!f4$*+$/()g!47! 51+!4U[+05,! /(!51+!#(/=+$,+n!/5!/,!/(5+$+,5/()!54!(45+!
51'5! 51+! )$'*+! 47! .+.U+$,1/;! ='&#+! ( )u
A
jµ ! 47! '(! 4U[+05! u! /(! Aj ! 0'(! U+! /(5+$;$+5+*! ',! 51+!
*+)$++!47! 04.;'5/U/&/5M!47! 51+!;$+*/0'5+! ',,40/'5+*!8/51! Aj !'(*! 51+!4U[+05!u! 9O#(*'N!S_YbN!
;:Tp:!!D1+!',,/)(.+(5!47!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!'!7#BBM!,+5!/,!,#U[+05/=+!/(!('5#$+N!'(*!/(!
)+(+$'&N! $+7&+05,! 51+! 04(5+Z5! /(! 81/01! 51+! ;$4U&+.! /,! =/+8+*! oO#(*'N! ;:`p:! O+.U+$,1/;!
7#(05/4(,!.'M!U+!U#/&5!/(!584!*/77+$+(5!8'M,!oO#(*'N!S__aN!;:_bpR!




U:! 04(,5$#05/()! '! $+'&!.4*+&!47!'!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(!'(*!,++-/()! 54!=+$/7M! /5,!
+.;/$/0'&!='&/*/5M:!




{ }s ( S :A u u is a real umber and x=! " !
D1/,!,+5!.'M!U+!*+7/(+*!,#U[+05/=+&M!UM!'!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!,#01!',!




















6.4 Fuzzy Relations 
I(! /.;4$5'(5!04(0+;5! 74$! 7#BBM!*+0/,/4(!,#;;4$5!,M,5+.,! /,! 51+!04(0+;5!47! $+&'5/4(!U+58++(!
+&+.+(5,! 47! 51+! ,+5,:! I! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(! $+;$+,+(5,! 51+! *+)$++! 47! ',,40/'5/4(! U+58++(! 51+!
+&+.+(5,!47!584!4$!.4$+!,+5,!'(*!0'(!U+!$+;$+,+(5+*!UM!.+.U+$,1/;!)$'*+,:!D1+!04(0+;5!47!
7#BBM! $+&'5/4(! /,! +',/&M! )+(+$'&/,+*! 54! (L*/.+(,/4(,:! I! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(! U+58++(! '(! +&+.+(5!!!!!!!
x ∈  X!'(*!'(!+&+.+(5!y∈ YN! /,!*+7/(+*!/(!51+!X X Y!,;'0+N!*+,/)('5+*!UM!^'$5+,/'(!;$4*#05N!
81/01!/,!51+!,+5!47!'&&!*#'&!;'/$,!(x, y):!D1#,!'!7#BBM!$+&'5/4(! Nj N!*+7/(+*!/(!X X Y!/,!51+!,#U,+5!
47!51+!X X Y!04.;$+1+(*/()!'&&!*#'&!;'/$,N!81+$+!51+!',,40/'5/4(!/,!$+;$+,+(5+*!',!
^4(,/*+$/()!584!U/('$M!7#BBM!$+&'5/4(,! ( )NP X Y! '(*! ( )NQ Y Z! N!1'=/()!51+!Y ',!/(!04..4(N!/5!
/,! ;4,,/U&+! 54! ;+$74$.! 51+! 04.;4,/5/4(! 47! 51+,+! 584! $+&'5/4(,:! D1+! $+,#&5! /,! '! (+8! 7#BBM!
$+&'5/4(! ( )NR X Z! N! /7! '(*! 4(&M! /7! '5! &+',5! 4(+! +&+.+(5! y ∈  Y! ;+$5'/(,! ,/.#&5'(+4#,&M! 54!
$+&'5/4(,! P! '(* Q! :!D1/,!04.;4,/5/4(!0'(!U+!*+(45+*!UM!
81+$+! # ! /,! *+7/(+*! ',! ,M.U4&! 74$! .'ZL./(! 4;+$'54$:! O'ZL./(! /,! 4(+! 47! 51+! '))$+)'5/4(!
4;+$'5/4(,N! 81/01! /,! 7$+m#+(5&M! #,+*! 74$! U/('$M! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(,:! F5! /,! 51+! .4,5! ;4;#&'$! '(*!
04..4(&M! #,+*! 04((+05/=+! 74$! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(,! '&514#)1! 51+$+! '$+! ,5/&&! 451+$! (4(L04..4(!
04.;4,/5/4(!.+514*,!/(!51+!&/5+$'5#$+!,#01!',!5$/'()#&'$!(4$.,N!.'ZL;$4*#05!'(*!+50:!oP4#$-+!




6.5 Linguistic Variables and Representation 
F(!51/,!,+05/4(N!51+!04(0+;5!47!&/()#/,5/0!;'55+$(,!/,!/(5$4*#0+*!'(*!148!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!0'(!
U+!.'51+.'5/0'&&M!$+;$+,+(5+*:!!
I! &/()#/,5/0! ;'55+$(! 04(,/,5,! 47! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,:! I! ='$/'U&+! /,! (4$.'&&M! 514#)15! 47! ',! '!
(45/4(! 51'5! 0'(! U+! ,;+0/7/+*! UM! ',,/)(/()! 54! /5! 0+$5'/(! (#.+$/0'&! ='&#+,:! F7! 4(+! *+7/(+,! 51+!
='$/'U&+!A!54!.+'(!f')+g!'(*!,;+0/7M!0 ≤ A ≤ 100N!4(+!-(48,!51'5!51+!='$/'U&+!A!0'(!1'=+!'&&!
(#.U+$,!U+58++(!W!'(*!SWW!',,/)(+*! 54! /5:!I! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+! /,!'!='$/'U&+! 51'5!'*./5,!',!
='&#+!84$*,!4$! ,+(5+(0+,!47!'!('5#$'&! &'()#')+N!81/01!0'(!U+! $+;$+,+(5+*!',! 7#BBM!,+5,:!D4!
#(*+$,5'(*! +',/&M! 51+! (45/4(! 47! '! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+N! $+)'$*! /5! +/51+$! ',! '! ='$/'U&+! 814,+!
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ){ }N N N N N 9b<NN x y x y x y x y X Yµ= ∈ ×!!





UM! (#.+$/0'&! ='&#+,! U#5! UM! &/()#/,5/0! 5+$.,:! "'*+1! oS_cT! q! S_cap! 0'&&+*! 51/,! &/()#/,5/0!
='$/'U&+!',!'!f='$/'U&+!47!1/)1+$!4$*+$g:!O'(M!,5#*/+,! ,148+*! 51'5! 51+!04(0+;5!47! &/()#/,5/0!
='$/'U&+,!/,!=+$M!#,+7#&!/(!*+'&/()!8/51!,/5#'5/4(,!51'5!'$+!544!04.;&+Z!4$!544!/&&!*+7/(+*!54!U+!
$+',4('U&M!*+,0$/U+*! /(!04(=+(5/4('&!m#'(5/5'5/=+!+Z;$+,,/4(,! oP'*/$#!q!I$/7N!S__bn!"'*+1N!
S_cb! q! S_cap! ,#01! ',! 81+(! */77+$+(5! 04(7&/05/()! +='&#'5/4(! 0$/5+$/'! '$+! 5'-+(! /(54!
04(,/*+$'5/4(:!
I! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+! /,! 01'$'05+$/,+*!UM!'!m#/(5#;&+! 9H, T (H), U, G, M<! /(!81/01!H! /,! 51+!






5+$.:!I! 5+$.!04(,/,5,!47! '!84$*!4$!84$*,!81/01! 7#(05/4(! ',! '!#(/5! '(*! /,! 0'&&+*! '(!'54./0!
5+$.:!I!5+$.N!81/01!04(5'/(,!4(+!4$!.4$+!'54./0!5+$.,N!/,!'!04.;4,/5+!5+$.!o"'*+1N!S_cV!q!
S_can!"/..+$.'((N!S_Ybn!\+#()N!S_YYn!\++!'(*!E,/1N!VWWSp:!
>4$!+Z'.;&+N!04(,/*+$! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!('.+*!Hl!D+.;+$'5#$+:!E+$+! 51+!('.+!47! 51+!
&/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+! /,! D+.;+$'5#$+:! \+5e,! ,'MN! 51+! 5+$.L,+5N!T (Temperature) = {High, Very 
High, Not Very High, Not Very Low, Normal, Above Normal…}:!%'01!47!51+!5+$.L,+5!*+(45+,!
,4.+!='&#+!9/(!'! 7#BBM!,+(,+<! 54!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+N!TemperatureN!'(*!+'01!47! 51+.!/,!'!




9 < 9 < 9Y<9 < t f tM Highµ = !
81+$+! f (t)! /,! '! ,#/5'U&+! 7#(05/4(! 47! t:! D1#,N! fD+.;+$'5#$+! /,! E/)1g! /,! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
='$/'U&+! 814,+! ='&#+! /,! 1/)1:! D1+! .+'(/()! 47! fE/)1g! /,! '&,4! '! 7#BBM! ,#U,+5! 814,+!
.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! /,!)/=+(! /(! +m#'5/4(! 9Y<:! F(! 51/,! +Z'.;&+N!High, LowN! '(*!Normal! '$+!










5+$.,:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! /7!X1= very, X2= tall! '(*!X3= manN! 51+(!X1X2X3 = X! /,! 51+! 04.;4,/5+!
&/()#/,5/0!5+$.N!very tall man:!
6.5.1 The Syntactic Rule 
I004$*/()! 54! "'*+1e,! &/()#/,5/0! ';;$4'01N! 51+$+! /,! (4! &/./5! 4(! 51+! (#.U+$! 47! 5+$.,! 4$!
&/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! /(! '! 5+$.L,+5! o"'*+1N! S_ca! q! S_cbp:! E48+=+$N! 51+$+! +Z/,5,! '! *+7/(/5+!
,5$#05#$+! 74$! 51+! 5+$.L,+5! 47! '(M! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+:! I! 5+$.L,+5! 04(,/,5,! 47! ;$/.'$M! 5+$.,N!
81/01!'$+!#,#'&&M!7/(/5+!/(!(#.U+$N!'(*!04.;4,/5+!5+$.,N!81/01!'$+!='$/4#,!04.U/('5/4(,!4$!
.4*/7/0'5/4(,! 47! 51+!;$/.'$M! 5+$.,:!>4$! +Z'.;&+N! 74$! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+! fD+.;+$'5#$+gN!
51+!;$/.'$M! 5+$.,!'$+!1/)1N! &48!'(*!(4$.'&:!I(! /(7/(/5+!(#.U+$!47!04.;4,/5+! 5+$.,!0'(!U+!
4U5'/(+*! ,#01! ',! =+$M! 1/)1N! (45! =+$M! 1/)1N! =+$M! &48N! (45! =+$M! &48N! 'U4=+! (4$.'&N! U+&48!
(4$.'&N!+50:!
O4,5! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,! 1'=+! 51+! ,'.+! U',/0! ,5$#05#$+! 47! 5+$.L,+5:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! 4(+! 0'(!
$+;&'0+!1/)1!UM!,#;+$/4$N!(4$.'&!UM!'=+$')+!'(*!&48!UM!;44$N!4(+!4U5'/(,!51+!;$/.'$M!5+$.,!
74$!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!Capability:!D1+!,'.+!';;&/+,!54!.'(M!451+$!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!,#01!




9/<! Q$/.'$M!4$!'54./0!5+$.,N!+:):!High, Low, Medium, Superior, Average, Poor!+50:!
9//<! D1+!(+)'5/4(!u(45eN!'(*!04((+05/=+,!u'(*eN!u4$eN!+:):!not High, not Low, not Poor, 
not SuperiorN!+50:!
9///<! 6/51! &/()#/,5/0! 1+*)+,N! +:):!Very High, More or less Superior, Indeed Superior, 
Above Average, Below Average!
9/=<! O'$-+$,!,#01!',!;'$+(51+,+,N!+:):!not (Very High)N!not (Very Poor)!
6.5.2 The Semantic Rule 
D1+!.+'(/()! 47! 51+! 04.;4,/5+! 5+$.! 0'(! U+! 4U5'/(+*! /7! 51+!.+'(/()! 47! +'01! 47! 51+! '54./0!
5+$.,!04.;$/,/()!/5!/,!-(48(:!^4(,/*+$N!X = hpN!81+$+!p!/,!'!;$/.'$M!5+$.!'(*!h!/,!'!1+*)+:!
D1+!&/()#/,5/0!7#(05/4(!47!51+!1+*)+!.'M!U+!+Z;&'/(+*!',!51'5!47!'(!4;+$'54$N!81/01!5$'(,74$.,!











D1+! 7/$,5! 5M;+! /,! +',M! 54! /(5+$;$+5:! ^4(5$'$M! 54! DM;+! SN! DM;+! V! 1+*)+,! '$+! .#01! .4$+!
04.;&/0'5+*! U+0'#,+! 51+M! '77+05! 51+! 04.;4(+(5,! 47! 51+! 4;+$'(*:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! 51+! 1+*)+!
uessentiallye! 1',! 51+! +77+05! 47! /(0$+',/()! 51+! /.;4$5'(5! '55$/U#5+,! '(*!*/./(/,1/()! 514,+! 51'5!




6.5.3 Linguistic Operators and Models for Linguistic Hedges 
>#BBM! ,+5,! '*./5! '! ,+5! 47! U',/0! 4;+$'5/4(,! ,#01! ',! #(/4(N! /(5+$,+05/4(N! 04.;&+.+(5N!
04.;4,/5/4(N! ^'$5+,/'(! ;$4*#05N! 04(0+(5$'5/4(N! '(*! */&'5/4(! o"'*+1N! S_cVp:! O'51+.'5/0'&!












/(54!'!7#BBM!,+5!/(!U:!O4$+!,;+0/7/0'&&MN!51+!/(5+$,+05/4(!47!584!7#BBM!,+5,! Aj '(*! Bj !/,!'!7#BBM!
,+5!*+(45+*!UM! BA jj∩ '(*!*+7/(+*!UM!
9 < 9 < 9 <N 9SW<
BA B A
u u u u Uµ µ µ∩ = ∧ ∈! ! !! !
81+$+N!74$!'(M!$+'&!a!'(*!bN! ba ∧ *+(45+,! <N9 baMin N!51'5!/,N!
9SS<
9SV<
a b a if a b










#(/4(! 47! 584! 7#BBM! ,+5,! Aj '(*Bj ! /,! 7#BBM! ,+5! *+(45+*! BA jj ∪ 4$! .4$+! 04(=+(/+(5&MN! Aj ! z!
B
j '(*!*+7/(+*!UM!!
9 < 9 < 9 <N 9ST<
BA B A
u u u u Uµ µ µ+ = ∨ ∈! ! !! !
81+$+! ba ∨ *+(45+,! ( )baMax N N!51'5!/,!
9S`<
9Sa<
a b a if a b






D1+!;$4*#05!47!584!7#BBM!,+5,! Aj !'(*!Bj /,!*+(45+*!UM! BAjj !'(*!/,!*+7/(+*!UM!
9 < 9 < 9 <N 9Sb<
BAB A
u u u u Uµ µ µ= ∈! ! !! !
!
b:a:T:a! ^4(0+(5$'5/4(!
! ^4(0+(5$'5/4(! /,! '! #('$M! 4;+$'5/4(:! I,! /5,! ('.+! /.;&/+,N! 51+! $+,#&5! 47! ';;&M/()! '!
04(0+(5$'54$!54!'!7#BBM!,+5! Aj !/,!'!7#BBM!,#U,+5!47! Aj !,#01!51'5!51+!$+*#05/4(!/(!51+!.')(/5#*+!
47!51+!)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;!47!u!/(! Aj !/,!$+&'5/=+&M!,.'&&!74$!514,+!u 81/01!1'=+!'!1/)1!)$'*+!
47!.+.U+$,1/;!/(! Aj !'(*!$+&'5/=+&M!&'$)+!74$!51+!u!8/51!&48!.+.U+$,1/;:!D1#,N!/7!4(+!*+(45+,!
51+! $+,#&5! 47! ';;&M/()! '! 04(0+(5$'54$! 54! Aj ! UM! ^JK! 9 Aj <N! 51+(! 51+! $+&'5/4(! U+58++(! 51+!
































! D1+! +77+05! 47! */&'5/4(! /,! 51+! 4;;4,/5+! 47! 51'5! 47! 04(0+(5$'5/4(:! D1#,N! 51+! $+,#&5! 47!








>/)#$+!bLV! D1+!%77+05!47!3/&'5/4(!4(!51+!J;+$'(*! Aj !
O4$+!,;+0/7/0'&&MN!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!3F\!9 Aj <!0'(!U+!*+7/(+*!UM!! !
9 < 9 < 9 < 9SY<DIL A Au u u Uµ µ= ∈! ! !
!
b:a:T:c! ^4(5$',5!F(5+(,/7/0'5/4(!
D1+!4;+$'5/4(!47!04(0+(5$'5/4(!1',! 51+!+77+05!47!*/./(/,1/()! 51+!='&#+!47! <9j u
A
µ 74$!+=+$M!u!
9+Z0+;5! 81+$+! <9j u
A
µ lS<N! 8/51! 51+! &'$)+$! ='&#+,! 47! <9j u
A
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51'(!51+!,.'&&+$!='&#+,:!
D1+! 4;+$'5/4(! 47! 04(5$',5! /(5+(,/7/0'5/4(N! 4$! ,/.;&M! /(5+(,/7/0'5/4(N! */77+$,! 7$4.! 51'5! 47!
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 ≤ ≤= 



























>/)#$+!bLT! D1+!%77+05!47!F(5+(,/7/0'5/4(!4(!51+!J;+$'(*! Aj !
P',+*!7$4.!51+!'U4=+!.'51+.'5/0'&!$+;$+,+(5'5/4(,N!51+!74&&48/()!+m#'5/4(,!.'M!U+!*+7/(+*!
o"'*+1N!S_cVp:!>4$!/(,5'(0+N!/7! Aj !/,!'!5+$.!9'!7#BBM!,+5<!51+(!
d+$M! Aj l!^JK!9 Aj <! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9VS<!
O4$+!4$!&+,,! Aj l!3F\!9 Aj <! ! ! ! ! ! 9VV<!
Q&#,! Aj !l9 Aj <!S:Va! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9VT<!
G&/)15&M! Aj lFKD!o;&#,! Aj !'(*!(45!9=+$M! Aj <p! ! ! 9V`<!
O/(#,! Aj !l!9 Aj <!W:ca! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9Va<!
K45!9d+$M! Aj <!lSL!^JK!9 Aj <! ! ! ! ! 9Vb<!
E48+=+$N! /5! /,! 0'#5/4(+*! 1+$+! 51'5! 51+,+! 'U4=+! 74$.#&',! '$+! [#,5! ';;$4Z/.'5+! 9/(+Z'05<!
$+;$+,+(5'5/4(,!74$!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!47!1+*)+,!'(*!'$+!.'/(&M!/(5+(*+*!1+$+!54!/&&#,5$'5+!
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<9<9 uoldMµ ! /,! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 47! 51+! 7#BBM! ,#U,+5!M (old)! 951+!.+'(/()! 47!Old!
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6.7 Fuzzy Numbers & Membership Functions 
>#BBM!m#'(5/5'5/=+!/(74$.'5/4(!1',!U++(!*++;&M!,5#*/+*!/(!51+!7#BBM!&/5+$'5#$+!UM!.+'(,!47!51+!
(45/4(!47!7#BBM!(#.U+$,!o3#U4/,!q!Q$'*+N!S_YWn!C'#7.'((!'(*!2#;5'N!S__Sp:!
I! 7#BBM! (#.U+$! /,! ,/.;&M! '! 7#BBM! ,+5! /(! 51+! $+'&! &/(+N! 81/01! /,! 04.;&+5+&M! *+7/(+*! UM! /5,!
.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!,#01!',!
[ ]9 < R WNSu Rµ → !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9TS<!
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04.;&+5+&M!04.;'5/U&+!8/51!51+!;$+*/0'5+!',,40/'5+*!8/51!51+!7#BBM!(#.U+$:!
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6.8 Decision Support System and Decision Making Methodologies 
I! *+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.! 93GG<! /,! '! 04.;#5+$LU',+*! /(74$.'5/4(! ,M,5+.! 51'5! 1+&;,! '!
.'(')+$! /(!.'-/()! -+M! *+0/,/4(,! '(*! 51+$+UM! /.;$4=+,! 51+! +77+05/=+(+,,! 47! 51+!.'(')+$e,!
;$4U&+.!,4&=/()!;$40+,,!oO/55$'N!S_YbN!;;:!`L_p:!A,#'&&MN!3GG!0'5+$,!54!51+!,5$'5+)/0N!5'05/0'&!
'(*! 4;+$'5/4('&! &+=+&,! 47! .'(')+.+(5! /(! '! 04.;'(M:! 3GG! 1',! 4$/)/('&&M! 74#$! ;$/.'$M!
01'$'05+$/,5/0,R!9S<!/5!1+&;,!.'(')+$,!.4,5&M!'5!51+!#;;+$!&+=+&,N!9V<!/5!/,!7&+Z/U&+!'(*!$+,;4(*,!
m#/0-&M! 54! .'(')+$e,! m#+,5/4(,N! 9T<! /5! ;$4=/*+,! f81'5! /7g! ,0+('$/4,N! '(*! 9`<! /5! 04(,/*+$,!
*+0/,/4(L.'-/()!,5M&+,!47!.'(')+$,:!!








Aa)a(g*)a(g ∈∀≥ ! ! ! ! ! ! 9Ta<!
81+$+!g!/,!'!$+'&!='&#+*!7#(05/4(!*+7/(+*!/(!A:!
D1+! 014/0+! 47! a*! $+;$+,+(5,! 51+! 4;5/.#.! *+0/,/4(N! U+0'#,+! a*! /,! U+55+$! 51'(! '&&! 451+$!
'&5+$('5/=+,!/(!A:!!
6.8.1 Multi-criteria Decision Making (MCDM) Approaches 
O'(M! ;$4U&+.,! /(! 4#$! ,40/+5M! '$+! .#&5/L*/.+(,/4('&! /(! ('5#$+! ,#01! ',! /(! 51+! 0',+! 47!
+='&#'5/4(! 47! ;#U&/0! ;&'(,! 4$! ;$4[+05,! 81+$+! '! U$4'*! ,+5! 47! 0$/5+$/'! '$+! (++*+*! 54! U+!
04(,/*+$+*:!D1+,+!0$/5+$/'!0'(!U+!*/77+$+(5!/(!('5#$+R!;$/='5+!+04(4./0!9/(=+,5.+(5!04,5,N!$'5+!
47! $+5#$(<N! ,40/4L+04(4./0! 9+.;&4M.+(5N! /(04.+! */,5$/U#5/4(<N! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 9;4&&#5/4(N!
*+5+$/4$'5/4(! 47! ('5#$'&! $+,4#$0+,<N! +(+$)M! 9#,+! 47! +(+$)MN! 5+01(4&4)/0'&! /((4='5/4(<! '(*! ,4!
74$51:! O#&5/0$/5+$/'! +='&#'5/4(! 0'(! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! ',! 51+! +=4&#5/4(! 47! 51+! 51+4$M! +Z;&'/(+*!
U$/+7&M!/(!51+!;$+0+*/()!,+05/4(:!!
PM!'(*!&'$)+N!'!.#&5/0$/5+$/'!.4*+&!;$+,+(5,!51+!74&&48/()!',;+05,R!




















6.8.1.1.1 Multiattribute Utility Theory (MAUT) 
D1/,!51+4$M!/,!U',+*!4(!51+!1M;451+,/,!51'5!/(!'(M!*+0/,/4(!;$4U&+.!51+$+!+Z/,5,!'!$+'&!='&#+*!
7#(05/4(! UF! *+7/(+*! 4(! 51+! ,+5! A! 47! 7+',/U&+! '05/4(,N! 81/01! 51+! *+0/,/4(! .'-+$! 8/,1+,N!
04(,0/4#,&M! 4$! (45N! 54! +Z'./(+:! D1/,! 7#(05/4(! '))$+)'5+,! 51+! */77+$+(5! 0$/5+$/'! 5'-+(! /(54!
04(,/*+$'5/4(N!,4!51'5!51+!;$4U&+.!0'(!U+!.4*+&&+*!,#01!',!/(!+m#'5/4(!9Tb<:!
( ) AaagUF i ∈R<9.'Z ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9Tb<!
81+$+! ( )<9 agUF i ! /,! '! #5/&/5M! 7#(05/4(! '))$+)'5/()! 51+!m! 0$/5+$/'! 951+$+74$+! '! .#&5/0$/5+$/'!




6.8.1.1.2 The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
D1/,!.+514*!1',!U++(!8/*+&M!';;&/+*!'(*!'!*+5'/&+*!+Z;&'('5/4(!47!51+!.+514*!0'(!U+!74#(*!
/(! ,+=+$'&! $+,4#$0+,! oG''5MNS_YWn! G''5M! '(*! C+'$(,N! S_Yap! '(*! '! )44*! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 0',+!
,5#*/+,! /(! 24&*+(! oS_Y_p:! D1+! IEQ! ,5$#05#$+,! 51+! *+0/,/4(! ;$4U&+.! /(! &+=+&,N! 81/01!
04$$+,;4(*! 54! 4(+e,! #(*+$,5'(*/()! 47! 51+! ,/5#'5/4(R! )4'&,N! 0$/5+$/'N! ,#UL0$/5+$/'N! '(*!
'&5+$('5/=+,:! PM! U$+'-/()! 51+! ;$4U&+.! /(54! &+=+&,N! 51+! *+0/,/4(L.'-+$! 0'(! 740#,! 4(! ,.'&&+$!
,+5,!47!*+0/,/4(,:!D1+!IEQ!/,!U',+*!4(!`!'Z/4.,R!






V:! 61+(! 04.;'$/()! '(M! 584! '&5+$('5/=+,N! 51+! *+0/,/4(L.'-+$! (+=+$! [#*)+,! 4(+! 54! U+!
/(7/(/5+&M!U+55+$!51'(!'(451+$!#(*+$!'(M!0$/5+$/4(:!
T:! J(+!0'(!74$.#&'5+!51+!*+0/,/4(!;$4U&+.!',!1/+$'$01M:!
`:! I&&! 0$/5+$/'! '(*! '&5+$('5/=+,! 51'5! /.;'05! '! *+0/,/4(L;$4U&+.! '$+! $+;$+,+(5+*! /(! 51+!
1/+$'$01M:!
>4$! '&.4,5! 51$++! *+0'*+,N! IEQ! 1',! U++(! ';;&/+*! 54! (#.+$4#,! *+0/,/4(! ;$4U&+.,! ,#01! ',!
04$;4$'5+!;&'((/()!;$4U&+.,!'(*!;$4U&+.,!04(0+$(+*!8/51!.'$-+5/()!,5$'5+)MN!+(+$)M!;4&/0MN!
;$4[+05!,+&+05/4(N!U#*)+5!'&&40'5/4(N!'(*!,4!4(:!E48+=+$N!81/&+!.'(M!47!51+!';;&/0'5/4(,!'$+!
$+&'5+*! 54! ,40/4L+04(4./0!*+0/,/4(!.'-/()N! $+&'5/=+&M! 7+8!1'=+!U++(!$+;4$5+*! /(! 51+!'$+'!47!
.'(#7'05#$/()!4$!;$4*#05/4(!,M,5+.,!*+0/,/4(,!o^'.U$4(!q!%='(,N!S__Sn!6'U'&/0-/,N!S_YYp:!
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+&+.+(5! '5! 51+! 1/)1+$! &+=+&! 47! 51+! 1/+$'$01M:!D1#,N! /(! ';;&M/()!IEQN! 51+! *+0/,/4(!.'-+$! /,!
$+m#/$+*!54!;$4=/*+!(#.+$/0'&!+,5/.'5+,!9/(5+)+$!='&#+![#*).+(5,<N!81/01!74$0+,!'(!/(*/=/*#'&!
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6.8.1.1.3 Utility Theory Approaches to Qualitative Multicriteria Evaluation 
F(! .#&5/0$/5+$/'! +='&#'5/4(! 51+4$MN! '! 0&+'$! */,5/(05/4(! /,! .'*+! U+58++(! m#'(5/5'5/=+! '(*!
m#'&/5'5/=+! .+514*,:! %,,+(5/'&&MN! 51+$+! '$+! 584! ';;$4'01+,! 74$! *+'&/()! 8/51! m#'&/5'5/=+!
/(74$.'5/4(R! '!*/$+05! '(*!'(! /(*/$+05! 4(+! oK/[-'.;N!H/+5=+&*!q!d44)*N!S__Wp:! F(! 51+!*/$+05!
';;$4'01N! m#'&/5'5/=+! /(74$.'5/4(! /,! #,+*! */$+05&M! /(! '! m#'&/5'5/=+! +='&#'5/4(!.+514*:! F(! 51+!
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/(*/77+$+(0+! '(*! ;$+7+$+(0+! 51$+,14&*! '$+! /(5$4*#0+*:! I! 0$/5+$/4(! g /,! '! ;,+#*4L0$/5+$/4(! /7!
51+$+! +Z/,5! 584L51$+,14&*! 7#(05/4(,! q (g)! 9/(*/77+$+(0+! 51$+,14&*<! '(*! s (g)! 951$+,14&*! 47!
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S~V~k~/~k~.!! ! ! ! ! ! 9`V<!
81+$+! g1! 84#&*! U+! 51+! .4,5! /.;4$5'(5! 0$/5+$/4(! '(*! gm! 51+! &+',5! /.;4$5'(5:! F(! 51+!
&+Z/04)$';1/0!.4*+&N!'&&!'05/4(,!'$+!7/$,5!$'(-+*!UM!.+'(,!47!51+!7/$,5!0$/5+$/4(N!51+(!/7!,4.+!
/(*/77+$+(5!'05/4(,!+Z/,5N! 51+,+!'$+! 7#$51+$!+Z;&4$+*!UM!.+'(,!47! 51+!,+04(*!0$/5+$/4(N!'(*!,4!







$+&+='(5! 04(,+m#+(0+,! /(! *+0/,/4(L.'-/():! G++-/()! 51+! /*+'&! /,! 51+! U+,5! 8'M! 54! 4;+(! '(*!
,5/.#&'5+! 51+!./(*! 54! 0$+'5/=+! '05/=/5Mg:!P$/+7&MN! 51+!;1/&4,4;1M!#(*+$&M/()! 51+!.#&5/0$/5+$/'!
.+514*,! U',+*! 4(! /*+'&! ;4/(5! 04(0+;5,! 0'(! U+! ,M(51+,/,+*! ',! 74&&48,! oi#N! S_Yan! "+&+(MN!
S_YVp:!O#&5/0$/5+$/'!;$4U&+.,!'$+!01'$'05+$/,+*!UM!04(7&/05,!U+0'#,+!47!51+!;+$0+/=+*!'U,+(0+!
47!'!;$4./(+(5!'&5+$('5/=+:!D1+$+74$+N! 51+!4(&M!8'M! 54!*/,,4&=+!04(7&/05,! /,! 54! 7/(*!4$! /(=+(5!
51+! /*+'&! ;4/(5:! D1+! 4(&M! 8'M! 54! *+0$+',+! 51+! /(5+(,/5M! 47! 04(7&/05! /,! 54! 7/(*! 4$! )+(+$'5+!
'&5+$('5/=+N!81/01!'$+!0&4,+!',!;4,,/U&+!54!51+!/*+'&!;4/(5:!^44.U,!oS_aYp!',,#.+,!51'5!51+$+!
/,! '(! /*+'&! &+=+&! 47! '55$/U#5+,! 74$! 4U[+05,! 47! 014/0+! '(*! 51'5! 51+! *+0/,/4(L.'-+$e,! #5/&/5/+,!
*+0$+',+!.4(45/0'&&M!4(!U451!,/*+,!47! 51/,! /*+'&!;4/(5:!E+!,148,!51'5!;$4U'U/&/5/+,!47!014/0+!
*+;+(*!4(!81+51+$!04.;'$+*!'&5+$('5/=+,!&/+!4(!51+!,'.+!,/*+!47!51+!/*+'&!4$!4(!51+!451+$:!D1+!
/*+'&! ;4/(5! ;$40+*#$+,! '$+! 01'$'05+$/,+*! UM! 51+! 'Z/4.!47! 014/0+! 51'5! ,5'5+,! 51'5! '&5+$('5/=+,!














0&4,+! &/(-! U+58++(! 51+! 04(0+;5! 47! ',;/$'5/4(! &+=+&! '(*! 51+! 51+4$M! 47! ,'5/,7M/()! U+1'=/4#$!
oG/.4(N!S_YTp:!
D1+! #,#'&! 8'M! /(! 81/01! ',;/$'5/4(! &+=+&,! '$+! 5$+'5+*! /,! UM! .+'(,! 47! )4'&! ;$4)$'../()!
oG;$4(-N!S_YSp:!I(!'*='(5')+!47!)4'&!;$4)$'../()!/,!51'5!/5!'&8'M,!;$4=/*+,!'!,4&#5/4(N!+=+(!
/7! (4(+! 47! 51+! )4'&,! '$+! $+'&/,'U&+N! ;$4=/*+*! 51'5! 51+! 7+',/U&+! $+)/4(! /,! (4(L+.;5M:! D1/,! /,!
;4,,/U&+!UM!#,/()!*+=/'5/4('&!='$/'U&+,N!81/01!,148!81+51+$!51+!)4'&,!'$+!'55'/(+*!4$!(45:!F(!
51+!&'55+$!0',+N!51+M!.+',#$+!51+!*/,5'(0+!U+58++(!51+!$+'&/,+*!'(*!',;/$+*!&+=+&,:!
I(! ';;$4'01! 51'5! 0'(! U+! $+)'$*+*! ',! '! )+(+$'&/,'5/4(! 47! )4'&! ;$4)$'../()! '(*! /*+'&! ;4/(5!
5+01(/m#+,! /,! 51+!f'01/+=+.+(5! ,0'&'$/,/()! 7#(05/4(,g!.+514*!o6/+$BU/0-/N!S_YVp:!D1+!.'/(!




6.8.2 Fuzzy Based Decision Making 
D1+! .#&5/0$/5+$/'! ';;$4'01+,! */,0#,,+*! /(! 51+! ;$+=/4#,! ,+05/4(! '$+! ,#/5'U&+! 54! '004#(5!
04(7&/05#'&N! .#&5/*/.+(,/4('&! '(*! /(04..+(,#$'U&+! *+0/,/4(,:! E48+=+$N! /(! $+'&/5MN! 51+!
*+0/,/4(! .'-+$! .'-+,! '! ,+&+05/4(! '.4()! '&5+$('5/=+,! U',+*! 4(! /.;$+0/,+! '(*! /(04.;&+5+!
/(74$.'5/4(! ,#01! ',! /(! 51+! 0',+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! *+0/,/4(,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+:! ^4.;'$/()!
*+,/)(!4;5/4(,!4$!+=+(!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'5!51+!+'$&M!,5')+!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!/,!;$4U&+.'5/0!
U+0'#,+!47! &'0-!47!*+,/)(! /(74$.'5/4(!4$!47! 51+! ,#U[+05/=/5M!47! 51+!'='/&'U&+! /(74$.'5/4(:!I!
.#&5/0$/5+$/'! *+0/,/4(!.'-/()!.+514*4&4)M! 51'5! '004#(5,! 51/,! '.U/)#/5M! ,14#&*! U+! '*4;5+*!
,#01!',!7#BBM!U',+*!*+0/,/4(!.'-/()!.+514*,:!!
I!7#BBM!U',+*!*+0/,/4(!,#;;4$5!,M,5+.!/,!'!5M;+!47!*+0/,/4(!,#;;4$5!,M,5+.!51'5!+.;&4M,!*'5'!
51'5! '$+!47! 7#BBM!4$!#(0+$5'/(! /(!('5#$+N! 4$! ,;+0/7/0'&&M!#,+! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,N! 54!'/*!
*+0/,/4(L.'-/():! 3+0/,/4(L.'-/()! .+514*,! #,/()! 7#BBM! ,+5! 51+4$M! 1'=+! $+0+(5&M! )'/(+*!
'00+;5'(0+! U+0'#,+! 47! 51+/$! 0';'U/&/5/+,! /(! 1'(*&/()! 51+! /.;$+0/,+(+,,! 51'5! /,! 04..4(! /(!
,M,5+.! ,;+0/7/0'5/4(,N! ,5'5+,N! '(*! '&5+$('5/=+! $'5/(),:! ^1+(! '(*!C&+/(! oS__cp! ,#))+,5+*! 51'5!
/.;$+0/,/4(!.'M!04.+!7$4.!'!='$/+5M!47!,4#$0+,!,#01!',R!9S<!#(m#'(5/7/'U&+!/(74$.'5/4(N!9V<!
/(04.;&+5+!/(74$.'5/4(N!9T<!(4(4U5'/('U&+!/(74$.'5/4(N!'(*!9`<!;'$5/'&!/)(4$'(0+:!P+&&.'(!q!
"'*+1! oS_cWp! $+;4$5+*! 51+! 7/$,5! *+0/,/4(! .4*+&! 81+$+! )4'&,! '(*! 04(,5$'/(5,! '$+! 5$+'5+*! ',!
7#BBM!,+5,:!!











,4.+! 74$.! 47! 7#BB/(+,,:! F(! 51+! ,+04(*! 0'5+)4$M! 9>OI3O<N! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+,! '$+! ;$+L
*+5+$./(+*!'(*!-(48(:!D1+!*+0/,/4(L.'-+$!1',!54!,+&+05!4$!;$/4$/5/,+!4$!$'(-!'!7/(/5+!(#.U+$!
47! '&5+$('5/=+! '05/4(,! UM! +='&#'5/()! '! )$4#;! 47! ;$+*+5+$./(+*! 0$/5+$/':! D1+! 014/0+! 47!
'&5+$('5/=+,! /,! ;+$74$.+*! U',+*! 4(! 51+/$! /.;$+0/,+! '55$/U#5+,! 0&',,/7/0'5/4(:! F(! )+(+$'&!
>OI3O! 1',! 54! ,'5/,7M! '! #(/m#+! )4'&N! 148+=+$N! /5! 0'(! U+! 47! 584! 5M;+,! oG/.4+,LO'$m#+,N!
H/U+/$4!q!2'./+$4LO'$m#+BN! VWWWpR! 9S<! ,+&+05! '(! '&5+$('5/=+! ;$+,+(5/()! 51+! '55$/U#5+,!8/51!
U+,5!01'$'05+$/,5/0,N!4$!9V<!0&',,/7M!51+!'&5+$('5/=+,!U',+*!4(!'!$4&+!.4*+&:!D1+!>OI3O!0'(!
U+! 04(,/*+$+*!',!'!m#'&/5'5/=+!';;$4'01!*#+! 54! 51+!+Z/,5+(0+!47!0$/5+$/'s'55$/U#5+! ,#U[+05/=/5M!
'(*!7#BB/(+,,:!D1/,!';;$4'01!$+m#/$+,!/(74$.'5/4(!'U4#5!51+!;$+7+$+(0+!'.4()!51+!='&#+,!51'5!
'(! '55$/U#5+! 04#&*! ',,#.+N! ',! 8+&&! ',! 51+! ;$+7+$+(0+! '0$4,,! 51+! +Z/,5/()! '55$/U#5+,:! D1+!
>OI3O!.+514*,!1'=+!584!.'/(!;1',+,R!9S<!51+!$'5/()!47!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+!UM!'))$+)'5/4(!47!
51+!*+)$++!47! ,'5/,7'05/4(! 74$!'&&! 0$/5+$/'N!;+$!*+0/,/4(!'&5+$('5/=+n!'(*!9V<! 51+!$'(-/()!47! 51+!
'&5+$('5/=+,! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+! )&4U'&! '))$+)'5+*! *+)$++! 47! ,'5/,7'05/4(:! >4$! .4$+! *+5'/&,!




6.9 Fuzzy-Related Studies 
F(! 51+!,#00++*/()!;'$')$';1,N!(4(L+Z1'#,5/=+!$+=/+8!47!$+&'5+*!,5#*/+,!4(!51+!';;&/0'5/4(!47!
7#BBM! .#&5/L'55$/U#5+! 4$! .#&5/L4U[+05/=+! *+0/,/4(! .'-/()! .+514*4&4)/+,! /,! ;$+,+(5+*!
01$4(4&4)/0'&&M:!D1+!;#$;4,+!47! 51/,! $+=/+8! /,! 54!-(48! /(!81'5! $+'&L84$&*!*+0/,/4(L.'-/()!
;$4U&+.,!51'5!7#BBM!&4)/0!4$!&/()#/,5/0!04(0+;5,!1'=+!U++(!';;&/+*!74$!51+!;',5!SW!M+'$,:!
%='(,N!6/&1+&.!'(*!C'$848,-/!oS_Ycp!;$4;4,+*!'!7#BBM!*+0/,/4(!'&)4$/51.!'(*!';;&M!/5!/(!
,4&=/()!U&40-! &'M4#5!*+,/)(!;$4U&+.,!,#01!',! &40'5/()!*+;'$5.+(5,!8/51/(!'! 7'0/&/5M:!O'+*'!
'(*! O#$'-'./! oS_YYp! *+=+&4;+*! '! 7#BBM! *+0/,/4(L.'-/()! .+514*! 74$! .#&5/L4U[+05/=+!
*+0/,/4(!;$4U&+.,!'(*!/&&#,5$'5+! /5,!';;&/0'5/4(!54!'!04.;'(M!014/0+!;$4U&+.:!G/()+$!oS__Wp!
*+,0$/U+*! '! 7#BBM! *+0/,/4(! .+514*! 74$! ;&'((/()! 51+! .'/(5+('(0+! 47! #$U'(! /(7$',5$#05#$'&!
,M,5+.,! 04(,/,5/()! 47! '! &'$)+! (#.U+$! 47! ,#U,M,5+.,! 81+(! 51+! $+,4#$0+,! '='/&'U&+! '$+!
/('*+m#'5+:!
O4$+4=+$N!\/'()!'(*!6'()!oS__Sp!*+=+&4;+*!'!7'0/&/5M!,/5+!,+&+05/4(!'&)4$/51.!U',+*!4(!51+!
04(0+;5,! 47! 7#BBM! ,+5! 51+4$M:! D1/,! *+0/,/4(! '&)4$/51.! '&&48,! ',,+,,.+(5,! 47! '&5+$('5/=+,!




*+5+$./(+*! 7$4.! ;45+(5/'&! ,/5+,! U',+*! 4(! 7#BBM! ,#/5'U/&/5M! /(*/0+,:! 6/&1+&.! +5! '&:! oS__Sp!
4#5&/(+*! '(! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,! 7$4.! 51+! 51+4$M! 47! 7#BBM! ,+5,! 54! ,#;;4$5! 51+!
;1',+*! /.;&+.+(5'5/4(! 47! '! 04.;#5+$L/(5+)$'5+*! .'(#7'05#$/()! ,5$'5+)M:! C(4,'&'! '(*!
Q+*$M0B! oS__Vp! $+;4$5+*! '! 7#BBM! .#&5/L4U[+05/=+! *+0/,/4(L.'-/()! .+514*! *+*/0'5+*! 54! 51+!




',,+,,.+(5,! 47! 51+! ;$4U'U/&/5/+,! 47! 7'/&#$+N! $+,#&5/()! 04(,+m#+(0+,N! +Z;+05+*! 1#.'(! '(*!
+04(4./0!$/,-,N!'(*!51+!#(0+$5'/(5/+,!',,40/'5+*!8/51!51+!',,+,,.+(5,:!O'+*'!'(*!O#$'-'./!
oS__Tp! ;$4;4,+*! '! 7#BBM! .#&5/L0$/5+$/'! *+0/,/4(L.'-/()! .+514*! 74$! '! .#&5/;&+L4U[+05/=+!
;$4U&+.! 54! *+0/*+! 81'5! -/(*! 47! 04.;#5+$! ,M,5+.! ,14#&*! U+! '0m#/$+*! 74$! $+,+'$01! '(*!
+*#0'5/4(! /(! '! 04.;#5+$L+()/(++$/()! *+;'$5.+(5:!6/&1+&.! +5! '&:! oS__Tp! *+=+&4;+*! '! 7#BBM!
&/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+LU',+*! '&)4$/51.! 74$! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 8',5+! .'(')+.+(5! 5+01(4&4)/+,! 54!
/.;&+.+(5!.'(#7'05#$/()!;4&&#5/4(!;$+=+(5/4(! ,5$'5+)/+,:!\/'()!'(*!6'()! oS__Tp!;$4;4,+*!







2145U! '(*! 6'$$+(! oS__ap! 04(*#05+*! '! 0',+! ,5#*M! 4(! 51+! 04.;'$/,4(! 47! 7#BBM! *+0/,/4(!
.+514*4&4)M! '(*! '('&M5/0! 1/+$'$01M! ;$40+,,! /(! ';;&M/()! 54! 51+! m#+,5/4(! 47! 81+51+$! 54!
/(5$4*#0+! 4$! (45! '! (+8! /(74$.'5/4(! 5+01(4&4)M! 9FD<! ,M,5+.! /(54! '! ;#U&/0! 14,;/5'&:! D1+M!
$+;4$5+*! '(*!04(0&#*+*! 51'5! 51+! $+,#&5,! 7$4.! 51+,+! 584!.+514*,!8+$+!=+$M!,/./&'$!'(*!U451!
8+$+!04(,/*+$+*! 54!U+!#,+7#&! 74$!';;$4'01/()!'!04.;&+Z!*+0/,/4(! /(!'!,M,5+.'5/0!8'M:!\/'4!
oS__bp! *+=+&4;+*! '! 7#BBM! *+0/,/4(! .'-/()! .+514*! 74$! .'5+$/'&! ,+&+05/4(! ;$4U&+.,! /(!
+()/(++$/()! *+,/)(! ';;&/0'5/4(,:! I*'.4;4#&4,! '(*! Q';;/,! oS__bp! #5/&/,+*! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
';;$4'01! 54! ,4&=+! '! ,/()&+! .'01/(+L,01+*#&/()! ;$4U&+.N! 81+$+! 51+M! *+7/(+*! 51+! ,M,5+.!
='$/'U&+,! /(! &/()#/,5/0! 5+$.,:!C144!'(*!E4!oS__bp!*+=+&4;+*!'(!';;$4'01! 51'5! /,!0+(5$+*!4(!
51+!';;&/0'5/4(!47!;4,,/U/&/5M!51+4$M!'(*!7#BBM!'$/51.+5/0!54!'**$+,,!51+!'.U/)#/5M!/(!51+!/(;#5!
*'5'!#,+*!/(!51+!]>3!.+514*4&4)M:!D1+/$!;$4;4,+*!';;$4'01!0'(!1'(*&+!U451!&/()#/,5/0!'(*!
0$/,;! ='$/'U&+,! '(*! +('U&+,! 51+! f=4/0+! 47! 51+! 0#,54.+$g! 81/01!.'M! 04(5'/(! '.U/)#/5M! '(*!
.#&5/;&/0/5M!47!.+'(/()!54!U+!/(5+$;$+5+*!'(*!#,+*!74$!*+0/,/4(!.'-/():!
O'$/./(! +5! '&:! oS__Yp! ;$4;4,+*! /.;$4=+.+(5,! 54! ;'/$8/,+!)$4#;!*+0/,/4(L.'-/()!U',+*!4(!
7#BBM! ;$+7+$+(0+! $+&'5/4(,! /(! 51$++! 8'M,:! D1+,+! 8'M,! /(0&#*+! 7/$,5N! /5! +Z5+(*,! 51+! 7#BBM!




04.;#5'5/4('&! ;$40+*#$+,! UM! #,/()! 7#BBM! ,+5,! $+;$+,+(5'5/4(! '(*! 04.;#5'5/4(N! '(*! UM!
'=4/*/()! 51+! #,+! 47! ,5$/05! 51$+,14&*! ='&#+,n! '(*! &',5&MN! /5! 04(,/*+$,! 7#BBM! 0$/5+$/'! 47! 51+!
'&5+$('5/=+,! +Z;&/0/5&M:! D1+M! ';;&/+*! 51+/$! ;$4;4,+*! .+514*4&4)M! 74$! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47!
'*=+$5/,/()!.+*/':!D+.;4(/N!i+(N!'(*!D/'4!oS___p!/(5$4*#0+*!'!7#BBM!&4)/0LU',+*!',,/,5'(0+!
54!E4#,+!47!]#'&/5M:!!D1+M!;$+,+(5+*!'!.+514*!54!+',/&M!*+5+$./(+!51+!$+&'5/4(,1/;!47!*+,/)(!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! /(! 51+! 04$$+&'5/4(! .'5$/ZN! 81/01! /,! *+$/=+*! 7$4.! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! .'5$/Z! 47!
0#,54.+$! '55$/U#5+,! '(*! 5+01(/0'&!*+,/)(! $+m#/$+.+(5,:! F(! 51/,!8'MN! 51+!04$$+&'5/4(!.'5$/Z! /,!
*+;+(*+(5! 4(! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;! .'5$/Z:! 21MM.! oS___p! ;$4;4,+*! '! ,+./L&/()#/,5/0! 7#BBM!
'&)4$/51.! 54! 4U5'/(! 51+! 7#BBM! 8+/)15/()! ='&#+,! 74$! .#&5/L0$/5+$/4(N! .#&5/L'&5+$('5/=+!
;+$74$.'(0+! +='&#'5/4(! ;$4U&+.N! 8/51! ';;&/0'5/4(! 54! 51+! '))$+)'5+*! +,5/.'5+! /(! 51+!
'))$+)'5/4(!;$40+,,!47!.#&5/L+Z;+$5![#*).+(5,:!E+!'&,4!+Z5+(*+*!51+!^1'()s^1+(!.+514*!74$!




*+,/)(! $+m#/$+.+(5,! $+04)(/,+*! /(! ]>3:! E+! #,+*! '! 7#BBM! &4)/0! ';;$4'01! U+0'#,+! 47! 51+!
/.;$+0/,+(+,,!'(*!/(04.;&+5+(+,,!47!/(74$.'5/4(!'(*!*'5'!'='/&'U&+!'5!51+!+'$&M!*+,/)(!,5')+:!
2+&*+$.'((! '(*! H+(5B! oS___p! '(*! 2+&*+$.'((N! G;+()&+$N! '(*! H+(5B! oVWWWp! ,#))+,5+*! '!
7#BBM! 4#5$'(-/()! ';;$4'01! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',,+,,.+(5! 47! 5+01(/m#+,! /(! 51+! /$4(!q! ,5++&!
/(*#,5$M:! F(! ;'$5/0#&'$! 51+M! 1'=+! #,+*! 51+! 7#BBM! QHJO%DE%%! ';;$4'01! 54! *+0/*+! 81/01!
5+01(/m#+,!'$+!51+!U+,5!4(+,!54!U+!'*4;5+*!74$!51+!+,5'U&/,1.+(5!47!+./,,/4(!&/./5!='&#+,!'(*!
04(,+m#+(5&M!74$!51+!)$'(5/()!47!/(,5'&&'5/4(!;+$./5,:!C/.!+5!'&:!oVWWWp!;$4;4,+*!7#BBM!.#&5/L
0$/5+$/'! .4*+&,! 54! $+04(0/&+! 5$'*+L477,! '.4()! 51+! ='$/4#,! ;+$74$.'(0+! 01'$'05+$/,5/0,!
$+;$+,+(5/()! 0#,54.+$! ,'5/,7'05/4(! ',! 8+&&! ',! 51+! /(1+$+(5! 7#BB/(+,,:! F(! 51+/$! .4*+&&/()!
';;$4'01N!/5!/,!;4,,/U&+!54!',,+,,!,+;'$'5+&M!51+!+77+05,!47!;4,,/U/&/5M!'(*!7&+Z/U/&/5M!/(1+$+(5!4$!
;+$./55+*! /(! 51+! *+,/)(! ;$40+,,! 4(! 51+! 4=+$'&&! *+,/)(:! G/.4+,LO'$m#+,! +5! '&:! oVWWWp!
*+=+&4;+*! '! 7#BBM! *+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.! '(*! ';;&M! /5! 54! ,#;;4$5! +m#/;.+(5! $+;'/$! #(*+$!
U'55&+! 04(*/5/4(,:! K40/! '(*! D4&+55/! oVWWWp! 04(*#05+*! '! 04.;'$'5/=+! ,5#*M! U+58++(! 7#BBM!
&/()#/,5/0! ';;$4'01! '(*! 51+! '('&M5/0! 1/+$'$01M! ;$40+,,! UM! ';;&M/()! 51+.! /(! 51+! 0',+! 47!
,+&+05/()!m#'&/5MLU',+*!;$4)$'.,!/(!,.'&&!7/$.,:!D1+M!'('&M,+*!51+!584!.+514*,!/(!5+$.,!47!




&/()#/,5/0! ',,+,,.+(5,! 54! 51+! ='$/'U&+,! 04(,/*+$+*! 81+$+',! 8/51! 51+! IEQN! 4(+! 1',! 54! *4!
;'/$8/,+! 04.;'$/,4(,! '.4()! 51+! ='$/'U&+,! 81/01! $+;$+,+(5,! '! 5/.+L04(,#./()! '('&M,/,:!
I**/5/4('&&MN! U451!.+514*,! '$+! (45! 04(,/*+$+*! /(5#/5/=+! UM!.'(')+$,! U+0'#,+! 47! 51+! #,+! 47!
.'5$/Z! '&)+U$':! E+(0+N! 51+M! 04(0&#*+*! 51'5! /5! /,! (45! ;4,,/U&+! 54! /*+(5/7M! 81/01! /,! U+55+$!








6.10 Brief Chapter Conclusion 
I&514#)1! 51+$+! '$+! '&$+'*M! ,+=+$'&! ,5#*/+,! 51'5! $+;4$5! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(,! 47! 7#BBM! ,+5,! '(*!
,M,5+.,!/(!.#&5/0$/5+$/'!*+0/,/4(L.'-/()N!/5!1',!U++(!+,5'U&/,1+*!51'5!51+$+!/,!(4!,;+0/7/0!,5#*M!
04(*#05+*! 4(! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! 51/,! .+514*! 54! 51+! ,5$'5+)/0! +='&#'5/4(! '(*! ,+&+05/4(! 47!
,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! '&5+$('5/=+,:! D1+! #,+! 47! 7#BBM! .#&5/L0$/5+$/'!
.+514*4&4)M! /(! 51+!*4.'/(!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!04#&*!U+!';;$4;$/'5+!U+0'#,+!/.;$+0/,+!
'(*! /(04.;&+5+! *+,/)(! /(74$.'5/4(N! /(! '**/5/4(! 51'5! 51+$+! '$+! */77+$+(5! 0$/5+$/'! 54! U+!
04(,/*+$+*N!/,!5M;/0'&&M!+(04#(5+$+*!'5!51+!+'$&M!;$4*#05!*+,/)(!,5')+:!D1/,!*+7/0/+(0M!/(!7#BBM!
.#&5/L0$/5+$/'!&/5+$'5#$+,!/,!04(,/*+$+*!'(*!,5#*/+*!/(!51+!(+Z5!01';5+$:!D1+!04(0+;5,!47!7#BBM!
$+&'5/4(,N! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,N! &/()#/,5/0! 1+*)+,N! $+&'5/=+! E'../()! */,5'(0+! '(*! 51+! (45/4(!
U+1/(*!51+!f/*+'&!;4/(5!.#&5/0$/5+$/'!';;$4'01gN!81/01!'$+!+Z;&'/(+*!'U4=+N!8/&&!U+!'*4;5+*!/(!
51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! 51+! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0LU',+*! ';;$4'01! 74$! 51+! +='&#'5/4(! '(*! ,+&+05/4(! 47!
,#,5'/('U&+!;$4*#05!/.;$4=+.+(5!'&5+$('5/=+,!/(!^1';5+$!c:!
D1+! (+Z5! ,#00++*/()! 01';5+$,! 04=+$! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! 51+! *+=+&4;+*! .+514*4&4)M! '(*!




7 Development of an Approach for the Selection of Sustainable 
Product System Improvement Concepts 
F(! 51/,! 01';5+$N! 51+! *+=+&4;+*! 04(0+;5#'&! .+514*4&4)M! /,! */,0#,,+*! /(! *+5'/&! '(*! /5,!
7$'.+84$-! /,!,148(!/(!>/)#$+!cLS:!D1/,!04(0+;5#'&!';;$4'01! /,! 740#,+*!4(!148!54!;4,,/U&M!
/(5+)$'5+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5MN! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! 148! 54! +.;&4M! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
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51+! U',+&/(+! 4$! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! 9#,#'&&M! $+7+$,! 54! 51+! 04.;'(Me,! +Z/,5/()! ;$4*#05<! 8/51!
$+,;+05! 54!+(=/$4(.+(5'&N! 04,5!'(*!m#'&/5M!',;+05,:!D1/,! /(74$.'5/4(! /,!4U5'/(+*! 51$4#)1! 51+!




'('&M,/,! '(*! 0&',,/7/0'5/4(! ,5+;,! 47! \^I! .+514*N! 81/01! /(! 5#$(! 8+$+! 4U5'/(+*! 7$4.! 51+!





























4(! 51+! 451+$! 1'(*N! /,! +Z5$'05+*! 7$4.! '!.4*/7/+*!E4#,+! 47!]#'&/5M! 9EJ]<!.+514*4&4)M:!I!
.4*/7/+*! EJ]! ;$40+*#$+! ;$4=/*+,! '! ,M,5+.'5/0! *+5+$./('5/4(! 47! $+&+='(5! m#'&/5M! $+&'5+*!
$+m#/$+.+(5,N!/.;4$5'(0+!47!51+,+!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!$+&'5/4(,1/;,!U+58++(!0#,54.+$,e!m#'&/5M!





51$4#)1! ,M,5+.'5/0! .+514*,! ,#01! ',! )$4#;! U$'/(,54$./():! K+Z5N! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! m#'&/5MN!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*! 04,5! 9]%^<! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! &/,5+*! ')'/(,5! 51+! ;$4;4,+*! 4;5/4(,! 74$!
;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(! 51+! ,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5! 04.;'$/,4(!.'5$/ZN! 81/01! /,! */,0#,,+*! /(!
,+05/4(,! c:b! '(*! c:c! /(! *+5'/&:! E48+=+$N! U+74$+! 4(+! 0'(! +='&#'5+! +'01! ,#,5'/('U&+!
/.;$4=+.+(5!;$4;4,'&!8/51!$+,;+05! 54!]%^!'55$/U#5+,N!4(+!1',!54!+,5/.'5+!7/$,5! 51+!+Z;+05+*!





51+!'&5+$('5/=+,!74$! /.;$4=+.+(5N! 51+!*+0/,/4(!.'-+$!4$! 51+!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!5+'.!9',!'!
814&+<!1',! 54!+='&#'5+!51+!/.;4$5'(0+!47! 51+!]%^!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!',,+,,!51+!0';'U/&/5M!47!
+'01!47! 51+!;$4;4,+*!,M,5+.!/.;$4=+.+(5!'&5+$('5/=+,!/(!.++5/()!+'01!]%^!$+m#/$+.+(5!UM!
#,/()! *+7/(+*! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,! 81/01! '$+! 7#&&M! */,0#,,+*! /(! ,+05/4(! c:c:! >#BBM!
&/()#/,5/0!';;$4'01!/,!+.;&4M+*!1+$+!U+0'#,+!47!51+!/.;$+0/,/4(!47!;+$5/(+(5!/(74$.'5/4(!'(*!
51+! #(0+$5'/(! ('5#$+! 47! 51+! +,5/.'5+*! 04,5,! '(*! +./,,/4(,! #,+*! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ;1',+! 47! 51+!
;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!>4$!51+!;#$;4,+!47!,+&+05/()!51+!4;5/.'&!,#,5'/('U&+!4;5/4(!74$!;$4*#05!
,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5N! 51+!;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! '&5+$('5/=+,! '$+! $'(-+*!+=+(5#'&&M!'004$*/()!
54!51+/$!$+&'5/=+!1'../()!*/,5'(0+,N!81/01!'$+!0'&0#&'5+*!51$4#)1!51+!#,+!47!'!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!
1+#$/,5/0! '&)4$/51.:! F(! 51+! 7/('&! ;1',+N! ,+(,/5/=/5M! '(*! ,5'5/,5/0'&! '('&M,+,! '$+! 04(*#05+*! 54!
04(7/$.! 51+! ;$+7+$+(0+! 4$! $'(-/()! 47! '&5+$('5/=+,! +,5'U&/,1+*! UM! 51+! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
.+514*4&4)M:!
 
7.1 Definition of Product and Process Structures and Functional Unit  
I,,#./()! 51'5! '! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! '(*! /5,! 04$$+,;4(*/()!.'(#7'05#$/()! ;$40+,,! 74$!
,#,5'/('U&+!/.;$4=+.+(5!'$+!'&$+'*M!,+&+05+*N!*+7/(/()!51+!$/)15!7#(05/4('&!#(/5!'(*!.'-/()!'!
04.;&+5+!*+,0$/;5/4(!47! 51+!;$4*#05!,5$#05#$+!47! 51+!,+&+05+*!$+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05!'$+!47!0$#0/'&!
/.;4$5'(0+! ;'$5/0#&'$&M! /(! 04(*#05/()! &/7+L0M0&+! '('&M,/,:! I! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5! /,! #,+*! ',! '!
7#(*'.+(5'&!U',/,!74$!'&&! 5M;+,!47!04.;'$/,4(,!U+58++(!'&5+$('5/=+,!9+:):! /&&#./('5+!'!VaL.V!














T:! &/7+! ,;'(! 9,14#&*! U+! &4()! +(4#)1! 54! +='&#'5+! */77+$+(0+,! /(! ;$4*#05! m#'&/5MN! 04,5,! '(*!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05,<!
`:! /(0&#*+!,+=+$'&!7#(05/4(,!/7!(+0+,,'$M!9+:):!&/)15!'(*!1+'5<!
I! ;$4*#05! ,5$#05#$+! /,! '! 8'M! 54! *+,0$/U+! 51+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /(! 5+$.,! 47! /5,! 7#(05/4(,! '(*!
04.;4(+(5,:!3+04.;4,/5/4(!47! 51+!;$4*#05! ,M,5+.!,14#&*!U+!*4(+! 54! '/*! /(! 51+! '('&M,/,!47!
.'/(!;$4*#05!04.;4(+(5,N! 7#(05/4(,!'(*!,;+0/7/0!$'8!.'5+$/'&,:!K4$.'&&MN! 51/,! /,!*4(+!8/51!
51+!1+&;!47!+Z/,5/()!;$4*#05!*$'8/(),!'(*!.'5+$/'&!&/,5,N!4$!51+!$+0+/;5,!47!01+./0'&!;$4*#05,:!
F7! 51+!.'5+$/'&! &/,5! 98/51! /5,!8+/)15!04.;4,/5/4(!47!*/77+$+(5!.'5+$/'&,<! /,!(45!'='/&'U&+N! 51+(!
51/,! ,14#&*! U+! )'51+$+*! UM! 8+/)1/()! 51+! */77+$+(5! 04.;4(+(5,! '(*! '&,4! UM! 04(5'05/()! 51+!
,#;;&/+$,!54!)+5!*+5'/&+*!/(74$.'5/4(!'U4#5!.'5+$/'&!04.;4,/5/4(:!!




S:! 4$/)/(! 47! */77+$+(5! .'5+$/'&,! '(*! */,5$/U#5/4(! U+58++(! ,#;;&/+$,! 74$! /.;4$5'(5! $'8!
.'5+$/'&,!904=+$/()!.4$+!51'(!SWr!47!545'&!.',,!47!51+!;$4*#05<!







D1+! 7/$,5! 51$++! 47! 51+! ;$+0+*/()! /(74$.'5/4(! '$+! (4$.'&&M! '='/&'U&+! /(! 51+! ;#$01',/()! '(*!
&4)/,5/0,! *+;'$5.+(5:! D1+! 74#$51! 4(+! /,! */77/0#&5! 54! '0m#/$+! U#5! ./)15! U+! 4U5'/(+*! 7$4.!
$+;$+,+(5'5/=+,! 47! ,+$=/0+N! 5+01(/0'&! ,#;;4$5! '(*!.'$-+5/()! *+;'$5.+(5,:! %Z'.;&+,! 47! 51+,+!





7.2 Life Cycle Assessment of Product Systems  






*'M,! 47! +774$5! $'51+$! 51'(! ,+=+$'&!.4(51,N! '(*! ;'$5/0#&'$&M! /5,! #,'U/&/5M! /(! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+!47!
;$4*#05!*+,/)(:!
>4$! 51+! ;$+,+(5! ;#$;4,+! 47! ,5$+'.&/(/()! 51+! \^I! '(*! /(0$+',/()! 84$-! +77/0/+(0MN! 51+!
74&&48/()! )#/*+&/(+,! '$+! ;$4;4,+*! 1+$+! 54! ,/.;&/7M! 51+! *'5'! )'51+$/()! 47! +./,,/4(,N! 8',5+!
,5$+'.,N!'(*!+(+$)M!04(,#.;5/4(,R!
S:! I,,#.+! (4! ;$4U&+.! 8/51! $+)'$*! 54! '&&40'5/4(! 81+(! ;$40+,,+,! 04(=+$5! ,+=+$'&! $'8!
.'5+$/'&,!/(54!,+=+$'&!+(*L;$4*#05,!'(*!UML;$4*#05,:!





81/01! /,! 0'&&+*! 1+$+! ',! f)$++(! 14#,+! g! 9',! ,148(! /(! >/)#$+! cLV<N! /,! #,+*! 54! 4$)'(/,+! 51+!
/(74$.'5/4(! )'51+$+*! 74$! 51+! *+5+$./('5/4(! 47! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! +./,,/4(,! '(*! 54! 0&',,/7M! 51+!
















Area 1: %(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! *+$/=+*! 7$4.! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!
0'5+)4$/+,! +,5'U&/,1+*! UM! /(=+(54$M! '(*! 0&',,/7/0'5/4(! ,5')+,! 47! \^I:! F.;'05!
0'5+)4$/+,! 04.;/&+! 51+! ;45+(5/'&! /.;'05,! 4(! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5! 0'#,+*! UM! 51+!
/(*/=/*#'&! +./,,/4(,! '(*!04(,#.;5/4(,! '(*! $+7&+05! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;$4U&+.,:!>4$!
+Z'.;&+N! GJZ! +./,,/4(! 04(5$/U#5+,! 54! 51+! /.;'05! 0'5+)4$M! 47! '0/*/7/0'5/4(!




/.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! .'5$/Z! 9$+&'5/4(,1/;! .'5$/Z<! /,! *+,0$/U+*! ',! 51+! *+)$++! 47!
04(5$/U#5/4(! 47! '! 0+$5'/(! +./,,/4(! 54! '! 0+$5'/(! /.;'05! 0'5+)4$M:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! /(!
























Area 5R! D1+! 5$/'()#&'$! 54;!;4$5/4(! /(! 51+! 'U4=+!14#,+!./)15! $+;$+,+(5! 51+! 04$$+&'5/4(!4$!
5$'*+L477,!4(!51+!$+*#05/4(,!'.4()!+./,,/4(,!'(*!+(+$)M!04(,#.;5/4(,:!D1/,!'$+'!






+(=/$4(.+(5'&! +Z;+$5,:! D1+! 5'$)+5! ,;+0/7/0'5/4(,! '$+! 51+! $+,#&5,! 47! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! U+(01.'$-/()!47! +./,,/4(!4$! 04(,#.;5/4(!='&#+,! 74$! 51+!4;5/4(,!
04(,/*+$+*!U#5!'&5+$('5/=+&MN!+./,,/4(! &/./5,! 74$!8'5+$N! '/$N! '(*! &'(*!',!;$4=/*+*!
UM! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ')+(0/+,! 04#&*! '&,4! U+! #,+*! /7! '='/&'U&+:! D1+! $'(-/()! 47! 51+!
+./,,/4(,!'(*!04(,#.;5/4(,!/,!U',+*!4(!51+!0'&0#&'5/4(!47!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05!
;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+:!%(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! /,! +m#'&! 54! 51+!
;$4*#05! 47! (4$.'&/,+*! 8+/)15! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! 51+!
(4$.'&/,+*!/.;'05!;45+(5/'&!7'054$:!D1+(N!74$!+'01!04&#.(N!51+!='&#+,!'$+!'**+*!54!
)+5! 51+! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! +./,,/4(,! 4$! 04(,#.;5/4(,! 54! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5N!81/01!,+$=+,!',!'!U',/,!74$!$'(-/():!D1+!)$+'5+$!51+!/.;'05!;45+(5/'&!
/.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! +./,,/4(N! 51+! .4$+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! 0$/5/0'&! /5! /,! '(*! 51#,N! /5!
,14#&*!U+!'**$+,,+*!/..+*/'5+&M:!






7.3 Life Cycle Cost Accounts of Product System 
K4$.'&&M! /(=+,5.+(5,! /(! .'01/(+$/+,! '(*! +m#/;.+(5,! '$+! ,#U[+05+*! 54! +04(4./0! '('&M,+,!
4=+$!'! &4()!;+$/4*!47! 5/.+N!+:):!SW!M+'$,!47!4;+$'5/4(:!E48+=+$N! 51/,! /,!,+&*4.!4$!(+=+$! 51+!
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>/$,5N! 51+! '('&M,/,! 54!U+!04(*#05+*! /,! $+&'5+*! 54!'! ,;+0/7/0!;$4*#05N!81/01!(4$.'&&M! /(=4&=+,!







#,+*! 1+$+! 74$! 51+! $+',4(! 51'5! /5! /,! 4(&M! /(5+(*+*! 1+$+! 54! ,148! 51+! 04,5,! $+&'5+*! 54! ,;+0/7/0!
;$4*#05!,M,5+.,! /(!'! &/7+!0M0&+!;+$,;+05/=+N!'(*!(45! 54!'*[#,5! 54! 7'054$,!,#01!',!*+;$+0/'5/4(!
'(*!5'Z!,M,5+.,:!3+;$+0/'5/4(!/,!/(*/$+05&M!4$!/.;&/0/5&M!$+&'5+*!54!(+5!;$+,+(5!='&#+!oQ+$$M!'(*!
2$++(N! S__cN! ;;:! _:cL_:Yp:! F7! 51+! *+;$+0/'5/4(! /,! *+7/(+*! ',! 5'Z! '&&48'(0+N! 51+(! 51+! '((#'&!
5'Z'U&+! /(04.+! /,! $+*#0+*! UM! 51/,! *+;$+0/'5/4(! 01'$)+!81/01! 1',! 51+! +77+05! 47! $+*#0/()! 51+!
'((#'&!'.4#(5!47!5'Z!;'M'U&+:!F7!51+!*+;$+0/'5/4(!/,!04(,/*+$+*!54!U+!'!.'(#7'05#$/()!04,5!/(!
51+! ,'.+!8'M!',! &'U4$!04,5!4$! $'8!.'5+$/'&,!04,5N! 51+(! 51/,!*+;$+0/'5/4(!01'$)+! /,! /.;&/0/5&M!
'004#(5+*!/(!51+!0'&0#&'5/4(!47!(+5!;$+,+(5!='&#+:!>4#$51N!/5!/,!',,#.+*!1+$+!51'5!/(7&'5/4(!$'5+!
'(*!$+(5!'$+!/(!U'&'(0+!8/514#5!0'&0#&'5/()!'!(+5!;$+,+(5!='&#+!47!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!0',1!7&48,:!
D1+! .4*/7/+*! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5! +='&#'5/4(! 74$! 51+! #,+$,! ,14#&*! ;$4=/*+! /(74$.'5/4(! 74$! 51+!
;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!5+'.!4(!81/01!,M,5+.!;$40+,,+,!'(*!04.;4(+(5,!51'5!'$+!.4$+!04,5&M!54!
51+!0#,54.+$,:!C(48/()!51+,+!04,5&M!;$40+,,+,!'(*!04.;4(+(5,N!/.;$4=+.+(5,!0'(!U+!)+'$+*!
548'$*,! /(0$+',/()! 51+! &/7+!0M0&+!04.;+5/5/=+(+,,!47! 51+!;$4*#0+$:! !E48+=+$N! /5! /,!0'#5/4(+*!





















7.4 Customers’ Product Quality Requirements of Reference Product System 
D1+!#&5/.'5+!$+',4(!74$!0#,54.+$,!54!U#M!'!;$4*#05!/,!51'5!51+!;$4*#05!7#&7/&,!.4$+!4$!&+,,!8+&&!
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!
D1+!*+,0$/;5/4(,!47!51+!'$+',!/(!51+!'U4=+!7/)#$+!'$+!',!74&&48,R!
• Area 1! /(0&#*+,! 51+! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9^H<! 4$)'(/,+*! /(54! ';;$4;$/'5+!
0&',,/7/0'5/4(,:!^H,!'$+!51+!;$4*#05e,!$+m#/$+.+(5,!/(!0#,54.+$e,!5+$.,:!D1+!,5$#05#$+!







































• Area 3! /,! 51+! $+&'5/4(,1/;!.'5$/Z:!J(+!.'M!'*4;5!+, o,! '(*!–! ,/)(,! 54!,M.U4&/,+! 51+!
$+&'5/4(,1/;! U+58++(! 51+! 0#,54.+$,e! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! 51+! 5+01(/0'&! ;$4*#05!
04.;4(+(5,:! D1+! ;&#,! ,/)(! 9+<! .+'(,! ;4,/5/=+! $+&'5/4(! '(*! 51'5! 51+! m#'&/5M!
/.;$4=+.+(5! /(! ;$4*#05! 04.;4(+(5,! '(*s4$! ;$40+,,+,! 04(5$/U#5+,! ;4,/5/=+&M! 54! 51+!
,'5/,7'05/4(!47!0#,54.+$,e! $+m#/$+.+(5:!D1+!B+$4! 9o<! ,/)(!,M.U4&/,+,! 51'5! 51+$+! /,!(4!
$+&'5/4(,1/;!+Z/,5,!4$!51+!$+&'5/4(,1/;!/,!8+'-:!D1+!./(#,!,/)(!9-<!$+;$+,+(5,!(+)'5/=+!
$+&'5/4(! '(*! 51'5! 51+! m#'&/5M! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(! ;$4*#05! 04.;4(+(5,! '(*! ;$40+,,+,!
04(5$/U#5+,!(+)'5/=+&M!54!51+!,'5/,7'05/4(!47!0#,54.+$,e!$+m#/$+.+(5:!!!
• Area 4!;$4=/*+,!51+!8+/)15,!4$!/.;4$5'(0+!47!51+!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!E+$+N!4(+!.'M!'*4;5!








• Area 6 /(=4&=+,!51+!*+5+$./('5/4(!47!04.;4(+(5,e!5+01(/0'&!$'5/(),:!D1/,!8/&&!;$4=/*+!
/(74$.'5/4(!4(!81/01!;'$5,!47!51+!;$4*#05!,5$#05#$+!04(5$/U#5+!,/)(/7/0'(5&M!54!;$4*#05!
,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5,! '(*! +=+(5#'&&M! 54! 51+! ,'5/,7'05/4(! 47! 51+! .4,5! /.;4$5'(5!
0#,54.+$!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!>4$!51+!0'&0#&'5/4(!47!5+01(/0'&!$'5/()N!4(+!.'M!$+;&'0+!51+!+ 
sign by!_N!o sign with 3!'(*!– sign with 1! 51'5!'$+!#,+*!/(!51+!$+&'5/4(,1/;!.'5$/Z!,4!
51'5! 4(+! 0'(! )+5! 51+! 5+01(/0'&! $'5/()! 47! '! ;$4*#05! 04.;4(+(5! 8/51! $+)'$*! 54! '&&!






D1+! .4,5! /.;4$5'(5! /(74$.'5/4(! 4#5! 47! 51/,! 7/)#$+! /,! 51+! &/,5! 47! 0#,54.+$,e! m#'&/5M!
$+m#/$+.+(5,!51'5!(++*!54!U+!/(0&#*+*!/(!51+!,#,5'/('U&+!04(0+;5!04.;'$/,4(!.'5$/Z!4$!14#,+N!






7.5 Generation of Proposed Alternatives for System Improvement  
I75+$!,+0#$/()!51+!/(74$.'5/4(!4(!51+!/.;4$5'(5!+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5!/,,#+,!47!51+!
$+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.N! 51+! 0$4,,L7#(05/4('&! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! ,14#&*!
,M,5+.'5/0'&&M!,+'$01!74$!/*+',!54!/.;$4=+!51+!U',+&/(+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!/(!'!,#,5'/('U&+!U',/,:!
D1+$+! '$+!.'(M! 5+01(/m#+,! '='/&'U&+! 74$! 51+! 5+'.! 54! 1+&;! ,5/.#&'5+! 51+! 0$+'5/=+! ',;+05,! 47!
*+,/)(!84$-!,#01!',!U$'/(!8$/5/()N!3+&;1/!.+514*N!,/.#&'5/4(N!$4&+!;&'M/()!'(*!U$'/(,54$./()!
oK'*&+$! q! E/U/(4N! S__`n! H40174$*N! S__Sn! A$U'(! +5! '&:N! S__TN! SSYLSVcp:! F(! 51/,! 84$-N!
U$'/(,54$./()!/,!#,+*!U+0'#,+!/5!/,!'!04..4(!544&!74$!*4/()!0$+'5/=+!5',-,!/(!.'(#7'05#$/()!
4$)'(/,'5/4(,N! ,#01! ',! *+=+&4;/()! ;$4*#05,N! 4=+$1'#&/()! U#,/(+,,! ,M,5+.,! '(*! /.;$4=/()!
.'(#7'05#$/():!F5!0'(!'&,4!U+!=+$M!+77+05/=+!74$!)+(+$'5/()!m#/0-&M!'!&'$)+!(#.U+$!47!/*+',!',!
&4()!',!;+4;&+!'$+!,5/.#&'5+*:!!
D4! ',,/,5! .+.U+$,! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! 54! 04(*#05! '! U$'/(,54$./()! ;$40+,,!
,M,5+.'5/0'&&MN!51+!74&&48/()!,5+;,!'$+!$+04..+(*+*:!
S:! Q'$5/0/;'(5,!/(!'!;$4[+05!5+'.!98/51!0$4,,L7#(05/4('&!U'0-)$4#(*,!'(*!+Z;+$5/,+<!8$/5+!
51+/$! /*+',! /(! '! (45+U44-! *#$/()! 51+! ;+$/4*! U+58++(! 51+! ;$4[+05!.++5/()! 981+(! 51+!
5'$)+5,! 8+$+! +,5'U&/,1+*! '(*! '$+',! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5,! *+7/(+*<N! '(*! 51+! 7/$,5! /*+'!
)+(+$'5/4(!.++5/()n!
V:! P$'/(,54$./()! ,14#&*! U+! #,+*! /(! 51+! ;$4[+05! .++5/()! 54! )+(+$'5+! ',! .'(M! /*+',! ',!
;4,,/U&+! '(*! 0$/5/0/,.,! ,14#&*! U+! '=4/*+*:! D1+! U$'/(,54$./()! 5+01(/m#+! 04#&*! ,5'$5!





• 04(0+;5,! 81/01! '$+! ;4,,/U&+! 54! /.;&+.+(5! /(! '! (+8! ;$4*#05! U#5! (++*! 5+01(4&4)/0'&!
$+,+'$01!74$!=+$/7/0'5/4(n!'(*!












7.6 Sustainable Concept Comparison House or Matrix 
I75+$! -(48/()! 51+! m#'&/5MN! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,! /(0&#*/()! 51+! ;$4;4,+*!
04(0+;5,!74$!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!/.;$4=+.+(5N!'!f,#,5'/('U&+!04(0+;5!04.;'$/,4(!14#,+g!,#01!',!
/(! >/)#$+! cL`! 0'(! U+! 04(,5$#05+*:! D1/,! 14#,+! '/*,! 54! 7'0/&/5'5+! 51+! 04(*#05! /(! .'-/()! '(!
+='&#'5/4(!47!51+!4;5/4(,!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!8/51!$+,;+05!54!0$/5/0'&!+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5M!'(*!
04,5! 0$/5+$/'! '(*! 54! 7/('&&M! 0144,+! 51+! 4;5/.'&! 4$! U+,5! ,#,5'/('U&+! 4;5/4(! 74$! ,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5:! D1+! 5+$.! f14#,+g! '(*! f.'5$/Zg! '$+! #,+*! 1+$+! /(5+$01'()+'U&M:! D1+! /*+'! 47!
*+=+&4;/()! 51/,! 14#,+! /,! '*';5+*! 7$4.! 51+! E4#,+! 47! ]#'&/5M! 04(0+;5:! E48+=+$N! U+74$+!
;$40++*/()! 54! +='&#'5+! 51+! ,#,5'/('U&+! 4;5/4(,N! /5! /,! U+55+$! 54! 1'=+! $4#)1! +,5/.'5+,! 47! 51+!
+./,,/4(,N!04(,#.;5/4(,!'(*!04,5!;$47/&+,!47!51+!;$4;4,+*!;$4*#05!/.;$4=+.+(5!'&5+$('5/=+,!

























































































































• Area 2! ;$4=/*+,! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! 51'5! 8+$+!
)+(+$'5+*!UM!U$'/(,54$./()!;$40+,,n!
• Area 3! /,!51+!0';'U/&/5M!'$$'MN!81/01!$+;$+,+(5,!51+!+77+05/=+(+,,!47!'(!4;5/4(!74$!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 54! .++5! +'01! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! +04(4./0!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! 04(,/*+$+*:!D1+!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.!,14#&*!.'-+! /(5+&&/)+(5!
+='&#'5/4(,! 51$4#)1! 51+! #,+! 47! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 47! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+! t




• Area 4! /,! 51+! /.;4$5'(0+! =+054$N! 81/01! ;$4=/*+,! 51+! 8+/)15,! 47! 51+! 0$/5/0'&!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! 8/51! 51+! #,+! 47! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 47! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+! t!
IMPORTANCE:! D1/,! /,! '&,4! */,0#,,+*! /(! *+5'/&! /(! ,+05/4(! c:c:! D1+!8+/)15,! '$+!
',,#.+*!54!U+!;$4=/*+*!UM!51+!*+0/,/4(!.'-+$!4$!51+!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!5+'.:!
• Area 5!/,!51+!5$/'()#&'$!,1';+*L04$$+&'5/4(!.'5$/ZN!81/01!$+7+$,!54!51+!5$'*+L477,!4$!
,M(+$)M! U+58++(! ]%^! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 74$! 51+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5:! E+$+N!
4(+!.'M!#,+!$! 54! /(*/0'5+! ,5$4()!04(7&/05N!%! 74$!8+'-+$!04(7&/05,N!!! 74$!,5$4()!
,M(+$)M!'(*!#!8+'-+$! ,M(+$)M:!D1/,!'$+'! /,! /(5+$+,5/()!U+0'#,+! 51/,!8/&&!;$4=/*+!
51+!04(7&/05,!4$!,M(+$)/+,!U+58++(!$+m#/$+.+(5,N!81/01!/,!4(+!47!51+!01'$'05+$/,5/0,!
47! ;$4U&+.,! ,4&=+*! UM!.#&5/L0$/5+$/'!.+514*4&4)/+,:!E48+=+$N! /(! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(!
,+05/4(!47! 51/,!.+514*4&4)MN! 51/,!84#&*!(45!U+! /(0&#*+*!U+0'#,+! 51+!(++*+*!*'5'!
74$!51/,!',;+05!/,!(45!'='/&'U&+:!!
• Area 6! )/=+,! 51+! 4=+$'&&! $'(-/()! 47! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! +/51+$!
&/()#/,5/0'&&M! 4$! UM! 0'&0#&'5/()! 51+! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()! */,5'(0+! #,/()! '! 7#BBM!
&/()#/,5/0!'&)4$/51.!*/,0#,,+*!U+&48:!
!
7.7 Evaluation and Selection of Options for Improvement Using Fuzzy 
Linguistic Approach 
J(+!*/77/0#&5M! +(04#(5+$+*! /(! 51+! ;$+,+(5!84$-! /,! 51+! &'0-! 47! ;$+0/,+! /(74$.'5/4(! 'U4#5! 51+!
;+$74$.'(0+!47!;$4;4,+*!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!/.;$4=+.+(5!04(0+;5,!'5!51+!+'$&M!;1',+!47!;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5:! D1/,! ,14$504./()! 1',! U++(! 0&+'$&M! ;4/(5+*! 4#5! /(! 51+! ;$+=/4#,! 01';5+$,:!D1/,!
/('*+m#'5+!/(74$.'5/4(!/(!51+!/*+'!;1',+N!81+$+!.4,5!47!*+,/)(!',;+05,!8/51!$+,;+05!54!04,5N!
m#'&/5M! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! 04(,/*+$+*N! 04#&*! '77+05! 51+! *+0/,/4(! 4(!81/01!
4;5/4(!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!54!U+!;#$,#+*!4$!7#$51+$!*+;&4M+*!/(!,#00++*/()!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!
,5')+,:!F5! /,!'*=/,'U&+!51+(!51'5!/.;$4=+.+(5!/(!51+!$+&/'U/&/5M!'(*!m#'(5/5M!47!/(74$.'5/4(!54!
,#;;4$5! *+0/,/4(L.'-/()! /,! (+0+,,'$M:! E48+=+$N! 54! &+,,+(! 51+! *+;+(*+(0M! 74$! '00#$'5+!





51+! ;$+,+(5! ,5#*M! 51'5! '! m#'&/5'5/=+! 4$! ,+./Lm#'(5/5'5/=+! ';;$4'01! ,#01! ',! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
.+514*! 951'5! 0'(! 1'(*&+! /.;$+0/,/4(! /(=4&=+*! /(! *'5'! /(;#5,N! /(74$.'5/4(N! '(*! +,5/.'5+,<!
,14#&*!U+!#,+*:!
I,!51+!;$+=/4#,!01';5+$!+Z;&'/(+*N!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!.4*+&,!;+$./5!51+!5$'(,&'5/4(!47!&/()#/,5/0!
5+$.,! /(54! (#.+$/0'&! 4(+,:! F(! 51/,! ,5#*MN! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! .4*+&,! *+'&! m#'(5/5'5/=+&M! 8/51!
/.;$+0/,/4(!/(!51+!+Z;$+,,/4(!47! 51+!Importance 47!+'01!$+m#/$+.+(5!4$!'55$/U#5+!,5$'5+)/0!54!
51+! 7/$.e,! ;&'(! 74$! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! '(*! 51+! Capability! 47! +'01! 4;5/4(! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(!
'**$+,,/()!+'01!,5$'5+)/0!'55$/U#5+:!D1'5!/,N!51+!CapabilityN!4$!EffectivenessN!47!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+!









I,,#./()! 51'5! 4(+! 1',! '&$+'*M! '! 04.;&+5+! ,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5! 04.;'$/,4(!14#,+!4$!.'5$/Z!
,#01!',!D'U&+!YLc!74$!51+!0',+!,5#*MN!51+!;$4U&+.!(48!/,!148!51+!.4,5!,#/5'U&+!'(*!4;5/.'&!
4;5/4(! 74$! ,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! 7$4.! '.4()! 514,+! '='/&'U&+! 8/&&! U+!
,+&+05+*:! F(! ';;&M/()! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! U',+*! ';;$4'01! 54! 51+! +='&#'5/4(! 47! 4;5/4(,! 74$!
/.;$4=+.+(5!74$!*+,/)(!74$!,#,5'/('U/&/5MN!584!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!(++*!54!U+!*+7/(+*R!
X =&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!81/01!/,!0'&&+* ” Importance”, '(* 
Y = &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!81/01!/,!0'&&+* ” Capability” 
I! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+! /,! '! ='$/'U&+! 51'5! '*./5,! ',! ='&#+! 84$*,! 4$! ,+(5+(0+,! 47! '! ('5#$'&!
&'()#')+N! 81/01! 0'(! U+! $+;$+,+(5+*! ',! 7#BBM! ,+5,:! D4! #(*+$,5'(*! +',/&M! 51+! (45/4(! 47! '!
&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+N!$+)'$*!/5!+/51+$!',!'!='$/'U&+!814,+!(#.+$/0'&!='&#+,!'$+!7#BBM!(#.U+$,!4$!
',! '!='$/'U&+!81+$+! 51+! $'()+!47!81/01! /,!(45!*+7/(+*!UM!(#.+$/0'&!='&#+,!U#5!UM! &/()#/,5/0!
5+$.,:!3/,0#,,/4(!4(!51+!U',/0!04(0+;5,!47!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!0'(!U+!74#(*!/(!,+05/4(!
b:a:! D1+! #,+! 47! 51+! *+7/(+*! 584! &/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,! '&&48,! 51+! *+,/)(! +()/(++$N! '('&M,5N!
*+0/,/4(!.'-+$!4$! 51+!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.!54!,;+0/7M! 51+!Importance!',,40/'5+*!8/51!
51+! 0$/5+$/'! 4$! '55$/U#5+N! i (i =1,…m)! 04..4(! 54! '&&! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5N! '(*! 51+!
Capability! 47! +'01! 4;5/4(! 9;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! '&5+$('5/=+<N! j (j=1,…n)! 54! .++5! +'01!
0$/5+$/4(!4$!'55$/U#5+N! iN! 74$! 51+!+=+(5#'&!,#,5'/('U/&/5M!)4'&!47! 51+!4$)'(/,'5/4(:!>4$!+Z'.;&+N!




average! /(! /5,! 'U/&/5M! 54!.++5! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5!47! f$+*#0+*!'0/*/7/0'5/4(!;45+(5/'&gN!81/01! /,!




7.7.1 Generation of Membership Functions 
P+74$+!;$40++*/()!54!$+&'5+!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!X!'(*!YN!&+5!#,!+Z;&4$+!51+!;4,,/U/&/5/+,!/(!
)+(+$'5/()!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,:!G#;;4,+!M (x)!4$!M (y)! /,!*+7/(+*!',!'!,+.'(5/0!$#&+!9,++!
,+05/4(!b:a:V!74$!7#$51+$!+Z;&'('5/4(<!74$!',,40/'5/()!'!.+'(/()!47!+'01!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!9+:):!
0$/5/0'&!4$!,#;+$/4$<!74$!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!X or Y $+,;+05/=+&MN!'(*!/,N!/5,+&7N!'!7#BBM!,#U,+5!47!
51+!+(5/$+!,+5!951+!#(/=+$,+!47!*/,04#$,+<N!U=[0,1]N!8$/55+(!',!
81+$+R!
<9<9 xxM uµ l!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!9!4$!)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;!74$!'!,;+0/7/0!='&#+!47!ux<!47!
ux!/(!M(x)!n!>4$!+Z'.;&+N!µM(critical) (0.1) = 0;!
<9<9 xxM uµ l!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!9!4$!)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;!74$!'!,;+0/7/0!='&#+!47!uy<!47!
uy!/(!M(y<!n!>4$!+Z'.;&+N!µM (superior) (0.2) =0;!
ux!l!,;+0/7/0!(#.+$/0'&!='&#+!/(!U!8/51!$+,;+05!54!x!9+:):!W:S<!
uyl,;+0/7/0!(#.+$/0'&!='&#+!/(!U!8/51!$+,;+05!54!y!9+:):!W:V<!
>4$!+Z'.;&+N! { }9 <9 < N W:S9W:S<M criticalM critical critical Uµ= ∈ :!
I5!;$+,+(5N! 51+$+! /,!(45!M+5!'!8+&&L+,5'U&/,1+*!,5'(*'$*!,+5!47!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!4$!+=+(!
.+514*! 74$! )+(+$'5/()! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,:! G+=+$'&! $+,+'$01+$,! (48'*'M,! '$+! 0#$$+(5&M!
#,/()! 5$';+B4/*'&! 4$! 5$/'()#&'$! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 74$! 51+! ,4&+! ;#$;4,+! 47! $+*#0/()! 51+!
'.4#(5!47!04.;#5'5/4('&!+774$5!'(*!74$!+',+!74$!*'5'!'0m#/,/5/4(:!E48+=+$N!/(!$+'&!,/5#'5/4(,N!
.4,5! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 47! 7#BBM! (#.U+$,! '$+! (4(L&/(+'$! oC'(*+&N! S_YbN! ;;:bLcn!
C'$848,-/N!O'$+-!q!J,5',B+8,-/N!S_Y_N!;;:!S`SLSa`p:!C'(*+&!oS_YbN!;:bp!,#))+,5+*!51'5!/5!
/,!04(=+(/+(5!54!+Z;$+,,!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!'!7#BBM!,#U,+5!47!51+!$+'&!&/(+!/(!5+$.,!47!







9 < N 9 < 9`T<
9 < N 9 < 9``<
M x x x
M y y y
M x x u u U










D1+! ;$/.'$M! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 47! X 9+:):! 0$/5/0'&, important, unimportant<! '(*! 47! Y 9+:):!
,#;+$/4$N! '=+$')+N! ;44$<! 54)+51+$! 8/51! 51+/$! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! /(! */,0$+5/,+*! 74$.! 94$!
)$'*+,!47!.+.U+$,1/;!'5!,+&+05+*!#Z!4$!#M!∈ !oWNSp<N!'$+!;$+,+(5+*!/(!D'U&+,!cLS!'(*!cLV!U+&48:!
D1+,+! ;$/.'$M! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! ',!8+&&! ',! 51+! (#.+$/0'&! ='&#+,! 47!ux '(*!uy!8+$+! ,+&+05+*!
'$U/5$'$/&M!'(*!'$+!(45!/(5+(*+*!54!U+!$/)4$4#,!,;+0/7/0'5/4(,!74$!+=+$M!'('&M,/,:!>4$!+Z'.;&+N!
/(!D'U&+!cLSN! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!ux! /(! 51+!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+N!CriticalN! /,!+Z;$+,,+*!/(!
5+$.,!47!S!h!SS!$48!=+054$!47!(#.U+$,!4$!)$'*+,!47!.+.U+$,1/;!,#01!',!,148(!/(!+m#'5/4(!
9`a<:!!
[ ]9 < W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:Wa W:Sa W:YW S:W 9`a<9 <xM Critical uµ = !
D'U&+!cLS! ^4.;'5/U/&/5M!9O+.U+$,1/;<!>#(05/4(,!47!Q$/.'$M!\/()#/,5/0!d'&#+,!74$!X!l!
F.;4$5'(0+!
Selected values of ux                        
Linguistic 
Value, x 
0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:Wa! W:Sa! W:YW! S:W!
W:W! W:SW! W:Va! W:ca! W:_W! S:W! W:_W! W:ca! W:Va! W:SW! W:W!
Critical 
Important 
Unimportant S:W! W:YW! W:`W! W:VW! W:Wa! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W!
!
G/./&'$&MN! /(! D'U&+! cLVN! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 47!uy! /(! 51+! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+N!SuperiorN! /,!
+Z;$+,,+*!/(!5+$.,!47!S!h!SS!$48!=+054$!47!(#.U+$,!4$!)$'*+,!47!.+.U+$,1/;!,#01!',!,148(!
/(!+m#'5/4(!9`b<:!
[ ]9 < W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:SW W:TW W:_W S:W 9`b<9 <yM Superior uµ = !
D'U&+!cLV! ^4.;'5/U/&/5M!9O+.U+$,1/;<!>#(05/4(,!47!Q$/.'$M!\/()#/,5/0!d'&#+,!74$!Yl!
^';'U/&/5M!
Selected Values of uy                    
Linguistic 
value, y 
0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
Superior W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:SW! W:TW! W:_W! S:W!
Average W:W! W:Wa! W:SW! W:Ta! W:YW! S:W! W:YW! W:Ta! W:SW! W:Wa! W:W!
Poor S:W! W:YW! W:`W! W:VW! W:Wa! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W!
!
F(! '**/5/4(! 54! 51+!*+7/(+*!;$/.'$M! &/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47!X! '(*!Y!;$+,+(5+*! /(!D'U&+,!cLS!'(*!!!!
cLVN!/5!/,!',,#.+*!51'5!(+)'5/4(N!4$!‘not’N!'(*!04((+05/=+,!9+:):!uand’!'(*!‘or’)n!'(*!&/()#/,5/0!
1+*)+,! 9+:):N! indeed, very, more or less, above<! +Z/,5:! D1+,+! &/()#/,5/0! 4;+$'54$,! 74$.! (+8!




04.;4,/5+! &/()#/,5/0! 5+$.,:!>4$!+Z'.;&+N!very important! /,!'! $+,#&5! 7$4.!51+!04.;4,/5/4(!47!
51+!hedge “very”!'(*!51+!;$/.'$M!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!“important”.!
O+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 47! 04.;4,/5+! &/()#/,5/0! 5+$.,!.'M! U+! 04(,5$#05+*! 7$4.! 51+! ;$/.'$M!
&/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 8/51! 51+! #,+! 47! 1+*)+,N! 04((+05/=+,N! '(*! 4;+$'54$,! 51'5!./)15! /(0&#*+! 51+!
';;$4Z/.'5+! 74$.#&',! ',! ,148(! U+&48:! D1+,+! +m#'5/4(,! '$+! U',+*! 7$4.! 51+! 04(0+;5,! 47!
*/&'5/4(N!04(0+(5$'5/4(N!04.;&+.+(5'5/4(!'(*!04(5$',5!/(5+(,/7/0'5/4(N!81/01!8+$+!/(5$4*#0+*!
/(! 51+! 84$-,! 47! "'*+1! oS_cb! q! S_capN! 81/01! 8',! */,0#,,+*! /(! ,+05/4(! b:a:T! /(! *+5'/&:!





9 < 9 <
9 < V
9 < 9 <
V W W:a
n 9 < 9`c<
S V S W:a S:W
M Critical M Critical
M x x
M Critical M Critical
for





 ≤ ≤= = 
 − − < ≤
!
( )W:a9 < 9 < 9 <n 9 < N W S:W 9`Y<M x x M Critical M Criticalx More or less Critical u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤ !
( )V9 < 9F. 5'( < 9F. 5'( <F. 5'( n 9 < N W S:W 9`_<M x x M por t M por tx Very por t u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤ !
( )W:a9 < 9F. 5'( < 9F. 5'( <F. 5'( N 9 < N W S:W 9aW<M x x M por t M por tx More or less por t u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤ !
9 < 9F. 5'( < 9F. 5'( <5'( N 9 < S N W S:W 9aS<M x x M por t M por tx Not impor t u forµ µ µ= = − ≤ ≤ !
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
V
9 < 9 <
9 < V
9 < 9 <
V N W W:a aV
N 9 <
S V S N W:a S:W aT
M Superior M Superior
M y y
M Superior M Superior
for





 ≤ ≤= = 
 − − < ≤
( ) ( )W:a9 < 9 < 9 <N 9 < N W S:W a`M y y M Superior M Superiory More or less Superior u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤ !
( ) ( )S:a9 < 9 < 9 <N 9 < W S:W aaM y y M Average M Averagey Above Average u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤
( )W:a9 < 9 < 9 <N 9 < W S:W 9ab<M y y M Average M Averagey Below Average u forµ µ µ= = ≤ ≤
( ) V9 < 9 < 9 <N N W S:W 9ac<M y y M Poor M Poory Very Poor u forµ µ µ = = ≤ ≤  !









Selected Values of ux Linguistic 
value, x 
0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
Indeed 
critical 




W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:VV! W:T_! W:Y_! S:W!
Very 
important 




W:W! W:TV! W:aW! W:Yc! W:_a! S:W! W:_a! W:Yc! W:aW! W:TV! W:W!
Not 
Important 

















51+! 1+#$/,5/0! '&)4$/51.! ;$4;4,+*! /(! 51/,! 84$-:! I**/5/4('&&MN! 51+! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! '$+!
+Z;$+,,+*! 1+$+! /(! 51+! 74$.!47! +/51+$! ',! =+054$! 4$!.'5$/Z!47!(#.U+$,! $'51+$! 51'(! ',! '! ,/()&+!
='&#+!',!,148(!/(!51+!(+Z5!,+05/4(:!
Selected Values of uy Linguistic 
value, y 
0.0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.0 
Indeed 
Superior 




W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:W! W:TV! W:aa! W:_a! S:W!
Above 
average 
W:W! W:WS! W:WT! W:VS! W:cV! S:W! W:cV! W:VS! W:WT! W:WS! W:W!
Below 
average 
W:W! W:VV! W:TV! W:a_! W:Y_! S:W! W:Y_! W:a_! W:TV! W:VV! W:W!




7.7.2 Relating Two Fuzzy Linguistic Variables 
I75+$!*+7/(/()!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!47!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47!X!'(*!Y 54!U+!#,+*N!&+5e,!
04=+$! U$/+7&M! 51+! .+514*4&4)M! 74$! ,4&=/()! U',/0! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(! +m#'5/4(,! ',! ;$4;4,+*! UM!
G'(01+B! oS_cbp! 81+$+! 1+! *+7/(+*! 51+! 7#BBM! ,+5,! ',! .';;/(),! 7$4.! ,+5,! /(54! 04.;&+5+!
P$4#8+$/'(! &'55/0+,:! E/,! .+514*4&4)MN! 81/01! /,! 4$/)/('&&M! U',+*! #;4(! 51+! .'ZL./(!
04.;4,/5/4(N! /,!'*';5+*!/(!51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47! 51+!1+#$/,5/0!'&)4$/51.!74$!$+&'5/()!584!7#BBM!
















>4$!+Z'.;&+N! [ ] [ ]LS$  d+$M F.;4$5'(5Z M/ [/
Above Average= !
Θ !!!!l!04.;4,/5+!7#BBM!$+&'5/4('&!4;+$'54$!*+7/(+*!,#01!51'5!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!51+!
04.;4,/5+!7#BBM!$+&'5/4(!47! S−jiy '(*! /Z !/,R!
!
( ) ( )SN N 9a_<9 < S 9 < 9 <9 <x yu u u u u uM r x y M y y M x xM y xx y ji iji ii ji
µ µ µ µ
 


























9 < uM y y
ji
µ  −   






xM <9µ ! ! ! !l!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!ux!/(!M (xi) 9/(!51+!74$.!47!1 X q!$48!
! ! ! ! =+054$!47!(#.U+$,!4$!)$'*+,!47!.+.U+$,1/;<!






y '(* xi!!9p X q!.'5$/Z<!'$+!*+5+$./(+*!',!74&&48,R!
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
S
9 < 9 <
S
9 <9 < 9 <
SNS 9bW<9 < 9 <
yM y xM xji i







M y y M x x












( )S9 <M y yji u
pa
µ −










( )9 <M x xi u
qa
µ






p=1,…rth rows; q=1,…cth columns!
!
















u u Min u u









4$! '&5+$('5/=+&MN! +Z;$+,,+*! /(! 5+$.,! 47! 51+! +&+.+(5,! 47! 51+! .'5$/0+,! 4(! 51+! $/)15! ,/*+! 47!
+m#'5/4(!9bS<N 
{ } ( )9 < 9 < 9 <S S V VN9 N < N N N bVM r M r M rx y x y x yj j m jmpq pq pqp qu u Min a a aR x y
j
µ µ µ





















9 N <u u
R x y
j
µ l!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!51+!4=+$L'&&!$+&'5/4(N!R j9!p X q!.'5$/Z<!
D4! $+/5+$'5+N! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 04(,/*+$+*! /(! 51/,! ,5#*M! '$+! +/51+$! /(! 51+! 74$.! 47! '!
=+054$! 4$!.'5$/Z! 47! (#.U+$,! 4$! )$'*+,! 47!.+.U+$,1/;:! D1+! +&+.+(5! 47! '!.'5$/Z! $+;$+,+(5,!!
)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;:!
7.7.3 Heuristic Algorithm 
D4! 7'0/&/5'5+! 51+! *+5+$./('5/4(! 47! 51+! 4=+$L'&&! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+! 47! 51+! Capability! 47! '(!
'&5+$('5/=+N! M[! 4$! +=+(5#'&&M! 51+! $'(-/()! 47! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,#,5'/('U&+! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5!
U',+*!4(!$+&'5/=+!E'../()!*/,5'(0+N!'!1+#$/,5/0!'&)4$/51.!9;$40+*#$+!74$!7/(*/()!4(+!4$!.4$+!
,'5/,7'054$M!,4&#5/4(,!54!'!,;+0/7/0!;$4U&+.<!8',!*+=+&4;+*!'(*!477+$+*!1+$+:!G++!'&,4!>/)#$+!
cLa! 74$! 51+! 7&4801'$5!47! 51+!;$4;4,+*!1+#$/,5/0!'&)4$/51.:!D1/,! /,!U',+*!4(! 51+!#,+!47! 7#BBM!
&/()#/,5/0! ='$/'U&+,! *+7/(+*! 'U4=+! 54! 01'$'05+$/,+! 51+! 0';'U/&/5M! 47! '='/&'U&+! ,#,5'/('U&+!
;$4;4,'&,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! 54!,'5/,7M!'!04..4(!,+5!47!+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5M!'(*!+04(4./0!
$+m#/$+.+(5,!47!,5$'5+)/0!/(5+$+,5!54!'(!4$)'(/,'5/4(N!'(*!54!,+&+05!51+!fU+,5g!4;5/4(!7$4.!514,+!
'='/&'U&+! /(! 51+! /.;&+.+(5'5/4(!47! 51+! 7/$.e,! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M!;&'(:!I!,5+;L8/,+!0'&0#&'5/4(!4(!
148! 54! )4! 'U4#5! 51+! 1+#$/,5/0! '&)4$/51.! /(! 04((+05/4(!8/51! 51+! 0',+! ,5#*M! 47! 51/,!84$-! /,!
,148(! /(! ,+05/4(! Y:_:! I**/5/4('&&MN! '! (#.+$/0'&! +Z'.;&+! 4(! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(,! /(=4&=+*! /,!
,148(!/(!51+!(+Z5!,+05/4(:!
Procedural Steps: 
S:! \/()#/,5/0!*+,0$/;5/4(,!4$!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47!IMPORTANCE 9+:):!indeed critical<!47!+'01!
47! 51+! ,+&+05+*! 0$/5/0'&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! +04(4./0! $+m#/$+.+(5,! ',! 8+&&! ',!
&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47!CAPABILITY 9+:):!superior<!47!+'01!47!51+!4;5/4(,!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!54!
,'5/,7M! +'01! $+m#/$+.+(5! .#,5! U+! +,5'U&/,1+*:! D1+,+! *+,0$/;5/4(,! U+04.+! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!
='&#+,!47!51+!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+,!Importance!'(*!CapabilityN!!xi '(*!yjiN!$+,;+05/=+&M:!
D1+,+! m#'&/5'5/=+! *'5'! ,14#&*! U+! ;$4=/*+*! UM! 51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! 4$! 51+!
*+0/,/4(!.'-+$:!
V:! A,/()!51+!*+7/(+*!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!7$4.!D'U&+,!cLS!54!cL`N!74$!+'01!04.U/('5/4(!47!











7#(05/4(,!74$!51+!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47!xi  9/(!51+!74$.!47!1 X q!=+054$!47!(#.U+$,<!'(*!
5$'(,;4,+!47!yji 9/(!51+!74$.!47!p X 1!=+054$!47!(#.U+$,<!'$+!)/=+(:!
!!!!!!
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
S
9 < 9 <
S









M y y M x xji i
















 ≤ =  
 > 
!
T:! !>4$! +'01! 47! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 9j =1,…n<! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5N! )+5! 51+! ./(/.#.! '.4()! 51+!





r N! 4=+$! 51+! 04..4(! ,+5! 47!m! 0$/5+$/'! #,/()!
+m#'5/4(! 9bS<!4$!+m#'5/4(! 9bV<:!E+$+N! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,!47!4=+$L'&&! $+&'5/4(,N!Rj,!
9/(!51+!74$.!47!p X q '$$'M!47!(#.U+$,<!'$+!*+5+$./(+*!74$!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+:!
`:! G+5! '(! u/*+'&e! ='&#+! 47! XN! *+(45+*! x*N! 81/01! $+;$+,+(5,! 51+! IMPORTANCE! 47!
/.;&+.+(5/()! 51+! 4=+$'&&! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! ,5$'5+)M! 54! 51+! 7#5#$+! 47! 51+! 04.;'(MN! +:):N! x* 
=Indeed!Critical:!>$4.!D'U&+!cLTN!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!ux!/(!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!47!
F.;4$5'(0+N!Indeed CriticalN!/,!,148(!/(!+m#'5/4(!9b`<:!
[ ] ( )9 < W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:W W:WS W:Wa W:_V S:W b`9 <xM IndeedCritical uµ = !
a:! 3+5+$./(+! 51+! 4=+$L'&&! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 47! ^';'U/&/5MN! yjN! 74$! +'01! j! #,/()! 51+!
.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 47!x*! 7$4.! ,5+;!`! '(*! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(!47!Rj! 7$4.!,5+;!T!
#,/()!51+!7#BBM!$+&'5/4(!+m#'5/4(!9ba<!U+&48!
D1+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47! Sjy
− !9/(!51+!74$.!47!!'!p X 1!=+054$!47!(#.U+$,<!/,!*+5+$./(+*!
UM!
( )S S9 N < 9 < 9bb<9 < 9 <y
u Min u u u
M y R x y xM xj j
µ µ µ













 9 < 9 <
9 <9 N <
9 < 9 <9 N <
SNS 9bc<9 <
N
xR x yj M x
x xR x yM x j M x
uu u
pq p











  ≤ − =  
 > 
!
PM! )+55/()! 51+! ./(/.#.! 74$! +'01! $48! 47! 51+! p X q! .'5$/Z! /(! +m#'5/4(! 9bc<N! 51/,! ,5+;!
+=+(5#'&&M! M/+&*,! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(! 9/(! 51+! 74$.! 47!1 X q! =+054$! 47! (#.U+$,! 4$!
)$'*+,!47!.+.U+$,1/;<!74$!51+!4=+$'&&!CAPABILITY 47!+'01!47!51+!j =1,2,..., n!4;5/4(,!74$!
/.;$4=+.+(5N! 4=+$! '&&! m! 0$/5+$/'N! 54! /.;&+.+(5! 51+! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! ,5$'5+)M! 47! 51+!
4$)'(/,'5/4(:!D1+! '('&M,5!.'M!8/,1! 54! ,54;!'5! 51/,!;4/(5!'(*!'55+.;5! 54!',,/)(! &/()#/,5/0!
='&#+,!04$$+,;4(*/()!54!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!51'5!$+,#&5!7$4.!51+!04.;#5'5/4(,!#,/()!
D'U&+,! cLV! '(*! cL`N! '(*! ,+&+05! 51+! 4(+! 9,<! 51'5! '$+! '5! &+',5! f.4$+! 4$! &+,,! ,#;+$/4$g:!
E48+=+$N! /7! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 47! M[! 0'((45! U+! 04(=+$5+*! /(54! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,N!!
;$40++*!54!51+!(+Z5!,5+;:!
b:! I,,#.+!51'5!51+!,'5/,7'05/4(!47!'&&!0$/5+$/'!4$!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'5!51+!1/)1+,5!&+=+&!;4,,/U&+!UM!
'(M! 4;5/4(! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! ,+&+05+*! /,! 51+! .4,5! *+,/$'U&+! 4#504.+! 47! 51+! *+0/,/4(!
;$40+,,:!E+(0+N! /5! /,! #,+7#&! 54! 04.;'$+! +'01! 47! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 0'&0#&'5+*! /(!
,5+;!a!8/51!51'5!04$$+,;4(*/()!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!Capability 47!'(!/*+'&!'&5+$('5/=+N!
&+5e,!,'M!y*!l!Indeed Superior:!O#(*'!oS__aN!;:YVp!;4,/5+*!51'5!54!U+!',!0&4,+!',!;4,,/U&+!
54! 51+!;+$0+/=+*! /*+'&! /,! 51+! $'5/4('&+!47!1#.'(!014/0+!'(*! 7#$51+$!0&'/.+*! 51'5!1#.'(,!
04.;'$+!+'01!'&5+$('5/=+!8/51!51+!/*+'&!$'51+$!51'(!'.4()!51+.,+&=+,:!
D1/,!,5+;!/,!*4(+!UM!04.;#5/()!51+!$+&'5/=+!E'../()!*/,5'(0+N! jδ N!9U$/+7&M!+Z;&'/(+*!/(!
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<9<9 yyM uµ l!)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;!47!uy!/(!M (yj)!8/51!$+,;+05!54!4;5/4(!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!
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Determine 9 N <u u
R x y
j
µ !74$!+'01!j! Set!x*!q!translate!54! ( )9 < uxM xµ !!
Determine! ( )9 <j uM y yµ !74$!+'01!j!







&+',5!fmore or less 
superiorg!0';'U/&/5M!
End 





xi!54! ( )9 < uM x x
i
µ !q!







<9<9  yyM uµ l!)$'*+!47!.+.U+$,1/;!47!uy!/(!M (y*)!91 X q!$48!=+054$<!
9 < 9 <M y yu
qa
µ








l! 04$$+,;4(*/()! q51! +&+.+(5! /(!1 X q! $48! =+054$! 9.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(<! 47!
! ! M (y*)!97$4.!D'U&+!cLV<!
c:! G+&+05! 51+!4;5/.'&! 9U+,5!4$! ,'5/,7/0/()<! ,#,5'/('U&+!4;5/4(!9,<! 74$!,M,5+.!/.;$4=+.+(5!',!
51+! 4(+! 9,<! 81/01! 1',s1'=+! 51+! ./(/.#.! $+&'5/=+! E'../()! */,5'(0+:! D1+! $+&'5/=+!
E'../()! */,5'(0+! /,! #,+*! 1+$+! 54! *+5+$./(+! 51+! */,5'(0+! 47! +'01! +&+.+(5! 47! 51+!
.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!51+!0'&0#&'5+*!0';'U/&/5M!$+&'5/=+!54!/5,!04$$+,;4(*/()!+&+.+(5!47!
51+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(!47! 51+! ',,#.+*! /*+'&! 0';'U/&/5M:! F5! ,+$=+,!1+$+! 54! $+;$+,+(5! 51+!
4=+$L'&&!,#,5'/('U&+!;+$74$.'(0+!.+',#$+!47!51+!;$4;4,+*!4;5/4(,!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5:!
D1+!;$40+*#$+!;$4;4,+*!'U4=+!/,!04(=+$5+*!/(54!'(!%Z0+&LU',+*!04.;#5+$!.4*+&!54!*+5+$./(+!
51+! 4=+$L'&&! 0';'U/&/5M! 47! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+! &/()#/,5/0'&&M! '(*s4$! 54! '#54.'5+! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(! 47!
$+&'5/=+!E'../()!*/,5'(0+! 74$!'&&! 51+!4;5/4(,:!D1+!U#/&5L/(! 7#(05/4(,! /(!%Z0+&!,#01!',!MIN!
9./(/.#.<N!IF::THEN!904(*/5/4('& ,5'5+.+(5<N!'(*!ABS!9'U,4&#5+!='&#+<!8+$+!#,+*!54!+',+!
51+!;$4)$'../()!+774$5:!!
7.7.4 Numerical Example  
Step 1R!
I,,#.+! 51+$+! '$+! T! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! S! '&5+$('5/=+! 54! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! '(*! 51+! /.;4$5'(0+! 47!
$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!51+!0';'U/&/5/+,!47!'&5+$('5/=+!54!.++5!+'01!$+m#/$+.+(5!'$+!)/=+(!',!74&&48,R!
x1 = Critical; x 2= Critical; x3 = Very Important 















































Step 2R!G4&=+ N9 < u uM r x y
x y
i ji











W:_W W:Sa W:YW S:WW
S:WW
W:TW W:Sa W:TW W:YW W:TW S:WW
W:_W W:Sa W:_W W:YW W:_W S:WW



















 = ∝ 
  
> < < 
 = > > < 













W :Sa S :WW S :WW
W :Sa W :YW S :WW
W :Sa W :YW S :WW
W :Wb S :WW S :WW
W :Wb W :ab W :YS












 =  
  
 










W:Sa S:WW S:WW W:Sa S:WW S:WW W:Wb S:WW S:WW
9 N < W:Sa W:YW S:WW N W:Sa W:YW S:WW N W:Wb W:ab W:YS
W:Sa W:YW S:WW W:Sa W:YW S:WW W:Wb W:ab W:YS
W:Wb S:WW S:WW







      
      
      













[ ]9 < W:Wa W:_V S:WW9 <xM x uµ = !!
Step 5R!C(48/()! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(,!47!x*!'(*!R1N!'004$*/()! 54!+m#'5/4(!9ba!4$!bb<N!
,4&=+!74$!51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47!MS!
W:Wb S:WW S:WW W:Wa
S9 N < 9 < W:Wb W:ab W:YS W:_V9 <S W:Wb W:ab W:YS S:WW
W:Wb W:Wa S:WW W:_V S:WW S:WW
S9 N < 9 < W:Wb W:Wa W:ab W:_V W:YS S:WW9 <S W:Wb W:Wa W:ab W:_V W:YS S:WW
u u u
R x y xM x
u u u
R x y xM x
µ µ
µ µ
   
   −∝ = ∝         
> > =
−∝ = > < <
> < <
W:Wa W:_V S:WW
S9 N < 9 < W:Wa S:WW S:WW9 <S W:Wa S:WW S:WW
u u u
























S9 N < 9 <9 <S
W :W a W :_ V S :W W
W :W a S :W W S :W W

















M i n u u u
















  −= ∝ 
  
 
 =  
  
 





















Step 7R!H+;+'5!51+!'U4=+!;$40+*#$+!74$!451+$!'&5+$('5/=+,!'(*!0144,+!51+!&48+,5! jδ :!
!
7.8 Sensitivity and Statistical Analyses 
G+(,/5/=/5M!'('&M,+,!'$+!04(*#05+*!54!'(,8+$!f81'5L/7g!,0+('$/4,!'(*!/(!+77+05!54!4U,+$=+!148!
51+! $'(-/()! $+,#&5,! 01'()+! ',! 51+$+! '$+! 01'()+,! /(! *'5'! /(;#5,:! I**/5/4('&&MN! '! ,5'5/,5/0'&!








q! 6/&&/'.,N! VWWWN! ;:! T_Vn! C'B./+$N! S_cbN! ;:! VSY<:! I! U',/0! ',,#.;5/4(! #(*+$&M/()! 51+!
'('&M,/,!47!='$/'(0+!/,!51'5!51+!,+=+$'&!,'.;&+!.+'(,!8+$+!4U5'/(+*!7$4.!(4$.'&&M!*/,5$/U#5+*!
;4;#&'5/4(,!1'=/()! 51+!,'.+!='$/'(0+!σV:!E48+=+$N! 51+! 5+,5!;$40+*#$+!1',!U++(!74#(*!54!U+!
$+&'5/=+&M! #('77+05+*! UM! =/4&'5/4(,! 47! 51+! (4$.'&/5M! ',,#.;5/4(! 81+(! 51+! ;4;#&'5/4(,! '$+!
#(/.4*'&!'(*! 51+! ,'.;&+! ,/B+,!'$+!';;$4Z/.'5+&M!+m#'&! o64(('0455!q!64(('0455N!S__WN!;:!
TV_p:!!
I,,#./()! 51'5! IKJdI! 5+,5! /,! ';;&/0'U&+! /(! 51+! ;$+,+(5! 84$-N! 51+! (#&&! 1M;451+,/,! '(*!
'&5+$('5/=+!1M;451+,/,!'$+!01'$'05+$/B+*!',!74&&48,R!
R 9cW<W S V T





δ δ δ δ






H0! *+(45+,! (#&&! 1M;451+,/,! 51'5! 51+! +Z;+05+*! .+'(,! 9 <N:::VNSN njj =δ ! 47! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()!
*/,5'(0+!'.4()!51+!'&5+$('5/=+,!'$+!51+!,'.+:!H1!,/)(/7/+,! 51+!'&5+$('5/=+!1M;451+,/,! 51'5! 51+!
+Z;+05+*!.+'(,! 47! $+&'5/=+!E'../()! */,5'(0+! '.4()! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! '$+! (45!
+m#'&! 4$! */77+$+(5! 7$4.! +'01! 451+$:! D1+! *+0/,/4(! 54! '00+;5! 4$! $+[+05! 51+! (#&&! 1M;451+,/,!
















0$/5/0'&! ;4/(5,N! 81/01! '$+! #,#'&&M! ;$4=/*+*! /(! ';;+(*/Z! 47! '(M! ,5'5/,5/0,! U44-:! 61+(! 51+!
0'&0#&'5+*! FL='&#+! /,! &48+$! 51'(! 4$! +m#'&! 54! 0$/5/0'&! FL='&#+N! 51+(! 51+! (#&&! 1M;1451+,/,! /,!
'00+;5'U&+:! J51+$8/,+N! 51+! (#&&! 1M;451+,/,! /,! $+[+05+*! '(*! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+! 1M;451+,/,! /,!
'00+;5+*:!E+(0+N! 51+!&'$)+$! /,!FN! 51+!&+,,!0$+*/U&+!/,!51+!(#&&!1M;451+,/,!51'5!51+!$'(-,!47!51+!
4;5/4(,!74$! /.;$4=+.+(5!'$+!,/./&'$:!I&5+$('5/=+&MN!4(+!0'(!.+',#$+!51+!0$+*/U/&/5M!47!H0 UM!








8 Application of the Developed Methodology 
D1+!*+=+&4;+*!04(0+;5#'&!';;$4'01!81/01!8',!*/,0#,,+*!/(!51+!;$+0+*/()!01';5+$!/,!';;&/+*!
1+$+! 74$! +='&#'5/()! 51+! ,#))+,5+*! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! '! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.! '(*!
,+&+05/()! 51+! U+,5! '&5+$('5/=+! /(! 04([#(05/4(! 8/51! 51+! 04.;'(Me,! ;&'(! 54! .'/(5'/(! /5,!
04.;+5/5/=+!'*='(5')+!'(*!'5!51+!,'.+!5/.+!.++5/()!51+!0#$$+(5!04(0+$(!74$!,#,5'/('U/&/5M:!!
!




7/55/(),! /(! 51+! Q1/&/;;/(+,:! D1/,! Q1/&/;;/(+! 04.;'(M! 1',! U++(! /(! 51+! /(*#,5$M! ,/(0+! S_ba:!
H+0+(5&MN!51+!04.;'(M!1',!#(*+$5'-+(!'!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!;$4[+05!47!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!
I5! ;$+,+(5! 51+! ,'/*! 04.;'(M! 84$-,! 54! /.;$4=+! 51+/$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! /(! 51$++!
*/77+$+(5! '$+',:!D1+,+! '$+! +(+$)M!04(,+$='5/4(N! $'8!.'5+$/'&! $+*#05/4(! /(!(+8!;$4*#05,N! '(*!
$+0M0&/():! F(! '**/5/4(! 51+! .'(#7'05#$/()! 7/$.! 51$4#)1! /5,! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! *+;'$5.+(5!
'/.,!54!04&&'U4$'5+!0&4,+&M!8/51!0#,54.+$,!81+(!*+=+&4;/()!(+8!;$4*#05,!'(*!.'-+,!,;+0/'&!
+774$5,! 54! /.;$4=+! 04(5/(#4#,&M! /5,! ;$4*#05! m#'&/5M! UM! *+=+&4;/()! .4$+! +77/0/+(5!
.'(#7'05#$/()!;$40+,,+,N!.'5+$/'&,!'*./(/,5$'5/4(N!;$4*#05/4(!;&'((/()!'(*!4$)'(/,'5/4(:!








S:! %(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',;+05,! ,1'&&! U+! 04(,/*+$+*! '5! +=+$M! ,5')+! 47! 51+! 4$)'(/B'5/4(! /(! 51+!
;&'((/()!47!4;+$'5/4(N!*+0/,/4(L.'-/()!;$40+,,+,!'(*!/.;&+.+(5'5/4(!'05/=/5/+,:!





T:! F(L14#,+! ;$4*#05/4(! 8/&&! 7'=4#$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 7$/+(*&M! .+514*,! '(*! .'5+$/'&,! '(*!
'05/=/5/+,!8/&&!U+!)+'$+*!54!;$4.45+!$+0M0&/()!47!$'8!.'5+$/'&,!'(*!;$4*#05,:!
`:! D1+! ./(/.#.! $+m#/$+.+(5! /,! 04.;&/'(0+! 8/51! '&&! ';;&/0'U&+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! &'8,N!
$+)#&'5/4(,!'(*!'#514$/5/+,e!4$*+$,:!
a:! ^4(5/(#4#,! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /,,#+,! 51$4#)1! ;+$,4((+&! 5$'/(/()! '(*!
)#/*'(0+:!




Y:! G#00+,,7#&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 0'$+! /,! U',+*! 4(! ;4,/5/=+! '(*! $+,;4(,/U&+! '55/5#*+! 47! 51+!
814&+!;+$,4((+&:!
O4$+4=+$N!51+!$+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05!74$!51/,!0',+!,5#*M!/,!'!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.N!V!h!SW!6!,;&',1!







D1+! *'5'! 51'5! 8+$+! #,+*! /(! 51/,! 0',+! ,5#*M! 8',! ;$/.'$/&M! ;$4=/*+*! UM! 51+! ,'/*! 04.;'(M:!
E48+=+$N! 451+$! $+&+='(5! /(74$.'5/4(! 8',! 5'-+(! 7$4.! */77+$+(5! ,4#$0+,N! 81/01! ./)15! U+! 47!
#(-(48(!$+&/'U/&/5M!'(*!'00#$'0M:!
!!





;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! 8/51! $+)'$*,! 54! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(:! D1+! &/7+! 0M0&+!















R e fe re n c e  F lo w
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8.2.1 Definition of Functional Unit, System Boundaries and Conditions 
>4$!51+!\^I!;'$5!47!51+!;$+,+(5!,5#*MN!51+!74&&48/()!7#(05/4('&!#(/5N!,M,5+.!U4#(*'$/+,N!'(*!
,/.;&/7M/()! 04(*/5/4(,! 74$.+*! 51+! U',/,! 47! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 47! 51+! $+7+$+(0+! &/)15!
7/55/()!,M,5+.R!
• D1+!7#(05/4('&!#(/5!/,!*+7/(+*!54!U+!'(!477/0+!'$+'!47!Va!.V!/(!4$*+$!54!+,5'U&/,1!81'5!-/(*!
47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.! 54! #,+N! '(*! '&,4! 54! 04.;'$+! 51+! */77+$+(5! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.!

























































































































.VL477/0+! '$+'! 9)/=+(! '! &/)15/()! /(5+(,/5M! 47! `aW! &#Z<N! SV! &/)15! 7/55/(),! 47! V! Z! SW!6!'$+!
',,#.+*!54!U+!(++*+*:!
• D1+!&/7+!,;'(!47!51+!&/)15!7/55/(),!/,!',,#.+*!54!U+!VW!M+'$,:!
• H'8!.'5+$/'&,!'(*!04.;4(+(5,! 51'5!'$+!.'-/()!#;! &+,,! 51'(!ar!47! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/(),!'$+!
(+)&+05+*:!
• 3'5'!4(!,5++&!'(*!;'0-')/()!904$$#)'5+*!;';+$!U4'$*<!74$!&/)15!7/55/(),!8+$+!4U5'/(+*!7$4.!
\^I! /(=+(54$M! D44&! 9\^I/D<! *'5'U',+:! D1+! *'5'! /(0&#*+,! */,01'$)+,! '(*! +(+$)M!
04(,#.;5/4(!7$4.!51+!;$4*#05/4(!47!S!-)!47!$'8!.'5+$/'&:!
• SWWr! $'8! ,5++&! 8',! ',,#.+*! 54! U+! #,+*! /(! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47! .'/(! ;'$5! '(*! $+'054$!
04.;4(+(5,!47!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!3'5'!*+$/=+*!7$4.!51+!\^I/D!*'5'U',+!8',!#,+*:!





6',5+!O'(')+.+(5! F(,5/5#5+! 9Q6OF<! e,! %04L;$47/&+,! 47! 51+!%#$4;+'(!Q&',5/0,! F(*#,5$MN!
H+;4$5!aR!Q4&M,5M$+(+!oP4#,5+'*N!S__T'p:!D1+,+!5'U&+,!*+,0$/U+!545'&!+(+$)M!04(,#.;5/4(!
9*/$+05! '(*! /(*/$+05<! '(*! 545'&! */,01'$)+,! ;+$! -)! 47! ;$4*#05! 7$4.!0$#*+! 4/&! +Z5$'05/4(! 54!
7/(/,1+*! ;$4*#05:! F5! /,! ',,#.+*! 51'5! 51/,! /,! '! $+;$+,+(5'5/=+! *'5'! 74$! ;4&MU#5'*/+(+! '(*!
,5M$+(+:!
• I0$M&4(/5$/&+! 9l;$4;+(+(/5$/&+<! /,! #,#'&&M!;$4*#0+*! 51$4#)1!0'5'&M5/0!)',L;1',+!4Z/*'5/4(!
47!;$4;+(+!/(54!'0$4&+/(!9^TE`J<N!74&&48+*!UM!04(=+$,/4(!/(54!'0$M&4(/5$/&+:!D1+!+./,,/4(!













• 3/,01'$)+,! '(*!+(+$)M!04(,#.;5/4(,! $+&'5+*! 54! 51+!;$4*#05/4(!;$40+,,!'5!\#./&/)15! F(0:!
'$+! '&&455+*! '.4()! 51+! $'8! .'5+$/'&,! 904.;4(+(5,<! U',+*! 4(! 51+! ;$4*#05,e! .',,!
*/,5$/U#5/4(:!






8.2.2 Inventory of Material-, Energy- and Waste Flows 
D1+! /(=+(54$M! 47!.',,! '(*! +(+$)M! /(;#5,! '(*! 4#5;#5,N!81/01!8',! ;'$5&M! ;$4=/*+*! 7$4.! 51+!
'U4=+L.+(5/4(+*!04.;'(MN! /,!'(! /.;4$5'(5!',;+05!47!*4/()!'!&/7+!0M0&+!',,+,,.+(5:!O/,,/()!
/(74$.'5/4(!8',! 5'-+(! 7$4.! */77+$+(5! &/5+$'5#$+! '(*! *'5'U',+,N!81/01! '$+! (45! (+0+,,'$/&M! 47!




8.3 Environmental Profile Analyses of the Reference Light Fitting System 
D4!m#/0-&M!,++!'(*!740#,!51+!+774$5,!4(!51+!.'[4$!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!+./,,/4(,!'(*!'5!81/01!,5')+!
51+,+! +./,,/4(,! 400#$N! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;$47/&+,!8+$+! *$'8(! 74$! +'01! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! +./,,/4(!
'0$4,,!51+!;$4*#05!&/7+!0M0&+!,5')+,:!D1+,+!;$47/&+,!'$+!,148(!/(!51+!(+Z5!,#00++*/()!,+05/4(,:!
I,! ,148(! 7$4.! 51+,+! ;$47/&+,N! 51+!.'/(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;$4U&+.,! $+&'5+*! 54! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()!
,M,5+.!'$+!)&4U'&!8'$./()!*#+!54!0'$U4(!*/4Z/*+!9^JV<N!'0/*/7/0'5/4(!*#+!54!,#&;1#$!*/4Z/*+!




/,! .'/(&M! *#+! 54! +./,,/4(,! 7$4.! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47! 51+! '&#./(/#.! $+7&+054$! '(*! 51+!
.'(#7'05#$+!47!'&#B/(0!9'&&4M!47!'&#./(/#.!'(*!B/(0<!04.;4(+(5!74$!51+!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!
6/51! $+,;+05! 54! /(*/=/*#'&! 04.;4(+(5,! 47! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.N! 51+! .'(#7'05#$+! 47!
'&#./(/#.! $+7&+054$N! $+'054$! '(*! '&#B/(0L.'/(! U4*M! 04(5$/U#5+*! ;$+*4./('(5&M! 54!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!/.;'05,:!!
F(! 51/,! 0',+! ,5#*MN! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! .+5$/0,! 04(,/*+$+*! /(0&#*+! 8+/)15,! 47!


































7#(05/4('&!#(/5!47!SV! &/)15! 7/55/()!,M,5+.,! 9,++!'&,4!I;;+(*/Z!%!74$! 51+! 5'U#&'5+*!*'5'<:!D1+!
8+/)15! 47! 51+! 04.;4(+(5! $+7&+05,! 51+! '.4#(5! 47!.'5+$/'&,! #,+*! 74$! 51+!.'(#7'05#$+! 47! 51+!
814&+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.:!D1+! 'U4=+! 7/)#$+! /(*/0'5+,! 51'5! 51+! 54;! 584!;'$5,! 47! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()!
,M,5+.,! 51'5! 8+/)1! 51+! .4,5! '$+! 51+! '&#B/(0L.'*+!.'/(! U4*M! '(*! 51+! $+'054$N! 81/01! U451!
01/+7&M! 04(5'/(! ,5++&N! '! 545'&! 47! VT:__`! -):! D1+! 51/$*! /.;4$5'(5! 04.;4(+(5! /,! 51+! '0$M&/0!
*/77#,+$N! 81/01! .'*+! #;! 'U4#5! c! -)! 47! Q4&M.+51M&! O+51'0$M&'5+! 9QOOI<! )$'(#&+,:! D1+!
'&#./(/#.! #,+*! 74$! $+7&+054$N!IPG! )$'(#&+,! 74$! +(*! 0';,N! '(*! 0'$*U4'$*! 74$! ;'0-')/()! '$+!
8+/)1/()!&+,,!51'(!T!-/&4)$'.,!+'01:!E+(0+N!54!&48+$!51+!8+/)15!47!;$4*#05!,M,5+.N!/5!$+m#/$+,!
'! $+*#05/4(! 47! 51+! '.4#(5! 47! $'8! ,5++&! 04(,#.+*:!H+*#0/()! 51+!.',,!47! '!;$4*#05! 51$4#)1!
$+*#0/()!51+!'.4#(5!47!.'5+$/'&,!#,+*!74$!-+M!04.;4(+(5,!/,!51+!,#$+,5!'(*!.4,5!*/$+05!8'M!
47!'01/+=/()!8',5+!$+*#05/4(!o>/-,+&N!S__bN!;:SWp:!
8.3.2 Estimated Energy Consumption of Light Fittings 
%(+$)M! /,!'(451+$!-/(*!47! $+,4#$0+! 51'5! /,!04(,#.+*!*#$/()! 51+! &/7+!0M0&+!,5')+,!47! 51+!&/)15!








8.3.3 Global Warming Potential 
2&4U'&! 8'$./()! /,! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! 0'5+)4$M! 51'5! 5'-+,! /(54! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! 51+!
+./,,/4(,!47! 0+$5'/(! ,#U,5'(0+,! ,#01!',!0'$U4(!*/4Z/*+! 51'5!.'M!04(5$/U#5+! 54!'(!'**/5/4('&!
'5.4,;1+$/0!8'$./()N! '(*! 51#,!.'M! &+'*! 54! '! 01'()+! /(! 0&/.'5+:!D1$4#)14#5! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+!



























































































































































































04(5$/U#5+! $+&'5/=+&M!./(/.'&! 54! 51+! 545'&!^JV!+./,,/4(,! 51$4#)14#5! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+N!81/01! /,!
4(&M!'U4#5!`Lar:!E48+=+$N! /7!4(+!04(,/*+$,! /(*/=/*#'&&M!51+!0'$U4(!*/4Z/*+!+./,,/4(!/(!51+!
;$4*#05/4(! 47! 51+! 04.;4(+(5,N! 51+!.'(#7'05#$+! 47! '&#B/(0! 04.;4(+(5! 04(5$/U#5+,! 51+!.4,5!
^JV! +./,,/4(,:! F7! 4(+! +='&#'5+,! 51+! $'5/4! 47! 0'$U4(! */4Z/*+! 54!8+/)15! 47!.'5+$/'&N! /5! /,! 51+!
;$4*#05/4(!47!'&#./(/#.!$+7&+054$!51'5!04(5$/U#5+,!,#U,5'(5/'&&M!54!51+!^JV!+./,,/4(,:!!
8.3.4 Acidification, Humantoxicity and Ecotoxicity of Air 
F(! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/(),e!0',+N! 51+!04(5$/U#5/4(! 54!'0/*/7/0'5/4(N!1#.'(54Z/0/5M!'(*!+0454Z/0/5M!47!
'/$! $+,#&5,! 7$4.! 51+! +./,,/4(,! 47! GJV! '(*! KJZ:! F5! /,! 51+! +./,,/4(! 47! GJV! 51'5! ;$/.'$/&M!









I,!;4$5$'M+*! /(!>/)#$+!YLbN! /5! /,! *#$/()! 51+!#,+$!;1',+! ')'/(! 51'5! 51+! &'$)+,5!GJV!+./,,/4(,!
400#$:! D1/,! /,! ;$/(0/;'&&M! *#+! 54! 51+! U#$(/()! 47! 74,,/&! 7#+&,! 981/01! 04(5'/(,! ,#&;1#$<!81+(!
;$4*#0/()!+(+$)M:!D1+!GJV!+./,,/4(,!*#$/()!51+!;$4*#05/4(!47!.'5+$/'&!04.;4(+(5,!'$+!=+$M!






























































































,#&;1#$! */4Z/*+! 54! 51+! .',,! 47! .'5+$/'&! #,+*! ',! $+7+$+(0+N! 51+(! /5! /,! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47!
'&#./(/#.!$+7&+054$!51'5!,#U,5'(5/'&&M!)+(+$'5+,!GJV!+./,,/4(,:!
\/-+8/,+N!',!*/,;&'M+*!/(!>/)#$+!YLYN!/5!/,!*#$/()!51+!#,+$!;1',+!51'5!51+!&'$)+,5!KJZ!+./,,/4(,!
400#$:!\/-+!GJVN! 51/,! /,!'&,4!01/+7&M!*#+! 54! 51+!U#$(/()!47! 74,,/&! 7#+&! /(!;$4*#0/()!+&+05$/0'&!
+(+$)M:! I,! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(! >/)#$+! YL_N! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(! 47! /(*/=/*#'&! ;$4*#05!
04.;4(+(5,N! 51+! .'(#7'05#$+! 47! '0$M&/0! */77#,+$! )+(+$'5+,! 51+! &'$)+,5! '.4#(5! 47! KJZ!
+./,,/4(,!/(!5+$.,!47!/5,!545'&!'.4#(5!'(*s4$!;+$!8+/)15!U',/,:!D1+!KJZ!+./,,/4(,!47!51+!$+,5!
47! 51+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! 04.;4(+(5,! '$+! U+&48! aW! )$'.,:! I**/5/4('&&MN! KJZ! +./,,/4(! 04#&*!








































































1 0 0 0
1 5 0 0
2 0 0 0
2 5 0 0
3 0 0 0
3 5 0 0











































































































































8.3.5 Photochemical Oxidants Formation and Toxic Effects on the Maritime 
Environment 
D1$4#)14#5! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+!47! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.N! 51+! +./,,/4(,!47!='$/4#,!1M*$40'$U4(,!
9E^<N!KJZ!'(*!^J!04(5$/U#5+! 54! 51+!74$.'5/4(!47!;145401+./0'&!4Z/*'(5,N! /:+:!)$4#(*! &+=+&!
4B4(+! 74$.'5/4(N!81/01!*'.')+,!=+)+5'5/4(! '(*! /.;'/$!1#.'(!1+'&51:!>/)#$+!YLSW!+Z1/U/5,!






51+! &/7+! 0M0&+:!D1/,! /,! '! 04(,+m#+(0+!47!U#$(/()!47! 74,,/&! 7#+&! 54!;$4*#0+!+&+05$/0/5M:!D1/,! /,!
74&&48+*!UM!51+!.'(#7'05#$+!47! 51+!;$4*#05!04.;4(+(5,:!D1+!KOdJ^!+./,,/4(!/,!*#+!7/$,5!






























































































;4&&#5/4(! '(*! 04(,+m#+(5&M! /.;$4=+! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ;+$74$.'(0+! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05/4(!
;$40+,,:! D1/,! 04#&*! U+! 4(+! 47! 51+! ,/)(/7/0'(5! /(/5/'5/=+,! 74$! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! 51'5! 51+! ,'/*!
04.;'(M!0'(!740#,!4(:!!
F(! >/)#$+! YLSSN! 51+! +./,,/4(! 47! ;4&M'$4.'5/0! 1M*$40'$U4(,! 9QIE<! /,! *#+! &'$)+&M! 54! 51+!
;$4*#05/4(!47!584!04.;4(+(5,!47!51+!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!D1+,+!04.;4(+(5,!'$+!51+!'&#B/(0L






























































































8.4 Green House (Matrix) of the Light Fitting System 
C(48/()! 51+! +./,,/4(,! '(*! '5! 81/01! ,5')+! /(! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+! 47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.! 51+,+!
+./,,/4(,! '$+! 0$+'5+*N! 4(+! 0'(! (48! 04(,5$#05! '! )$++(!.'5$/Z! 4$! 14#,+! 74$! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()!




'('&M,+,!47! 51+!;$4;4,+*!'&5+$('5/=+,!'$+!+,5/.'5+*!UM!'('&4)M!8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+! $+7+$+(0+!
,M,5+.:! D1+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! U+(01.'$-,! '$+! 4U5'/(+*! 7$4.! 04.;'$/()! '(*! )+55/()! 51+!
./(/.#.,! '.4()! 51+! +./,,/4(! 4$! 04(,#.;5/4(! ='&#+,! 74$! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 04(,/*+$+*! U#5!
'&5+$('5/=+&MN!+./,,/4(! &/./5,! 74$!8'5+$N!'/$N!'(*!&'(*!',!;$4=/*+*!UM!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!')+(0/+,!
04#&*!'&,4!U+!#,+*! /7!'='/&'U&+:!D1+!$'(-/()!47! 51+!+./,,/4(,!'(*!04(,#.;5/4(,!/,!U',+*!4(!
51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(! 47! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! 9%FQF<! $'5/():! %FQF! $'5/()! /,!
+m#'&!54!,#.!47!51+!;$4*#05!47!(4$.'&/,+*!8+/)15!47!51+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!51+!
(4$.'&/,+*! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! 7'054$,! 47! +./,,/4(,! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! /5,! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;'05!
0'5+)4$M:! D1+! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! 7'054$! /,! +m#'&! 54! 51+! ;$4*#05! 47! /.;'05! ',,+,,.+(5! 7'054$!
9)/=+(!/(!I;;+(*/Z!EN!'(!+Z5$'05!7$4.!5'U&+,!/(!H+(5B!+5!'&:!oS__Yp<!'(*!51+!$'5/4!47!51+!8+/)15!
47! +./,,/4(! 54! 51+! 545'&! 8+/)15! 47! 51+! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5! 04(,/*+$+*:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! 51+! /.;'05!
',,+,,.+(5! 7'054$! 47! ^JV! /,! S! -)!^JVL+m#/='&+(5s-)! +./55+*! ;4&&#5'(5N! 51+! '.4#(5! 47! ^JV!
+./,,/4(,!*#$/()!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!',,+,,.+(5!47!`V!-/&4)$'.,!47!SV!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.,!/,!SYb`!





X kg CO equivalent
kg
= − <:! D1+! (4$.'&/,+*! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! 7'054$! 47!








l1.0:! D1#,N! 51+! %FQF! $'5/()! 47! ^JV! /,! +m#'&! 54!




F(! D'U&+! YLSN! 51+! 74#$! .4,5! ,/)(/7/0'(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 0$/5+$/'! '$+! $+*#0+*! )&4U'&! 8'$./()!
;45+(5/'&N! $+*#0+*! '0/*/7/0'5/4(! ;45+(5/'&N! $+*#0+*! 1#.'(54Z/0/5M! '(*! $+*#0+*! 04(=+$,/4(! 47!
74,,/&!7#+&,:!I,!/(*/0'5+*!/(!51+!&',5!$48!47!D'U&+!YLSN!51+!+./,,/4(,!51'5!1'=+!54!U+!740#,+*!
0$/5/0'&&MN!/(!51+!0',+!47!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.N!'$+!51+!(/5$4)+(!4Z/*+,!'(*!,#&;1#$!*/4Z/*+:!D1+!
1/)1+$! 51+! /.;'05! ;45+(5/'&! /.;4$5'(0+! $'5/()N! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! /,! 51+! ,#U,5'(0+! '(*! 51#,N! .4$+!
+774$5! 4$! $+,4#$0+,! ,14#&*! U+! '&&40'5+*! 74$! /5,! $+*#05/4(! 54! /.;$4=+! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
;+$74$.'(0+! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05! 4$! 51+! ;$40+,,:! I**/5/4('&&MN! /(! 51/,! .'5$/ZN! 51+! +,5/.'5+*! 9UM!
'('&4)M<! '.4#(5,! 47! +./,,/4(,! 47! 51+! */77+$+(5! '&5+$('5/=+,! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! '$+!


























































































- 0.01 - - - - 4 0.11 
H+*#0+*!)!
E#.'(54Z/0/5M!




- 1.76 2.74 - - - 4 0.11 
H+7+$+(0+!1!
GM,5+.!
1864 3.7 4.6 0.46 0.0061 12350   
J;5/4(!S1! 1847 3.63 4.52 0.40 0.0056 8757   
J;5/4(!V!!1! 1874 3.7 5.10 0.46 0.0059 15000   
J;5/4(!T!1! 1857 3.67 4.94 0.46 0.0038 11676   
J;5/4(!`!1! 1857 3.63 4.43 0.41 0.0038 10553   
J;5/4(!a!1! 1892 3.75 4.89 0.43 0.0060 10778   
J;5/4(!b!1! 932 1.18 1.92 0.27 0.0034 12350   
P+(01.'$-,s!1!
%./,,/4(!\/./5,!










8.5 Cost Profile Analysis of Light Fitting System Alternatives 







51+! $+7+$+(0+! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.N! 51+! 04,5! 47! &/)15! 7/55/(),! /,! +,5/.'5+*! 54! U+! 04(,5'(5&M!
*+0$+',/()!UM!'!7'054$!47!_a:V`!r!7$4.!VWW`!54!VWS_!8/51!$+,;+05!54!51+!U',+!M+'$!9VWWW<:!>4$!
51+!04,5!47!5#U+,N!/5!/,!+,5/.'5+*!51'5!51+!04,5!/(0$+',+,!54!T:TT!5/.+,!/(!VWW`!54!b:TT!5/.+,!/(!
VWW_! 54! _:TT! 5/.+,! /(! VWS`! 54! SV! 5/.+,! /(! VWS_!8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+! U',+! M+'$! 9VWWW<:! >4$!
+(+$)M!04(,#.;5/4(N! /5! /,!$+0-4(+*!51'5!51+!04,5!/(0$+',+,!54!a!5/.+,!/(!VWW`!54!Y:a!5/.+,!/(!
VWW_!54!ST!5/.+,!/(!VWS`!'(*!51+(!54!S_!5/.+,!/(!VWS_!8/51!$+,;+05!54!51+!U',+!M+'$!9VWWW<:!
>4$! +Z'.;&+N! /(! M+'$! VWW`N! 51+! +,5/.'5+*! 04,5! 47! $+7+$+(0+! &/)15! 7/55/(),! /,!AG! SWWV:Y`! Z!
W:_aV`!l!AG!_aa:WYn! 51+!+,5/.'5+*!04,5!47! &/)15! 5#U+,!/,!AG!S`T:Vb!Z!T:TT!lAG!`cc:a`n!
51+!+,5/.'5+*!04,5!47!+(+$)M!04(,#.+*!/,!AG!_a:aS!Z!a!l!AG!`cc:a`:!6/51!$+,;+05!54!51+!
7#(05/4('&!#(/5!47!VaL.V!477/0+!'$+'N! 51+!+,5/.'5+*! 545'&! &/7+!0M0&+!04,5!47! 51+!$+7+$+(0+! &/)15!
7/55/()! ,M,5+.! /,! ,&/)15&M! 'U4=+! AG! `aWW:WW! 4$! 'U4#5! AG! `aTb:WW:! D1+! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5!
;$47/&+,!47!51+!451+$!'&5+$('5/=+,N!81/01!8+$+!+,5/.'5+*!UM!'('&4)MN!'$+!;$+,+(5+*!/(!>/)#$+!YL
ST:! F(! 51/,! 7/)#$+N! /5! /,! +,5/.'5+*! 51'5! 51+! 74$+0',5+*! \^^! 74$! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+N! 81/01!
$+04..+(*,! 51+!#,+!47!+(+$)M!04(,+$=/()!+m#/;.+(5N! /,!'$4#(*!cTr!'(*!74$! 51+!'&5+$('5/=+!





04(,/*+$+*! /.;$+0/,+! '(*! &'0-/()! $+&/'U/&/5M:! D1+! &'0-! 47! 04(0$+5+! *+5'/&+*! *'5'! '5! 51+! +'$&M!






























































































































8.6 Quality House (Matrix) of the Light Fitting System 
D1+! $+&'5/4(,1/;,! U+58++(! 0#,54.+$e,! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 9/(0&#*/()! 51+! ;#$01',+! ;$/0+<!
=+$,#,!51+!;$4*#05!,5$#05#$+!47!51+!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.N!81/01!8+$+!;$4=/*+*!UM!51+!04.;'(MN!
'$+!;$+,+(5+*!/(!D'U&+!YLV!9,++!'&,4!,+05/4(!c:`<:!D'U&+!YLV!*+,0$/U+,!51+!;$/4$/5/,+*!0#,54.+$!






















































































51+!.4,5! /.;4$5'(5! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,:! >4$! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(!47! 5+01(/0'&! $'5/()N!4(+!.'M!








1#./*! +(=/$4(.+(5N! &48! ;#$01',/()! ;$/0+N! ,/.;&+! '(*! 7#(05/4('&! *+,/)(N! '(*! '&,4! ,5'U&+!
&#./('(0+:! I,! /(*/0'5+*! /(! 51+! 'U4=+! 7/)#$+N! '! m#'&/5M! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! 51+! '0$M&/0! */77#,+$!
04(5$/U#5+,! ;4,/5/=+&M! '(*! ,#U,5'(5/'&&M! 54! 51+! ,'5/,7'05/4(! 47! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! 0#,54.+$!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! +Z0+;5! 51+! 04,5! 04(,/*+$'5/4(:! F.;$4=+.+(5,! 54! U+! .'*+! /(! '0$M&/0! */77#,+$N!
;&',5/0!;&#),N!'&#B/(0!.'/(!U4*M!'(*!IPG!+(*L0';,!8/&&!'&,4!&+'*!54!'!;4,/5/=+!04(5$/U#5/4(!54!
51+! ,'5/,7'05/4(! 47! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5! 47! f$+,/,5'(0+! 548'$*,! 1#./*/5Mg:! D1+! 74#$! /.;4$5'(5!
;$4*#05! 04.;4(+(5,! 51'5! 1'=+! 54! U+! '**$+,,+*! 0$/5/0'&&M! 54!.'Z/./,+! 51+! ,'5/,7'05/4(!47! 51+!
0#,54.+$!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'$+R!9S<!'0$M&/0!*/77#,+$N!9V<!'&#B/(0L.'/(!U4*MN!9T<!IPG!+(*L0';,!'(*!
9`<! ;&',5/0! ;&#),:! 3'5'! 4(! 51+! 5$'*+L477,! U+58++(! 51+! m#'&/5M! /.;$4=+.+(5,! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05!
04.;4(+(5,! /,! (45! '='/&'U&+N! 81/01! $+,#&5,! 54! 51+! +Z0&#,/4(! 47! 51+! 54;! 5$/'()#&'$! ,1';+*L
;4$5/4(!47!51+!m#'&/5M!14#,+:!
!
8.7 Alternative Product Concepts for System Improvement 
A,/()! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,e! /(74$.'5/4(! U',+*! 7$4.! 51+!
,5$+'.&/(+*! '(*s4$! .4*/7/+*! ]>3N! \^I! '(*! \^^! .+514*,N! 04(0+;5,! 8+$+! )+(+$'5+*! 54!
/.;$4=+!51+!U',+&/(+!;$4*#05!4$!54!04.+!#;!8/51!'!(+8!'(*!.4$+!,#,5'/('U&+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.:!
>4$! +Z'.;&+N! '!(+8!;$4*#05! ,14#&*!1'=+!TWr! &48+$!8+/)15N! bWr!1/)1+$!+(+$)M!+77/0/+(0MN!
Var! U+55+$! &/7+! +77/0/+(0MN! `Wr! &48+$! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5,N! aWr! &48+$! 74,,/&! 7#+&! 04(,#.;5/4(!




8+$+! /*+(5/7/+*!'(*!;$+L*+7/(+*!UM! 51+!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.!904.;4,+*!47!c!.+.U+$,!
7$4.!*/77+$+(5!*+;'$5.+(5,<!47!\#./&/)15!%&+05$/0!Q$4*#05!'(*!\/)15/()!F(0:!
• K+8! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! 51'5! $+*#0+,! 51+!.'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(! UM! TWrN!81/01! /,! +',/+$! 54!







• H+;&'0+.+(5! 47! cWr! 47! 51+! $'8! '&#./(/#.! '(*! ,5++&! 8/51! $+0M0&+*! .'5+$/'&,N! 81/01!
$+*#0+,!51+!*/,01'$)+,!7$4.!51+!;$4*#05/4(!47!51+!&/)15!7/55/(),e!04.;4(+(5,:!
• F(5$4*#05/4(! 47! '! ,M,5+.! 74$! $+04=+$M! '(*! ;4,5L04(,#.;5/4(! $+0M0&/()! 47! 51+! 1+'=/+,5!
04.;4(+(5!.'5+$/'&,!51'5!$+*#0+,!51+!*/,01'$)+,!7$4.!51+!;$4*#05/4(!47!04.;4(+(5,:!
• ^1'()/()!51+!&/)15!7/55/(),!7$4.!SW!6!54!VW!6:!D1/,!$+*#0+,!51+!(++*+*!(#.U+$!47!&/)15!
7/55/(),! 7$4.! SV! 54! b! 7/55/(),! 54! 04.;&M!8/51! 51+! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05e,! 7#(05/4('&! #(/5:! F5!
*+0$+',+,! +(+$)M! 04(,#.;5/4(! /(! 51+! #,+$! ;1',+! UM! #,/()! b! &/)15! 7/55/(),! 47! V!h! VW!6!
/(,5+'*!47!SV!&/)15!7/55/(),!47!V!h!SW!6:!F5!/,!',,#.+*!51'5!584!$+'054$,!'$+!(+0+,,'$M!;+$!
&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!I004$*/()!54!\#./&/)15N! 51+!.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(!$+.'/(,!51+!,'.+!
',! 51'5!47! 51+!$+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!+Z0+;5! 74$! 51+!+(*!0';,N!'(*! 51+!(#.U+$!47! &/)15!
7/55/(),!0'(!U+!$+*#0+*!UM!'!7'054$!47!V:!
• ^1'()/()!51+!&/)15!7/55/(),!7$4.!SW!6!54!`W!6:!D1/,!$+*#0+,!51+!(++*+*!(#.U+$!47!&/)15!






$+'054$,N!+50:<! 54! 51+!$+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05:! F(! 51/,!'&5+$('5/=+N!+&+05$4(/0!U'&&',5!4$!+&+05$4(/0!
04(5$4&! )+'$! /,! /(,5'&&+*! /(! '&&! &/)15! 7/55/(),! 54! /(0$+',+! &/)15!4#5;#5! '(*!*+0$+',+! &4,,!47!
1+'5:! F(! '**/5/4(N! '! *'M&/)15! *+5+054$! 951'5! 04(5$4&,! 51+! +&+05$/0! &/)15! '004$*/()! 54! 4(+e,!
(++*<! '(*! '! ;+$,4(! '$+! (++*+*! 74$! /.;&+.+(5'5/4(:! D1/,! 04#&*! &+,,+(! 51+! +(+$)M!
04(,#.;5/4(!'5!.4,5!car!04.;'$+*!81+(!#,/()!51+!$+7+$+(0+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!/5,+&7:!
F(! ,#..'$MN! 51+! /*+(5/7/+*!;$4*#05! ,M,5+.!04(0+;5!'&5+$('5/=+,! 51'5!'$+!'='/&'U&+! 54!;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! '$+! 5'U#&'5+*! /(! D'U&+! YLT:! E48+=+$N! /5! ,14#&*! U+! (45+*! 51'5! 51+! (+8!
;$4;4,+*! 04(0+;5,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! ./)15! U+! ,/)(/7/0'(5&M! */77+$+(5! 7$4.! 51+! $+7+$+(0+!



















8.8 Sustainable Concept Comparison Matrix of Light Fitting System 
D1+!,#,5'/('U&+!;$4*#05!04(0+;5!04.;'$/,4(!.'5$/Z!4$!14#,+!,148,!51+!$+&'5/4(,1/;,!U+58++(!
51+! ;$4;4,+*! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.!=+$,#,! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N!




51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! ',,/)(,! ;$/4$/5/+,! 54! /5,! 014,+(! 0$/5+$/':! I004$*/()! 54! 51+!























D1+! +77+05/=+(+,,!47! +'01!4;5/4(! /,! ',,+,,+*!UM!#,+!47!='&#+,!47! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='$/'U&+!Y = 


























Cost Considerations ! !
\48!;#$01',/()!;$/0+! ^HS! F^!
\48!&/7+!0M0&+!04,5,! ^HV! O\^!




























D1+! 04.;&+5+! ,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5! 04.;'$/,4(! .'5$/Z! 4$! 14#,+! 47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.N! ',!


























! ]HS! ]HV! ]HT! ]H`! ]Ha! ]Hb! ]Hc! ^HS! ^HV! %HS! %HV! %HT! %H`! %Ha! %Hb! %Hc! %HY!
J;5/4(!S! MLS MLS S MLS MLS MLS MLS S S S MLS S MLS MLS S MLS MLS 
J;5/4(!V! MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS BA BA S S S AA S MLS MLS MLS AA AA 
J;5/4(!T! MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS BA BA S S S AA S S MLS MLS AA AA 
J;5/4(!`! MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS MLS AA AA S S S S MLS S S S 
J;5/4(!a! MLS AA AA MLS MLS MLS MLS IS S IS S IS MLS MLS AA MLS MLS 
J;5/4(!b! MLS MLS AA MLS MLS MLS MLS A IS IS IS IS MLS MLS IS IS IS 
!






















8.9 Calculation for the Selection of  a Sustainable Light Fitting System Using 
the Proposed Algorithm 
F(! 51/,!,+05/4(N! 51+!,+&+05/4(!47!'!,#,5'/('U&+!;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5!;$4;4,'&! /,!*+.4(,5$'5+*!
51$4#)1!51+!#,+!47!51+!;$4;4,+*!1+#$/,5/0!'&)4$/51.:!
Step 1 
>4&&48/()! 51+! ,5+;,! 47! 51+! ;$40+*#$+N! 51+! importance! 47! +'01! 47! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M!
'(*! 04,5! '55$/U#5+,! '(*! 51+! 0';'U/&/5M! 47! +'01! ;$4;4,+*! 4;5/4(! 74$! ,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 54! .++5! +'01! $+m#/$+.+(5! '$+! 4U5'/(+*:! D1+! 04.;&+5+! ,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5!
04.;'$/,4(! .'5$/Z! /,! ,148(! /(! D'U&+! YLc:! F(! 51/,! .'5$/ZN! 51+$+! '$+! Sc! 0$/5+$/'! '(*! b!
'&5+$('5/=+,! 8/51! Y! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 74$! F.;4$5'(0+! '(*! '(451+$! Y! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+,! 74$!
^';'U/&/5M:!D1+!.+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,!47! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!47! F.;4$5'(0+!'(*!^';'U/&/5M!
'$+!/(!51+!74$.!47!S!h!SS!'$$'M!47!(#.U+$,!',!,148(!/(!D'U&+,!cLSN!cLVN!cLT!'(*!cL`:!
Step 2 
G#;;4,+! 4(+! 8'(5,! 54! ,4&=+! 51+! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()! */,5'(0+! 47! Alternative 1! 81/01! /,! 54!
*+=+&4;! '! (+8! ;$4*#05! ,4&#5/4(! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(:! D'-+! 74$! /(,5'(0+N! 51+!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!0$/5+$/4(!47!$+*#0/()!51+!)&4U'&!8'$./()!;45+(5/'&N!Criterion 10:!I004$*/()!54!
D'U&+! YLcN! 51+! 0';'U/&/5M! 47! Alternative 1! 54! ,'5/,7M! 51+! )/=+(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 0$/5+$/4(! /,!
fSuperiorf! '(*! 51+! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51/,! Criterion 10! /,! fIndeed Criticalf:! D1+! $+&'5/4(,1/;!
U+58++(! 51+! 0';'U/&/5M! 47!J;5/4(! S! 54!.++5! $+m#/$+.+(5! '(*! 51+! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 0$/5+$/4(! 47!





























































F(! '! ,/./&'$! 7',1/4(N! 51+! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(,! $+;$+,+(5/()! 51+! SWV! +(5$/+,! /(! D'U&+! YLc! '$+! '&,4!
04.;#5+*!54!04.;&+5+!,5+;!V:!61+(!51/,!,5+;!/,!7/(/,1+*N!D'U&+!YLc!0'(!U+!514#)15!47!',!'!b!h!








F(! 51/,! ,5+;N! 51+!./(/.#.,!47! 51+! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(,! 04.;#5+*! /(! ,5+;!V!'$+! 74$.+*!'0$4,,! 51+!
,+=+(5++(! '55$/U#5+,! 74$! +'01! 47! 51+! ,/Z! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! #,/()! +m#'5/4(! 9cb<:! >4$!
+Z'.;&+N! 51+! /(5+$,+05/4(! Rj! 47! 51+! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(,! ',,40/'5+*! 8/51! j=1! 81/01! /,! 51+!
*+=+&4;.+(5!47!(+8!;$4*#05!,4&#5/4(!8/51!&48+$!.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(!'0$4,,!51+!Sc!0$/5+$/'!
/,R!!
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:
9 N <9 <S
u u
M R x y
µ =
WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW S:WW
W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WS W:Wa W:WS W:WW
W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WS W:Wa W:WS W:WW
W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WW W:WS W:Wa W:WS W:WW








































































F(! ,/./&'$! 8'MN! 51+! .+.U+$,1/;! 7#(05/4(,! 47! Rje,! 74$! 451+$! '&5+$('5/=+,! 74$! ,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5!0'(!'&,4!U+!*+5+$./(+*:!
Step 4 
G#;;4,+! 51+! IMPORTANCE! 47! /.;&+.+(5/()! 51+! 4=+$'&&! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! ,5$'5+)M! 54! 51+!






G4&=+! 51+! 7#BBM! $+&'5/4(! +m#'5/4(! #,/()! +m#'5/4(! 9cY<! 74$! +'01! 4;5/4(! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5!
j=1,2...nN! 54! *+5+$./(+! 51+! 4=+$L'&&! CAPABILITY! 47! +'01! '&5+$('5/=+! 54! /.;&+.+(5! 51+!
,#,5'/('U/&/5M!,5$'5+)M!47! 51+!04.;'(M:!>4$!+Z'.;&+N! 51+!.+.U+$,1/;!7#(05/4(!47! 51+!4=+$'&&!
0';'U/&/5M!47!Alternative 1 9j=1<!54!/.;&+.+(5!51+!,#,5'/('U/&/5M!,5$'5+)M!/,!74#(*!54!U+R!
G/./&'$! 0'&0#&'5/4(,! 54! 7/(*! 51+! 04.;'5/U/&/5M! 7#(05/4(,! 74$! 51+! $+.'/(/()!'&5+$('5/=+,!'$+!',!
74&&48,R!
[ ]W:S_V:WWa:WWS:WW:WW:WW:WW:WW:WW:WW:W<9<9 =xxM uµ
( )


























































































































































( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]































K4(+! 47! 51+! 04.;'5/U/&/5M! 7#(05/4(,! 04.;#5+*! /(! ,5+;! a! '$+! *+7/(+*! /(!D'U&+,! cLV! '(*! cL`:!
D1'5! /,N! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='&#+,! 51'5! 51+M!*+7/(+! 51+.!'$+!(45!';;'$+(5:!E48+=+$N!4(+!.'M!#,+!



















G/./&'$! ,5+;,! 0'(! U+! 74&&48+*! /(! 51+! 0'&0#&'5/4(! 47! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()!*/,5'(0+! 74$! 51+!451+$!
4;5/4(,!74$!,M,5+.!/.;$4=+.+(5:!
Step 7 






9 Results, Analysis and Discussion  
D1+!.'/(!$+,#&5!/,!51+!*+=+&4;+*!04(0+;5#'&!.+514*4&4)M!',!*/,0#,,+*!/(!^1';5+$!c:!G;+0/7/0!
54! 51+! 0',+! ,5#*M! 4$! 51+! ';;&/0'5/4(! 47! 51+! ';;$4'01N! /5,! $+,#&5,N! ,+(,/5/=/5M! '(*! ,5'5/,5/0'&!





='$M/()! 51+! /*+'&! 4=+$L'&&! ='&#+! 74$! f^';'U/&/5Mg! UM! '(M! 4;5/4(! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5:! F(!
'**/5/4(!54!51/,!f81'5L/7g!'('&M,/,N!U451!4(+L7'054$/'&!'('&M,+,!47!='$/'(0+!9IKJdI<!'(*!584L
7'054$/'&!IKJdI!8/514#5! $+;&/0'5/4(!8+$+!;+$74$.+*!54!01+0-!51+!(#&&!1M;451+,/,!9H0<! 51'5!
51+! $'(-,! 47! 51+! 04(,/*+$+*! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5N! 81/01! '$+! U',+*! 4(! 51+/$!
+Z;+05+*! .+'(,! 47! $+&'5/=+! E'../()! */,5'(0+N! '$+! 51+! ,'.+:! D1+,+! 584! '('&M,+,! '/*! 54!
04(7/$.!51+!$'(-/()!4U5'/(+*:! 
!




D1+! &48+$! 51+! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()! */,5'(0+N! ',! +Z;&'/(+*! /(! ,5+;,! b! '(*! c! 47! 51+! *+=+&4;+*!




$+/5+$'5+N! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! 04(,/*+$+*! '$+R!J;5/4(!S! 9K+8!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!
8/51!&48+$!.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(<n!J;5/4(!V!9G#U,5/5#5/4(!47!I&L"(!8/51!U&'0-!/$4(<n!J;5/4(!T!
9H+;&'0+.+(5! 47! I&#./(/#.! '(*! ,5++&! 8/51! $+0M0&+*! .'5+$/'&,<n! J;5/4(! `! 9F(5$4*#05/4(! 47!
,M,5+.! 74$! $+04=+$M! '(*! ;4,5L04(,#.;5/4(! $+0M0&/()<n! J;5/4(! a! 9^1'()+! 54! 1/)1+$!8'55')+!
&/)15/()!,M,5+.,<!'(*!&',5&MN!J;5/4(!b!9A,')+!47!+(+$)M!04(,+$=/()!+m#/;.+(5,!04((+05+*!54!
51+!'$.'5#$+<:!
F(! 51+! ,#00++*/()! ,+05/4(,N! 51+! U+,5! 4$! 4;5/.'&! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! '.4()!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5!0$/5+$/'N!U+58++(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'(*!04,5!'55$/U#5+,N!U+58++(!





9.1.1 Assessment Based on Product Quality, Environmental and Cost Considerations 
D'U&+!_LS!/&&#,5$'5+,!51+!.4,5!/.;4$5'(5!4#504.+!47!51+!0',+!,5#*M!81+$+!51+!$'(-/()!/,!U',+*!















,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! U+0'#,+! /5,! 0';'U/&/5M! /(! .++5/()! $+&+='(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! 04,5! '(*!
m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '$+! '5! &+',5! .4$+! 4$! &+,,! ,#;+$/4$! 81/01! 5$'(,&'5+,! /(54! &48! $+&'5/=+!
1'../()!*/,5'(0+:!F7!4(+!$+=/+8,!'&&!51+!,#U,+m#+(5!5'U&+,!/(!51/,!01';5+$N!51/,!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5! '&8'M,! ;4,/5/4(,! /5,+&7! 0&4,+$! 54! 51+! .4,5! ;$+7+$$+*! '&5+$('5/=+! '(*!
;+$74$.,!8+&&!'0$4,,!51+!0$/5/0'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!!F5!/,!0&4,+&M!74&&48+*!UM!J;5/4(!a!'(*!51+(!UM!
J;5/4(!`:!J;5/4(!b!;&'0+*!74#$51! /(! 51+!4$*+$/()!81+$+! /5,!,#;+$/4$/5M!&/+,!,;+0/7/0'&&M!54!/5,!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+:!D1+!&+',5!;$+7+$$+*!4;5/4(,!'$+!J;5/4(!V!'(*!J;5/4(!T:!>4$!51+,+!
584! &',5! 4;5/4(,N! 4(+! .'M! U+04.+! /(*/77+$+(5! U#5! 74$5#('5+&M! 51+M! 1'=+! 74#(*! 54! U+! (4(L
;$+7+$$+*! '&5+$('5/=+,:! D1+/$! 8+'-! 0';'U/&/5/+,! 54! .++5! 51+! m#'&/5MN! 04,5! '(*! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! ,/.#&5'(+4#,&M! '$+! ,/./&'$! 54! 51+/$! /(*/=/*#'&! +77+05/=+(+,,! ',!*+.4(,5$'5+*! /(!




9.1.2 Assessment Based on Environmental Consideration 
F(!D'U&+!_LV!U+&48N!51+!U+,5!4;5/4(!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!8/51!$+,;+05!54!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'55$/U#5+,!




+m#/;.+(5,! 54!U+!04((+05+*! 54! 51+!'$.'5#$+!47! 51+! &/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.:!D1+!,+&+05/4(!47! 51/,!
'&5+$('5/=+!0'(!'&,4!U+!*+*#0+*!7$4.!51+!+,5/.'5+*!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+,!47!4;5/4(,!74$!
,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! /(! 51+!)$++(!.'5$/Z! 9D'U&+!YLS<!',! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(! 51+!;$+0+*/()!01';5+$:!!
I,! /(*/0'5+*! /(!^1';5+$!YN! ,/(0+! 51+!#,+$!;1',+!47! 51+!;$4*#05! &/7+! 0M0&+! ,148,! 54!1'=+! 51+!
)$+'5+,5!;45+(5/'&!74$!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+!/.;$4=+.+(5N!51/,!4;5/4(!0'(!+77+05/=+&M!'(*!
,/)(/7/0'(5&M! '**$+,,! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! 51+! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.:!
G+04(*&MN!J;5/4(! b! 1', indeed superior 0';'U/&/5M! /(! 04.;'$/,4(!8/51! '(M!451+$!4;5/4(,! /(!
'**$+,,/()! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.:! K+Z5N! 51/,! /,!
74&&48+*! UM! J;5/4(! `! '(*! J;5/4(! S:! J;5/4(! a! 0&4,+&M! 74&&48,! 51+.:! I&514#)1! '&&! 51+,+!














9.1.3 Assessment Based on Customer’s  Product Quality Considerations 
F(! D'U&+! _LT! U+&48N! 51+! $'(-/()! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! ;$4*#05! m#'&/5M! '55$/U#5+,! '&4(+! $+,#&5,! 54!
J;5/4(!`N!J;5/4(!S!'(*!J;5/4(!b!',!U+,5!'&5+$('5/=+,:!D1+,+! 51$++!'&5+$('5/=+,!,148!'5! &+',5!
.4$+! 4$! &+,,! ,#;+$/4$! 0';'U/&/5M! /(! ,'5/,7M/()! .4,5! 47! 51+! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! 51+!
0#,54.+$,N! ;'$5/0#&'$&M! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! 4(+,:! J;5/4(! a! 74&&48,! 51+.! 0&4,+&M:! \',5&MN! 51+! &+',5!
;$+7+$$+*! '&5+$('5/=+! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! m#'&/5M! 0$/5+$/'! /,! ,1'$+*! +m#'&&M! UM! J;5/4(! V! '(*!!!!
J;5/4(! T:! ! D1+,+! 584! &',5! '&5+$('5/=+,! '$+! &+',5! ;$+7+$$+*! U+0'#,+! 51+M! 1'=+! U+&48! '=+$')+!
+77+05/=+(+,,! /(!.++5/()! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5!47! $+,/,5'(0+! 548'$*,!1#./*/5M! '(*!

















9.1.4 Assessment Based on Cost Consideration 
I,! /&&#,5$'5+*! /(! D'U&+! _L`! U+&48N! 81+(! 51+! +='&#'5/4(! /,! U',+*! 4(! 04,5! 04(,/*+$'5/4(N! 51+!
'&5+$('5/=+! 51'5! ;$4;4,+,! 51+! #,+! 47! +(+$)M! 04(,+$=/()! +m#/;.+(5! 54! U+! 04((+05+*! /(54! 51+!
'$.'5#$+! /,! 51+! .4,5! +Z;+(,/=+! 4(+! U+0'#,+! 47! /5,! '**/5/4('&! 04,5! 47! /(,5'&&/()! '! ,8/501N!




.4,5! ;$+7+$$+*! 4;5/4(:! F(! 51/,! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5N! /5! /,! 4(&M! (+0+,,'$M! 54! /(,5'&&!
+/51+$!b!47!V!h!VW!4$!`!47!V!h!`W!7/55/()!,M,5+.,!/(,5+'*!47!SV!4$/)/('&!,M,5+.,!54!7#&7/&!51+!
7#(05/4('&!#(/5:!J;5/4(!a!/(=4&=+,!&48!;#$01',/()!04,5,!/(!51+!7/$,5!M+'$!'&514#)1!/5,!&4()L5+$.!
04,5!./)15! U+! [#,5! ,/./&'$! 54!J;5/4(! b:! G4N! /(! '! &4()L5+$.! 14$/B4(N!J;5/4(! b! '(*!J;5/4(! a!
./)15! 1'=+! 51+! ,'.+! /(0#$$+*! &/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5,:! ! F(*/77+$+(0+! /(! $'(-/()! '.4()! J;5/4(! SN!
J;5/4(,!VN!'(*!J;5/4(!T!'$+!+(04#(5+$+*:!J;5/4(!`!$'(-,!51/$*!/(!5+$.,!47!04,5!',;+05:!
9.1.5 Assessment Based on Environmental and Cost Considerations 
D'U&+! _La! U+&48! ;$+,+(5,! 51+! $+,#&5! 81+(! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5! '$+! ',,+,,+*! 8/51!
04(,/*+$'5/4(!54!U451!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'(*!04,5!'55$/U#5+,:!D1+!.4,5!;$+7+$$+*!04(0+;5!/,!J;5/4(!
S! U+0'#,+! /5! ,'5/,7/+,! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! $+*#0+*! )&4U'&! 8'$./()!
;45+(5/'&N! $+*#0+*!'0/*/7/0'5/4(!;45+(5/'&!'(*!$+*#0+*!04(=+$,/4(!47! 74,,/&! 7#+&,!'(*! 51+!04,5!
$+m#/$+.+(5!'5!'!0';'U/&/5MN!81/01!/,!'5!&+',5!.4$+!4$!&+,,!,#;+$/4$:!J;5/4(!a!74&&48,!/5!0&4,+&M:!































9.1.6 Assessment Based on Product Quality and Environmental Considerations 
I,! */,;&'M+*! /(!D'U&+! _LbN!J;5/4(! b! $'(-,! +m#'&&M!8/51!J;5/4(! `! '(*!J;5/4(! S! '5! 51+! 7/$,5!
;4,/5/4(!U+0'#,+!51+M!1'=+!'5!&+',5!'U4=+!'=+$')+!0';'U/&/5M!/(!.++5/()!.'[4$/5M!47!51+!m#'&/5M!





&+,,! ,/./&'$! 0';'U/&/5/+,!8/51! $+,;+05! 54! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*!m#'&/5M!',;+05,:!J;5/4(!bN!4(! 51+!
451+$! 1'(*N! 1',! 4(&M! '(! 'U4=+! '=+$')+! 0';'U/&/5M! 54! ,'5/,7M! 51+! =+$M! /.;4$5'(5! m#'&/5M!
$+m#/$+.+(5! 47! ,/.;&+! 54! /(,5'&&! /(! 51+! 477/0+N! 148+=+$N! 51/,! /,! 04.;+(,'5+*! UM! /5,! /(*++*!
,#;+$/4$!+77+05/=+(+,,!54!.++5!51+!0$/5/0'&!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,!47!&/)15!7/55/(),:!






















9.1.7 Assessment Based on Product Quality and Cost Considerations 
6/51!$+,;+05!54!;$4*#05!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5!04(,/*+$'5/4(,N!',!,148(!/(!D'U&+!_LcN!J;5/4(!S!/,!51+!
.4,5! ;$+7+$$+*! '&5+$('5/=+:! F5,! ,#;+$/4$/5M! /,! *+.4(,5$'5+*! UM! /5,! ,#;+$/4$! 0';'U/&/5M! 54!.++5!
51+!04,5!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!'5!&+',5!.4$+!4$!&+,,!,#;+$/4$!+77+05/=+(+,,!/(!,'5/,7M/()!51+!;$4*#05!
m#'&/5M! +Z;+05'5/4(,!47! 51+! 0#,54.+$,:!J;5/4(!a! $'(-,! ,+04(*!'(*! 74&&48,!J;5/4(!S!0&4,+&M:!



















9.2 Closer Examination of the Ranking based on Quality, Environmental and 
Cost Requirements 
I&514#)1! /5! /,! /(5+$+,5/()! 54! 04(*#05! ,+(,/5/=/5M! '('&M,+,! 74$! '&&! 51+! ',,+,,.+(5,! $+;4$5+*!
'U4=+N!4(&M!51+!,+(,/5/=/5M!'('&M,+,!47!$'(-/()!$+,#&5!/(!D'U&+!_LS!8+$+!;+$74$.+*!U+0'#,+!/5!
/,!51+!.4,5!/.;4$5'(5!4#5;#5!47!51+!0',+!,5#*M:!O'(M!$+,+'$01+$,!/(!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!1'=+!
$+04..+(*+*! 51'5! 51+!.4$+! 5/.+! ,;+(5! /(! ;$4*#05/=+&M! +='&#'5/()! 04.;+5/()! 04(0+;5,N! 51+!
,14$5+$! 8/&&! U+! 51+! 545'&! *+,/)(! 5/.+! '(*! 51+! U+55+$! 51+! ;$4*#05! 8/&&! U+! '5! 51+! +(*:! D1#,N!




I&514#)1! 51+! 7/)#$+,! U+&48! '&,4! ,148! 51+! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()! */,5'(0+,! 47! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+,N!
81/01! $+;$+,+(5! 51+! ;+$74$.'(0+! .+',#$+! 47! '(! 4;5/4(! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5N! 51+! +Z'05!
='&#+,!47!51+,+!*/,5'(0+,!'$+!(45!/.;4$5'(5!U+0'#,+!4(+!/,!4(&M!/(5+$+,5+*!4(!51+!4$*+$!47!51+!





9.2.1 Scenario 1: Changing Assumed Ideal Linguistic Value of “Capability” 
!
>/$,5N!51+!/*+'&!4=+$L'&&!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!74$!f^';'U/&/5Mg!8',!01'()+*!7$4.!indeed superior!54!
superior!'(*!51+(!54!more or less superior. D1+!01'()+!47!4=+$L'&&!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!47!f!!
!
!
Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6
Option 2 Option 3
Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6
Option 2 Option 3
Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6






























^';'U/&/5Mf!8',!4(&M! &/./5+*! 54! 51+! &/()#/,5/0!='&#+!fO4$+!4$!\+,,!G#;+$/4$g!U+0'#,+!4(+!/,!
4(&M! /(5+$+,5+*! 4(! .'Z/./,/()! 51+! +77+05/=+(+,,! 47! '(! 4;5/4(! 54! '01/+=+! 51+! /*+'&!




9.2.2 Scenario 2: Changing Assumed Ideal Linguistic Value of “Importance” 
G+04(*N!51+!/*+'&!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!74$!fF.;4$5'(0+g!47!/.;&+.+(5/()!51+!4=+$'&&!,#,5'/('U/&/5M!
,5$'5+)M! 54! 51+! 7#5#$+!47! 51+!04.;'(M!8',!01'()+*! 7$4.! indeed critical to critical!'(*! 51+(!
more or less critical:!A,/()!51+!,'.+!&/()#/,5/0!*'5'!',!;$+,+(5+*!/(!D'U&+!YLcN!51+!4$*+$/()!/,!
,148(!/(!>/)#$+!_LV:!I5!51/,!5/.+N!51+$+!/,!'!$'(-!$+=+$,'&!U+58++(!J;5/4(,!`!'(*!a!81+(!51+!
/*+'&!4=+$L'&&!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!8',!01'()+*!7$4.!/(*++*!0$/5/0'&!54!0$/5/0'&:!J;5/4(!S!/,!,5/&&!51+!
;$+7+$$+*! 014/0+:! D1+! 4$*+$/()! 47! 51+! 451+$! 4;5/4(,! $+.'/(,! 51+! ,'.+! ',! 04.;'$+*! 54! 51+!





Option 1 Option 5
Option 6







































9.2.3 Scenario 3: Replacing the Linguistic Values in the Original 1 X 17 “Importance” 
Vector 
D1/$*N!51/,!,0+('$/4!'('&M,/,!/,!'004.;&/,1+*!UM!*+)$'*/()!51+!fF.;4$5'(0+g!47!'!0$/5+$/4(!UM!
4(+! ,5+;! U+&48! 47! /5,! 4$/)/('&! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+:! >4$! +Z'.;&+N! /7! 51+! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+! 47!
fF.;4$5'(0+g!47!0$/5+$/4(!S!/,!4$/)/('&&M!,+5!'5!Indeed Critical!/(!51+!4$/)/('&!.'5$/Z!9D'U&+!YL
c<N! 51+(! 51/,! /,! $+;&'0+*! UM!“Critical”! ',! /5,! 0#$$+(5! &/()#/,5/0! ='&#+:!E48+=+$! 51+! 4=+$L'&&!
/*+'&! ='&#+,! 74$!Capability! '(*! Importance! $+.'/(! 51+! ,'.+N! Indeed Superior and Indeed 
CriticalN!$+,;+05/=+&M:!I,!,148(!/(!>/)#$+!_LTN!51+$+!/,!(4!$+=+$,'&!/(!$'(-/()!',!04.;'$+*!54!





Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6
Option 2 Option 3
Option 1
Option 5
Option 4 Option 6































9.2.4 Scenario 4: Replacing the Linguistic Values in the Original 6 X 17  “Capability” 
Array 
>4#$51N!51/,!,0+('$/4!'('&M,/,!/,!$+'&/,+*!UM!*+)$'*/()!51+!f^';'U/&/5Mg!47!'(!4;5/4(!54!.++5!'!
;'$5/0#&'$! $+m#/$+.+(5!UM!4(+!,5+;!U+&48!47! /5,!4$/)/('&! &/()#/,5/0!='&#+:!>4$!+Z'.;&+N! /7! 51+!
&/()#/,5/0!='&#+!47!51+!Capability 47!J;5/4(!S!54!,'5/,7M!'55$/U#5+!S!/,!More or Less SuperiorN!
51+(! 51/,! /,! $+;&'0+*! UM! !“Above average”! ',! /5,! 0#$$+(5! ='&#+:!E48+=+$! 51+! 4=+$L'&&! /*+'&!
&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,! 74$!Capability! '(*!Importance! '$+!1+&*!04(,5'(5N!+:):!Indeed Superior and 
Indeed CriticalN! $+,;+05/=+&M:! >/)#$+! _L`! ,148,! 51'5! 51+! 4$*+$/()! 47! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5!8',!,&/)15&M!'77+05+*!UM!51+!01'()+!/(!51+!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,!#,+*!/(!51+!4$/)/('&!!











Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6
Option 2 Option 3
Option 1 Option 5
Option 4
Option 6































I0$4,,! 51+!`!,0+('$/4,!04(,/*+$+*! /(! 51/,!0',+!,5#*MN! 51+!7/('&!+Z;+05+*!.+'(,!9'=+$')+,<!47!
51+! $+&'5/=+! 1'../()! */,5'(0+! 47! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+,! 8+$+! 04.;#5+*! 54! #,+! ',! U',/,! 74$! 51+!
*+5+$./('5/4(! 47! 51+! +Z;+05+*! $'(-/()! 47! 51+! 4;5/4(,! ,#01! ',! ,148(! /(! D'U&+! _LY:! I,!
*/,;&'M+*! /(! 51/,! 5'U&+N! 51+!.4,5!,#,5'/('U&+!'(*!4;5/.'&!;$4;4,+*!04(0+;5! 74$! /.;$4=+.+(5!
74$! 51+! &/)15! 7/55/()!,M,5+.!,5#*/+*!/,!J;5/4(!SN!81/01!,#))+,5,!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!(+8!;$4*#05!
,M,5+.! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(:! D1/,! /,! 74&&48+*! UM! J;5/4(! a! 51'5! $+04..+(*,!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 54! 01'()+! 54! 1/)1+$! 8'55')+! '$.'5#$+! ,M,5+.,! '(*! 51+(! UM! J;5/4(! `! 51'5! /,!
/(5$4*#05/4(!47!,M,5+.!74$!$+04=+$M!'(*!;4,5!04(,#.;5/4(!$+0M0&/():!K+Z5N!J;5/4(!bN!81/01!/,!
51+!'&5+$('5/=+!51'5!;$4;4,+,!51+!#,+!47!+(+$)M!04(,+$=/()!+m#/;.+(5,!04((+05+*!54!'$.'5#$+N!
$'(-,! 74#$51:! !J;5/4(!VN!81/01! /,! 51+! ,#U,5/5#5/4(!47! '&#B/(0!8/51!U&'0-! /$4(N! '(*!J;5/4(!TN!
81/01! /,! 54!#,+! $+0M0&+*!.'5+$/'&,! /(! 51+!;$4*#05N! '$+! 51+! &+',5!;$+7+$$+*!'.4()! 51+!;$4*#05!
/.;$4=+.+(5!04(0+;5,!04(,/*+$+*:!
O4$+4=+$N! '75+$! *4/()! ,+(,/5/=/5M! '('&M,+,N! '('&M,/,! 47! ='$/'(0+! 9IKJdI<! /,! 7#$51+$!
04(*#05+*! 54! 01+0-! ,5'5/,5/0'&&M! 51+! +,5'U&/,1+*! $'(-/()! 47! 51+! *+=+&4;+*! .+514*4&4)M:!
IKJdI!./)15!'&,4!'/*!54!U$+'-!51+!/(*/77+$+(0+!U+58++(!J;5/4(!V!'(*!J;5/4(!T!4$!U+58++(!
J;5/4(!S!'(*!J;5/4(!a!/(!,4.+!',,+,,.+(5,!.'*+!'U4=+:!D1/,!'('&M,/,!/,!*4(+!UM!,+55/()!51+!
(#&&! 1M;451+,/,! 9E4<! 51'5! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! 1'=+! +m#'&! $'(-,:! F(! 451+$!






















9.3 Statistical Analysis of Ranking Results 
I,!/&&#,5$'5+*!/(!51+!;$+=/4#,!5'U&+,!'(*!7/)#$+,!47!51+!;$+0+*/()!,+05/4(,N!/5!/,!4U,+$=+*!51'5!
51+$+! '$+! /(*/77+$+(0+,! U+58++(! 51+! 4;5/4(,! 4$! ,/./&'$/5/+,! /(! $'(-/()! +(04#(5+$+*:! >4$!
/(,5'(0+N! /(*/77+$+(0+! /(! *+0/*/()! U+58++(! 4;5/4(,! V! '(*! T! 400#$$+*:! D4! '**$+,,! 51+,+!
,/./&'$/5/+,! 47! $'(-/()N! U451! 4(+L7'054$/'&! '('&M,/,! 47! ='$/'(0+! 9IKJdI<! '(*! 584L7'054$/'&!




$+,;+05/=+&M<!8+$+!#,+*! 54! 5+,5! 51+!(#&&! 1M;451+,/,! 9Ho<! 51'5!'&&! 51+!4;5/4(,!04(,/*+$+*!1'=+!





04#&*!U+! 51+! ,'.+!'(*! 51#,N! 51+!;$4;4,+*! $'(-/()! /,!'00+;5'U&+:!J51+$! 5/)15+$!='&#+,!47!αe,!
8+$+!'&,4!#,+*!54!7#$51+$!5+,5!51+!4$*+$/()!'(*!,/./&'$!04(0&#,/4(,!8+$+!'&,4!/(7+$$+*:!I,!51+!

























W:WWSN! /5! /,! 74#(*! 4#5! 51'5! J;5/4(,! V! '(*! T! 04#&*! $+'&&M! 1'=+! 51+! ,'.+! $'(-! U+0'#,+! 51+!
04.;#5+*!FL='&#+! 9T:Va<! /,! &+,,! 51'(! 51+! 0$/5/0'&!FL='&#+! 9ST:c`<:!D1/,! 04#&*!.+'(! 51'5! 51+!
*+0/,/4(! .'-+$! 4$! 51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! /5,+&7! /,! /(*/77+$+(5! U+58++(! 51+,+! 584!
4;5/4(,:!J;5/4(!S!/,!74#(*!54!U+!,#;+$/4$!/(!51+!'('&M,+,!47!='$/'(0+!81+(!04.;'$+*!54!451+$!
4;5/4(,! ,5'5/,5/0'&&MN! +:):! U+58++(! J;5/4(! S! '(*! J;5/4(! a:! 3/')$'..'5/0'&&MN! 51+! 7/('&!
;$4;4,+*! $'(-/()! /,! ;$+,+(5+*! /(! >/)#$+! _La:! F(! 51/,! 7/)#$+N! '(! 4#5)4/()! '$$48!;4/(5!.+'(,!










9.4 Summary of Selected Options for System Improvement 
D1+!7/('&!$+,#&5,!47!51/,!0',+!,5#*M!'$+!,#..'$/,+*!'(*!$+;4$5+*!/(!D'U&+!_LSS!U+&48:!
D'U&+!_LSS!G#..'$/,+*!H'(-/()!H+,#&5,!'5!3/77+$+(5!Q+$74$.'(0+!^$/5+$/'!
Attributes/Performance Metrics Used Best Option for Improvement of Light 
Fitting System 
Customers’ Product Quality, Environmental 




















Environmental and Cost Requirements 3+=+&4;.+(5!47!(+8!;$4*#05!8/51!&48+$!
.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(!
Product Quality and Cost Requirements 3+=+&4;.+(5!47!(+8!;$4*#05!8/51!&48+$!
.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(!
!





'*='(5')+! 04#&*! U+! '01/+=+*! /(! V! 8'M,:! J(+! /,! UM! 04,5! &+'*+$,1/;! '(*! 51+! 451+$! /,! UM!
*/77+$+(5/'5/4(!oQ4$5+$N!S_YaN!;:Tp:!D1+$+UMN!51+!$+,#&5,!/(!D'U&+!_LSS!7#$51+$!/.;&M!51'5!7/$.,!
04#&*!,+&+05!81/01!,5$'5+)M!51+M!1'=+!54!74&&48!+/51+$!54!$+.'/(!',!04,5!&+'*+$!'(*s4$!'&,4!54!
S! `!a! b! V!T!




*/77+$+(5/'5+! 51+/$! ;$4*#05,! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! m#'&/5M! ;+$74$.'(0+! '(*s4$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&!
7$/+(*&/(+,,:!F7!51+!0$/5+$/4(!47!51+!04.;'(M!74$!/5,!,#,5'/('U&+!04.;+5/5/=+!'*='(5')+!)4'&!8',!
740#,+*!4(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! '&4(+N! 51+(! 51+!.'(#7'05#$/()! 7/$.!84#&*!;$+7+$! 54!
'*4;5! 51+! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! 51'5! #,+,! +(+$)M! 04(,+$=/()! +m#/;.+(5,! 04((+05+*! 54! 51+!
'$.'5#$+! ',! 51+/$! ,5$'5+)M! '&514#)1! /5,! /(/5/'&! ;#$01',/()! 04,5! /,! 1/)1:! O4$+4=+$N! /7! 51+!
/(5+(5/4(! 47! 51+! ,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! ;$4[+05! /,! 54! ,+&+05! 51+! '&5+$('5/=+! 51'5!




04(,/*+$'5/4(,N! /5! $'(-,! 7/$,5! 8/51! 451+$! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,:! D1/,! 4;5/.'&! ,M,5+.! 04(0+;5! 47!
*+=+&4;/()! '! (+8! ;$4*#05! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(! /,! '&,4! /(! ')$++.+(5! 8/51! 51+!
;1/&4,4;1M! 47! 8',5+! $+*#05/4(:! H+*#0/()! 51+! .',,! 47! '! ;$4*#05! 51$4#)1! ./(/./,/()! 51+!
'.4#(5! 47!.'5+$/'&,! #,+*! 74$! -+M! 04.;4(+(5,! /,! 51+! ,#$+,5! '(*!.4,5! */$+05!8'M! 54! '01/+=+!
8',5+!$+*#05/4(!'(*!51/,!#,#'&&M!$+,#&5,!54!&48+$!&/7+L0M0&+!04,5,!',!8+&&!o>/-,+&N!S__bN!;:!SWp:!
D1/,! ,+&+05+*! 04(0+;5! 7#$51+$! ')$++,! 54!4(+!47! 51+!.'/(! ,5$'5+)/+,! 548'$*,!.4$+! ,#,5'/('U&+!
'05/=/5/+,N!81/01!/,! 54!/((4='5+!(+8!'(*!.4$+!+(=/$4(.+(5'&&M!,4#(*!;$4*#05,!04(5/(#4#,&MN!
',!;#5!74$8'$*!UM!51+!2+$.'(!P#(*+,5')!%(m#+5+!^4../,,/4(!4(!Q$45+05/4(!47!%(=/$4(.+(5!
'(*! 51+! E#.'(/5M:! K+=+$51+&+,,N! /7! 51+! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 5+'.! ;$+7+$,! 54! .'-+!
/.;$4=+.+(5! 8/51! $+,;+05! 54! 04,5! 04(,/*+$'5/4(! '&4(+N! 51+(! 01'()/()! 54! 1/)1+$! 8'55')+!
'$.'5#$+!,M,5+.,N!,#01!',!V!h!VW!8'55,!81+$+!4(+!4(&M!(++*,!b!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.,!/(,5+'*!47!
SV!47!V!h!SW!8'55,N!4$!V!h!`W!8'55,!81+$+!4(+!4(&M!(++*,!`!&/)15!7/55/()!,M,5+.,!/(,5+'*!47!SV!
47! V! h! SW! 8'55,N! /,! '(! ';;$4;$/'5+! '(*! '00+;5'U&+! 014/0+:! D1+! $+,#&5,! 4U5'/(+*! 8/51!




8/51! '(M! 47! 51+! 0#,54.+$! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '(*! ,04$+*! 1/)1+$! 4(! 7#(05/4('&! *+,/)(! '(*! +',M!
/(,5'&&'5/4(:! D1+! #,+! 47! +(+$)M! 04(,+$=/()! +m#/;.+(5! 04((+05+*! 54! 51+! '$.'5#$+! 8',! '&,4!
74#(*! 54! U+! 51+! 4;5/4(! 51'5! 8/&&! 04(5$/U#5+! 51+! .4,5! ,/)(/7/0'(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! m#'&/5M!
/.;$4=+.+(5,:!
>/('&&MN! UM! -(48/()! 51+! 4;5/.'&! 4$! ,'5/,7/0/()! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5! '&5+$('5/=+N! 51+!
0$4,,L7#(05/4('&! ;$4[+05! 5+'.! 47! 51+! .'(#7'05#$/()! 7/$.! 0'(! (48! '&&40'5+! 51+! (+0+,,'$M!












m#'&/5M! '(*! +04(4./0! $+m#/$+.+(5,! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5! 98/51!
04(,/*+$'5/4(!54!/.;$+0/,/4(!47!*'5'!/(;#5,!51'5!/(7&#+(0+,!'!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!*+0/,/4(!74$!
04.;'(Me,! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! ;&'(<! /,! */,5/(05! UM! /5,+&7! '(*! ,++.,! ;$4./,/():! ! D1/,! .+514*! /,!
';;+'&/()!'(*!0'(!U+!'(!+,,+(5/'&!.+'(,!/(!)#/*/()!.'(#7'05#$+$,N!;'$5/0#&'$&M!51+/$!;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5!5+'.,N!54!.'-+!,#,5'/('U/&/5M!*+0/,/4(,!4$!+=+(!74$!51+!,4&+!;#$;4,+!47!+Z;&4$/()!
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+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'(*!+04(4./0!;'$'.+5+$,! /(54! 51+/$!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5!;$40+,,!54!.'/(5'/(!
51+/$! 04.;+5/5/=+! ;4,/5/4(:!O'(M! $+,+'$01+$,! 0&'/.+*! 51'5! '5! &+',5! bbr!47! 51+! 545'&! 04,5,!47!
;$4*#05! *+=+&4;.+(5N! .'(#7'05#$/()! '(*! #,+! '$+! *+5+$./(+*! '(*! 04../55+*! '5! 51+! /(/5/'&!
*+,/)(!,5')+!;$/4$!54!;$4*#05/4(N!'&514#)1!4(&M!a!54!SWr!47!51/,!+(5/$+!04,5!/,!'05#'&&M!,;+(5!'5!
51/,! ,5')+:!^4..4(&MN! /(! ,;/5+!47! &/55&+!'(*!'.U/)#4#,!*'5'!'5! 51+!+'$&M! ,5')+N!*+0/,/4(,!'$+!
.'*+! $+)'$*/()! 51+! 5M;+! 47! $+,4#$0+,! '(*! .'(#7'05#$/()! ;$40+,,+,! 54! U+! #,+*:! D1+,+!
*+0/,/4(,! +=+(5#'&&M! *+5+$./(+! 51+! ('5#$+! 47!8',5+! ,5$+'.,N! 51+! 5M;+,! 47! ;4&&#5'(5,! +./55+*!
'(*! +(+$)M! 04(,#.+*! *#$/()!.'(#7'05#$+! '(*! #,+! 47! 51+! ;$4*#05:!K+=+$51+&+,,N! 51/,! '**+*!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! */.+(,/4(! &+'*,! 54! /(0$+',/()&M! */77/0#&5! [4UN! /7! (45! 01'&&+()/()N! 54! .4,5!
/(*#,5$/'&!7/$.,:!
2/=+(! 51+! 'U4=+! $'5/4('&+N! 51+! $+,+'$01! m#+,5/4(! 47! 51/,! 84$-! /,! 740#,+*! 4(! 148!
.'(#7'05#$/()!04.;'(/+,!0'(!U+!',,/,5+*!/(!51+/$!*+,/)(!47!;$4*#05,!,4!51'5!m#'&/5MN!04,5!'(*!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,!47!51+!,5'-+14&*+$,!/(!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!;1',+,!47!51+!;$4*#05!,M,5+.!
'$+! '**$+,,+*! '5! '(! +'$&M! ,5')+! 74$! 51+! 0$#0/'&! ;#$;4,+! 47!.'/(5'/(/()! '! 7/$.e,! 04.;+5/5/=+!
'*='(5')+!'(*!.++5/()!51+!0#$$+(5!04(0+$(!74$!,#,5'/('U/&/5M:!F5!/,!',,#.+*!1+$+!51'5!/(*#,5$/'&!
7/$.! 8'(5,! 54! 1'=+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&&M! ,4#(*N! 04(,/,5+(5&M! 1/)1! m#'&/5M! '(*! ./(/.'&! 04,5!




*+0/,/4(! ,/5#'5/4(! 8/51! $+)'$*! 54! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 4;5/.'&! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5!
04(0+;5!54!U+!;#$,#+*:!!
D1+!.'/(!4U[+05/=+!47!51/,!84$-!/,!54!*+=+&4;!'!7&+Z/U&+!*+0/,/4(L4$/+(5+*!&/7+!0M0&+!';;$4'01!
51'5!'55+.;5,! 54! /(5+)$'5+!04,5!'(*!m#'&/5M! 7'054$,! 54)+51+$!8/51!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;'$'.+5+$,! /(!
51+! ;$+,+(0+! 47! /.;$+0/,/4(! '(*! /(04.;&+5+(+,,! 47! *+,/)(! *'5'! '5! '(! +'$&M! ,5')+! 47! ;$4*#05!
*+=+&4;.+(5:! D1+! ,#UL4U[+05/=+,! '$+! 54R! 9S<! /*+(5/7M! 51+! +(=/$4(.+(5'&N! m#'&/5M! '(*! 04,5!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! '! $+7+$+(0+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.n! 9V<! *+5+$./(+! '5! 81/01! ,5')+! 47! 51+! &/7+! 0M0&+!
;1',+,!0$/5/0'&!+./,,/4(,!'(*!1/)1!04,5,!+(,#+!'(*!81/01!;$4*#05!04.;4(+(5,!.'Z/./,+!51+!
,'5/,7'05/4(! 47! 51+! 0#,54.+$,e! m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,n! 9T<! +(#.+$'5+! ;45+(5/'&! '&5+$('5/=+,! 74$!
,M,5+.! /.;$4=+.+(5,! 54! .++5! 04.;'(Me,! 4=+$'&&! ,5$'5+)M! 74$! ,#,5'/('U/&/5M! '(*! ',,+,,! 51+!
0';'U/&/5M!47!+'01!4;5/4(!74$! /.;$4=+.+(5!54!.++5!+'01!,5$'5+)/0!$+m#/$+.+(5n!9`<! 5'0-&+!51+!
'.U/)#/5M! 47! *+,/)(! *'5'N! /(74$.'5/4(! '(*! 04,5! +,5/.'5+,! 04(7$4(5+*! '5! 51+! +'$&M! ;$4*#05!
*+,/)(!,5')+n!9a<!';;&M!51+!*+=+&4;+*!04(0+;5#'&!';;$4'01!74$!0144,/()!51+!.4,5!,#,5'/('U&+!
'(*! 4;5/.'&! ;$4*#05! 04(0+;5! 74$! 51+! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.n! '(*! 9b<! 04(7/$.!
,5'5/,5/0'&&M!'(*!,+(,/5/=+&M!51+!$'(-/()!$+,#&5,!4U5'/(+*:!
]#'&/5M! 7#(05/4(! *+;&4M.+(5! 9]>3<! /,! '! ;$4=+(! .+514*! 74$! '('&M,/()! 0#,54.+$e,! m#'&/5M!
$+m#/$+.+(5,! ,M,5+.'5/0'&&M! /(! 51+! +'$&M! ,5')+!47!;$4*#05!*+=+&4;.+(5:!D1+!*/,'*='(5')+!47!
]>3! /,! 51'5! /5! *4+,! (45! '004#(5! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(,:! P',/0'&&MN! /5,! 04(0+;5! /,! 54!
5$'(,&'5+! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 47! 51+! ,5'-+14&*+$,! /(54! ;$4*#05! *+,/)(! 4$! +()/(++$/()!
01'$'05+$/,5/0,N!'(*!51+(!54!;$40+,,!,;+0/7/0'5/4(,!'(*!+=+(5#'&&M!54!;$4*#05/4(!$+m#/$+.+(5,:!
\/7+! 0M0&+! ',,+,,.+(5! 9\^I<N! 4(! 51+! 451+$! 1'(*N! /,! '&,4! '! ;$4=+(! .+514*! 74$! '('&M,/()!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;+$74$.'(0+!47!;$4*#05!/(!/5,!&/7+!0M0&+!'(*!,M,5+.,!;+$,;+05/=+:!^4(0+;5#'&&MN!
/5! /,! '! 514#)15! ;$40+,,! 51'5! )#/*+,! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 4;5/4(,! 74$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! *+,/)(! '(*!
/.;$4=+.+(5:!J(+!47!/5,!&/./5'5/4(,!/,!51'5!/5!*4+,!(45!'004#(5!74$!(4(L+(=/$4(.+(5'&!',;+05,!
,#01! ',! ;$4*#05! m#'&/5M! '(*! 04,5:! \/7+! 0M0&+! 04,5/()! 9\^^<! /,! '! 8+&&L+,5'U&/,1+*! 544&! 74$!
+='&#'5/()! 04,5,! ',,40/'5+*!8/51! 51+! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.! ',! ';;&/+*! 54! '! *+7/(+*! &/7+! 0M0&+! ',! /(!
\^I:!D1/,!.+514*!;$4=/*+,!/(74$.'5/4(!4(!81/01!;$40+,,+,!4$!04.;4(+(5,!51'5!'$+!04,5&M!54!
51+!04(,#.+$,!'(*!.'(#7'05#$+$,:!J8/()! 54! /.;$+0/,+!'(*! /(04.;&+5+! /(74$.'5/4(!#,+*! 74$!
\^IN!]>3!'(*!\^^!'5!'(!+'$&M!*+,/)(!,5')+!+:):!+,5/.'5+*!04,5,!'(*!+./,,/4(,N!/5!/,!*/77/0#&5!
54! ',,+,,! 8/51! 0+$5'/(5M! 51+! /.;4$5'(0+! 47! 51+! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! $+&'5/4(,1/;,! U+58++(!




#;! 47! 74#$!.'[4$! ;1',+,:! Q1',+! F! /(=4&=+,! 51+! /*+(5/7/0'5/4(! '(*! *40#.+(5'5/4(! 47! m#'&/5MN!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*! 04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,e! /(74$.'5/4(! 51$4#)1! 51+! #,+! 47! .4*/7/+*! '(*!





47! '! ,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5! 04.;'$/,4(! 14#,+! 4$! .'5$/Z! 81+$+! 51+! 0';'U/&/5M! 47! +'01! 47! 51+!
4;5/4(,!74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!54!.++5!51+!0$/5/0'&!$+m#/$+.+(5,!'(*!51+!/.;4$5'(0+!47!$+m#/$+.+(5,!
;$4=/*+*!UM!*+0/,/4(!.'-+$,!4$!*+,/)(+$,!8+$+!+Z;$+,,+*!/(!5+$.,!47!7#BBM!&/()#/,5/0!='&#+,:!
F(! Q1',+! FFFN! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! *+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.N! 81/01! +.;&4M,! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0!
U',+*! 1+#$/,5/0! '&)4$/51.N! 8',! *+=+&4;+*! '(*! #,+*! 54! '/*! /(! 51+! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 51+! 4;5/.'&!
,#,5'/('U&+! ;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! 04(0+;5:! F(! Q1',+! FdN! ,+(,/5/=/5M! '(*! ,5'5/,5/0'&! '('&M,+,!
8+$+!04(*#05+*!54!,#U,5'(5/'5+!51+!;$+7+$+(0+!4$!$'(-/()!47!'&5+$('5/=+,!4U5'/(+*:!D1+!;$/.'$M!
4#5;#5!47!51/,!84$-!/,!51+!*+=+&4;+*!04(0+;5#'&!.+514*4&4)M!/5,+&7:!D1/,!*+=+&4;+*!';;$4'01!
/,! 51+(! ';;&/+*! /(! '! 0',+! ,5#*MR! 51+! ,#,5'/('U&+! /.;$4=+.+(5! 47! V!h! SW!8'55,! ,;&',1! ;$447!
#(/=+$,'&! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.! 74$!477/0+! ';;&/0'5/4(,:!D1+$+! '$+!b! /*+(5/7/+*!;4,,/U&+!4;5/4(,!
74$!/.;$4=+.+(5!'(*!Sc!+(=/$4(.+(5'&N!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5!$+m#/$+.+(5,!04(,/*+$+*:!
G;+0/7/0!54!51+!0',+!,5#*Me,!$+,#&5,N!51+!.'/(!+(=/$4(.+(5'&!;$4U&+.,!U',+*!4(!51+!&/7+!0M0&+!
'('&M,/,! 47! &/)15! 7/55/()! ,M,5+.! '$+! )&4U'&!8'$./()!81/01! /,!*#+! 54!^JVN! 54Z/0! +77+05,! 7$4.!
;4&M'$4.'5/0! 1M*$40'$U4(,N! 04(,#.;5/4(! 47! 74,,/&! 7#+&,! '(*! '0/*/7/0'5/4(! *#+! 54! GJV! '(*!
KJZ:! D1+!.'[4$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! +./,,/4(,! 8+$+! 74#(*! 54! U+! $+&'5+*! 54! 04(,#.+$,e! #,+! '(*!
;$4*#05/4(! 47! +&+05$/0'&! +(+$)M! 7$4.! 74,,/&! 7#+&,:!6/51! $+,;+05! 54! /(*/=/*#'&! 04.;4(+(5,! 47!
&/)15! 7/55/()!,M,5+.N! 51+!.'(#7'05#$+!47!'&#./(/#.!$+7&+054$N! $+'054$N!'(*!'&#B/(0L.'/(!U4*M!
04(5$/U#5+*! .'/(&M! 54! 51+! .'[4$! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! &4'*,:! I**/5/4('&&MN! 51+! 0$/5/0'&! 0#,54.+$,e!
m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,! 74$! &/)15! 7/55/(),! '$+! /5,! 'U/&/5M! 54!8/51,5'(*!'!1#./*!+(=/$4(.+(5N! &48!
;#$01',/()! ;$/0+N! ,/.;&+! '(*! 7#(05/4('&! *+,/)(N! '(*! +=+(! &#./('(0+!8/514#5! '(! #(;&+','(5!




O4$+4=+$N! 'U4#5! 51+! $+,#&5! 47! +='&#'5/4(! '(*! ,+&+05/4(! 47! 4;5/4(,! 74$! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.!
/.;$4=+.+(5! #,/()! 51+! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! *+0/,/4(! ,#;;4$5! ,M,5+.N! ',,+,,.+(5,! U',+*! 4(!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&! 04(,/*+$'5/4(N! 0#,54.+$e,! ;$4*#05! m#'&/5M! 04(,/*+$'5/4(N! +04(4./0!
04(,/*+$'5/4(N! '(*! 51+/$! /(5+$$+&'5/4(,1/;,! 8+$+! ;+$74$.+*:! 61+(! 51+! 04.;'(M! 740#,+,! /5,!
;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5! 54! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! ',;+05,! 4(&MN! 51+(! #,/()! +(+$)M! 04(,+$=/()!
+m#/;.+(5,! 04((+05+*! 54! 51+! '$.'5#$+N! +:):N! '**/5/4(! 47!.4*+$(! +&+05$4(/0! $+'054$N! *'M&/)15!
,8/501!4$!/(7$'$+*!,8/501N!/,!51+!.4,5!,#/5'U&+!014/0+:!6/51!04(,/*+$'5/4(!4(&M!54!0#,54.+$e,!
;$4*#05!m#'&/5M! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 51+!U+,5! '&5+$('5/=+,! '$+! /(5$4*#05/4(!47!'! ,M,5+.!74$! $+04=+$M!
'(*!;4,5L04(,#.;5/4(!$+0M0&/()!47!.'5+$/'&,N!#,+!47!+(+$)M!04(,+$=/()!+m#/;.+(5!04((+05+*!
54! 51+! '$.'5#$+N! '(*! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! (+8! ;$4*#05! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(:!6/51!
$+)'$*!54!04,5!',;+05!'&4(+N!51+!U+,5!014/0+!/,!54!01'()+!54!1/)1+$!8'55')+!'$.'5#$+!,M,5+.,:!





04(,+$=/()!+m#/;.+(5!04((+05+*! 54! 51+!'$.'5#$+N!'(*! 51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!(+8!;$4*#05!8/51!
&48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(:! 6/51! $+,;+05! 54! 51+! ,M(+$)M! U+58++(! +(=/$4(.+(5'&! '(*! 04,5!
',;+05,N! 51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! '! (+8! ;$4*#05! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(! /,! 51+! .4,5!
';;$4;$/'5+! 014/0+:!6/51! $+7+$+(0+! 54!;$4*#05!m#'&/5M!'(*!04,5! $+m#/$+.+(5,N! 51+!4;5/4(! 51'5!
,#))+,5,! 51+! *+=+&4;.+(5! 47! (+8! ;$4*#05! 8/51! &48+$! .'5+$/'&! 04(,#.;5/4(! /,! 51+! .4,5!
7'=4#$'U&+! '&5+$('5/=+:! \',5&MN! 81+(! 4(+! 04(,/*+$,! m#'&/5MN! +(=/$4(.+(5! '(*! 04,5! .+5$/0,!
,/.#&5'(+4#,&MN! 51+(! 51+!*+=+&4;.+(5!47!'!(+8!;$4*#05!8/51! &48+$!.'5+$/'&!04(,#.;5/4(! /,!
51+!4;5/.'&!,#,5'/('U&+!4;5/4(!54!;#$,#+:!!
D4! 04(0&#*+N! 51+! 04(5$/U#5/4(,! 47! 51/,! ,5#*M! /(0&#*+R! 9S<! /5! '55+.;5,! 54! /(5+)$'5+! m#'&/5MN!
+(=/$4(.+(5'&!'(*!04,5!$+m#/$+.+(5,!/(!51+!;$+,+(0+!47!/.;$+0/,/4(!'(*!/('*+m#'0M!47!*+,/)(!
*'5'! /(;#5,!'5!'(!+'$&M!,5')+!47!;$4*#05! /.;$4=+.+(5n! 9V<! /5!;$4=/*+,!04.;'(/+,!'! &/7+!0M0&+!
';;$4'01! 51'5! /,! 14&/,5/0! '(*! ;$+=+(5/=+! 74$! *+,/)(! 47! ;$4*#05! ,M,5+.,N! 9T<! /5! *+=+&4;,! '!
,#,5'/('U&+! 04(0+;5! 04.;'$/,4(! 14#,+! 4$! .'5$/Z! '(*! '! 7#BBM! &/()#/,5/0! *+0/,/4(! 1+#$/,5/0!











\+5! YX ×⊂ℜ S
















































































































! "S! "V! "T! "`!
hS! W:`! W:c! W:T! W:c!
hV! W:T! S:W! W:a! W:Y!
hT! W:Y! W:T! W:c! S:W!
! iS! iV! iT! i`! ia!
hS! W:S! W:V! W:W! S:W! W:c!
hV! W:T! W:a! W:W! WNV! S:W!
hT!
!
W:Y! W:W! S:W! W:`! W:T!
! "S! "V! "T! "`!
iS! W:_! W:W! W:T! W:`!
iV! W:V! S:W! W:Y! W:W!
iT! W:Y! W:W! W:c! S:W!
i`! W:`! W:V! W:T! W:W!





























































































































































































2. Max-star composition. 
D1/,!04.;4,/5/4(!4;+$'5/4(!/,!,/./&'$!54!.'ZL./(!.+514*!U#5!*/77+$,!4(!51+!$+;&'0+.+(5!47! ∧ !















3. Max-product composition. 






















Appendix B Computer Softwares for LCA 
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Appendix C Available Software Tools for QFD 
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Appendix D Idea Generation Techniques 
! ! ! ! ! 9G4#$0+R!H+'*+$N!S__bN!VaYLVa_<!






















































































































































































Appendix E Summary of Life Cycle Inventory Data of 12 Light Fitting Systems 

















I&#./(/#.! -)! W:Sc! V:YY! L! L! L! L! L! L! L! T:Wa!
"/(0! -)! W:SV! L! L! L! ! L! L! ! L! W:SV!
G5++&! ! Sa:__`! L! L! L! Y:WW! L! L! L! L! VT:__`!
QOOI!
)$'(#&+,!
-)! L! L! b:_b! L! L! L! L! L! L! b:_b!
^4;;+$! -)! L! L! L! L! S:SV! L! L! L! L! S:SV!
IPG!
)$'(#&+,!
! L! L! L! V:VY! L! L! L! L! L! V:VY!
^'$*U4'$*! -)! L! L! L! L! L! V:YY! L! L! L! V:YY!
%&+05$/0/5M! OX! L! L! L! L! L! L! L! L! SSVWW! SSVWW!
>4,,/&!
>#+&,!
OX! SWW! VWW! SWW! SWW! VWW! Va! aWW! Va! L! SVTaW!
Emissions/
Effluents 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
^JV! -)! VW! Sa! Sa! SW! Sa! V! Sa! `_a! SVWW! SYb`!
GJV! )! YW! aW! YW! Ta! `V! a! VW! a! ``WW! `bWW!
KJZ! )! `a! VW! _a! `W! `V! Sa! Sa! ST! T`cW! TcWW!
E^s!
KOdJ^!
)! SW! Sa! _a! TW! SW! a! aW! T! VbW! `aa!
QIE! )! T:Wb! W! W! W! T:Wb! W! W! W! W! b:SV!
! NotesR!-!*+(45+,!f(45!';;&/0'U&+gn!-)!.+'(,!-/&4)$'.,n!OX!,/)(/7/+,!O+)'[4#&+,
!
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More or less critical
Very Important












































































What to Improve in Product Systems? 


























Appendix H Impact Assessment Factors of Emissions and Consumptions Used 
According to Impact Category 






































I*'.4;4#&4,N! 2:! q! Q';;/,N! ^:N! S__T:! G4.+! H+,#&5,! 4(! 51+! H+,4&#5/4(! 47! >#BBM! H+&'5/4(!
%m#'5/4(,N!>#BBM!G+5,!'(*!GM,5+.,N!60R!YTLYY:!
I*'.4;4#&4,N! 2:! q! Q';;/,N! ^:N! S__b:! I! >#BBML&/()#/,5/0! I;;$4'01! 54! '! O#&5/L0$/5+$/'!
G+m#+(0/()!Q$4U&+.N!%#$4;+'(!X4#$('&!47!J;+$'5/4('&!H+,+'$01N!92R!bVYLbTb:!





I&&+(UMN! P:N! S__T:! G#;;4$5/()! %(=/$4(.+(5'&! ]#'&/5MR! 3+=+&4;/()! '(! F(7$',5$#05#$+! 74$!
3+,/)(N!D45'&!]#'&/5M!%(=/$4(.+(5'&!O'(')+.+(5N!G;$/()N!TWTLTWc:!
I&5/()N! \:N! S__S:! \/7+! ^M0&+! 3+,/)(N! ^4(0#$$+(5! %()/(++$/()N! F,,#+,N! Q$'05/0+! '(*!
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